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Cure Your Corns
BY USING

SCHLOTTEEBECK’S

Coro, Wart & Bunion Solvent
is not

a

caustic.

Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
for
Brush
applying in each bottle.
CURE IS GUARANTEED..^}
Price £5 cents.
For sale by all Draggisl*.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
It

removes

who nave used it ami now testify to its value.
V Ask for Mchlotlerbeck’N Corn and %%’art
Solvent and take no other,
nov23
aadtf
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IT IS A FACT

Charged With Robbing His Employer.

Portsmouth, July

FOR

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS.

War Dkp’t Office Chief Signal i
Officer, Washington, D. C.
j
July 19, 1A.M.
For New England,
Fair weather and local rains, rising barometer
and stationonary or lower temperature, winds

mostly westerly.

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

The barometer is highest iu Tennessee and
Ohio valley aud lowest in the Gull of St.
The temperature has fallen In
Lawrence.
New England, Middle, South Atlantic aud
Gulf States and risen iu the upper Lake region,
upper Mississippi and Missouri valley. Westerly winds prevail in Now England, Middle Atlantic States, Tennessee and Ohio valley and
Lake region, and southerly winds iu the Missouri valley. Local rains have fallen in New
Eugland and lower lake region. Elsewhere
the weather is generally fair.
On Friday partly cloudy weather and local
rains will occur iu New England, nearly
stationary temperature aud fair weather iu all
districts east of the Mississippi valley with
slowly rising temperature.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Petition for tbe Pardon of Hathaway, the
Fall River Forger.
Boston, July 18.—Tbe pardon committee of
the Kxooutive Council gave a [hearing this
forenoon on the petitiou for the pardon f om
the State prison of George T. Hathaway, of
Fall ltiver, tbe embezzler. Tbe petition was
submitted it out citizens Jof that city aud surrouudiug towns, bearing 1000 irames or more,
aud arguments in his behalf were made by W.
8. Greene, Major Braley, Azariab Tripp, Simeou B. Chase, Wm. M. Hall of Fall River aud
others

Reports

the Tewksbury Investigation.
Tbe majority aud minority reports of the
Tewksbury investigating committee will be
presented to the Legislature Friday. Tbe for■tier will ooutain about ton columns of matter,
the latter seventeen. Tbe majority report will
speak iu most positive terms regarding tbe direct charges against tbe honor of the State and
will lake up iu detail tbe most serious of them
and endeavor to show itow they have been refuted, auu will characterize iu strong language
the motive of tlie attempt to make tbe 'Common weath seem savage aud brutal, and possibly may lie very direct in its language upon the
part tbe Governor has taken in promoting the

WASHINGTON.

Examination for Second lieutenants.
Washington, July 18.—The President has
! designated Z. B. Vance, son of Senator Vance,
of North Carolina, Charles D. Clay of Kentucky, a grandson of Henry Clay, and J. Harry Duval of Pennsylvania to appear before the
board at Fortress Monroe October 1st for exGISTS.
jylOTTh&Slw
amination for second lieutenancies iu the
army.
The Coming Reduction of Postage.
A circular was issued today from the office
of the Third Assistant Postmaster General ofFOR
ficially notifying postmasters throughout the
United States of the reduction of postage rates
which is to take effect the 1st of October and
For Sale.
directing them to make preparation for it.
LAUNCH, 20 feet long, 4V2 beam, in
Postmasters,are notified through this circular
Address WM. A.
complete running order.
that it is desirable to have as small a stock of
KAY, Portland Post Office.
jy6d2w*
the present 3-ceut postage stamps and stamped
euvelopes as possible on hand when the reducFor Sale.
tion of rates goes into effect and they are acfirst-class white Cedar Canoes, copper fastcordingly directed to limit their requisition
ened and perfect models. For particulars apfor stamps and euvelopes of this {denomination
B. J. WILLARD,
ply to
to such quantities as upon careful estimate
No. 43 Commercial Street.
jyl2dlm
they may deem sufficient 10 last until the 1st
of October. They are also iDstrncted to take
For Sale.
all available means without incurring any exHyperion 306 tons Register, rate IV2. la pense to call public attention to the coming regood order. For particulars inquire of
duction so that pnrchasers may not accumujyl2dtfB. J. WILLARD.
late an unnecessary supply 6f 3-cent stamps
aud envelopes. The circular also announces
For Sale.
that the department will be ready to issue the
Land and Stable on Adams Street, al- 2-ceut
stamp of the new design September
so in Cape Elizabeth a one story House
15th but that these stamps aud euvelopes must
and Land, and three acres of Land on not be placed ou sale or used by postmasters.1
Cape Cottage road, line situation for before October 1st.
Summer Residence. For particulars inPost Office Burned.
quire of B. J. WILLARD., >'o. 43 ComThe Postmaster Genera1, has been informed
mercial Street, Portland Me.
of the destruction' by fire at 5 o’clock this
apr5
eodtf
morning of the post office at Morristown,
Minn., with money order records aud blanks.
For Sale or Lease.
Resignation W ithdrawn.
NICE convenient brick house, No. 128 DanThe resignation of A. M. Swope as collector
forth street near State, very desirable location and neighborhood, possession giveu Oct. 1st.
of the new seventh district of Kentucky, was
withdrawn today and a new bond was sent to
Apply to W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
eod3w*
jly2
him for execution.
The President’s Yellowstone Trip.
It is denied on the highest authority that
President Arthur’s trip to the Yellowstone valFOR SALE.
ley will cause any expense to the government.
It is also specifically denied that telegraph
the most desirable location at FERRY BEACH
lines will be erected which will cost thousands
within two minutes walk of the Bay View'
of dollarsaud that 180 horses are being providHouse. Very convenient for one or two families.
ed
for the party to be paid for with public
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and particulars, iuquirc of W. S. DENNETT, Saco Me.
funds. It is authorit stively said the fact of
the President’* being a member of the party
jo5_dtf
will not add a single dollar to the expense of
the trip aud it is added that the aniouut of
forage that will be saved daring the absence
of the government horses from the usual staGorham Village, a story and a half house
tions will more than pay the entire cost of the
with large lot set to fruit trees, five minutes
trip. It is not to be a pleasure party gotten up
walk from Normal aiid other schools, ehursbes and
for the benefit of the President but au official
depot A nice place for a lady who has children to
educate. Price low. Teimseaay. Apply to
exploration party and the Presideut is to acG. D. WEEKS, Box 105, Gorham Me
The explora
company it as an invited guest.
dtf
jun5
tion would be made this year iu auy event reof whether the President accompangardless
For **ale.
ied the party or not.
of the best houselots in Portland, has a nice
stable and stone for cellar now upon it; will
Exports of 3readstuffs.
sell on time and advance 32500 to help build a good
Exports of domestic breadstuffs during June
house on the premises. For particulars call on
was $11,545,936; Jane
1882, S9,270,126; six
L. TA YLOR, 385 Congress St.
jan224tf
months ended June 30, 1883, $85,148,935; six
months ended Jane 30, 1882, $64,856,930;
For Sale.
twelve months ended June 30, 1883, $202,971,corner Carleton and Brackett St»., formerly occupied by Joshua Hobbs. Inquire of 491; twelve months ended June 30,1882, $177,001,396.
JOHN' P. HOBBS,
xo. 30 Market Street.
ap7dtf

SALK*

Investigation,

Poisoned by Canned Blueberries.
A special from Clinton, Mass., says some
twenty-live persons at the boarding bouse of
Mrs. Lynch have been attacked with painful
illness caused by eating canned blueberries.
Tbe boarders were all affected about tbe same
time and within a few hours after partaking of
the berries.
Extradition Delayed.
A special to the Journal from Digby states
that the Minister of Justice at Ottawa having
refused to issue an extradition warrant on telegraphic information of the Halifax court’s
decision,*it will he impossible to procure the
necessary papers for the removal of Autero,
tlie murderer of Mrs. Carleton at Watertown,
Mass., before Saturday. The prisoner was expected to arrive iu Boston to-morrow.
Zazel, the “Human Cannon Ball,” Seriously Burt.
Woburn, July 18.—During a circus perform"
ance this afternoon Z tzel, the ”humau cannon
bell,” met with a serious acoident. The guy
wire supporting the caunou broke while she
was performing on the wire anil she was
precipitated to the grouud followed by the cannon
which buried itself in the earth thirteen inch,
es from where Zazel was lying stunned
by the
fall.
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Farm For Sale

To Let.
of the best farms in the County of CumberONEland, situated in Cape Elizabeth, known as the
“Brooks Farm” will be sold at a great bargain. S.
L. CAKLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Portor

and. Me.

marSdtf

FOB

RESIDENCE
SAXiH?.

very desirable residence
THEZenas
Thompson, situate

of

the

late

Kev.

on
Lincoln St.,
Woodford’s Corner, Deering. Contains fine garden
and fruit trees. For particulars apply to
ZE n AS THOMPSON, Jr., or
FRED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union St., City.

f«b22

dtf

_WANTS.
Wanted.
article in goo 1 demand, at
AGENTS
is short apply
watering places. As the
Remember this is
for

a new

season

early.

aEW article.
JOHN GRAY,
2 Sewall Place, Boston, Mass.
a

Jyl8d3t

Wanted.
XPER TENCED Dress Goods
A new dry goods store.

Ip

jy!8d3t

*

our

Drug Store, by a
man of good education,
desirous of learning the
n

business. Ian furnish the very
best of references for honesty ami
sobriety.
Address, BOX «4, E.

jylleod2**

Turner Maine.

Wanted.
GOOD

A

Cook.

Apply to DU. TORRING I ON,
Summer Retreat,
Peaks’ Island.

jlyl7d3t*

Laborers Wanted,
work on Water
Works at Sebago Lake.
Apply PORTLAND WATER CO.,
33 Plum Street.
jlyl7d3w

TO

Wanted.
RENT of six or seven rooms for a family of
two, in Western part of city. References givAddress RENT, Press Office.
jyl7d3t*

A
en

A Modern Built House Wanted.
worth $8,00'* or $0,000,
1(71011 Cash,
of the
to WM.

JL

Apply

city.

part

July 10, 1883._

in

11.

__

western

JEKRIS.
Jy.MJctlw*

WANTED
A servant girl to go into the coauii-v dur
ng the feuinmer suouths. Apply ul IV©.
tuinbei- and Street.
j]y7dtf

Clerk Wanted.

A YOUNG
some, wanted
STREET.
man

studied Bookkeeping,
clerk at 532 CONGRESS
jun20dtf

who has
as

GIRLS WANTED.
I'ortland Star Match Co., W est
Commercial Street.
__w yl2-dtf

CASVASSEItS WAltfiLB.
Energetic

"r*u8er

good

Canvassers to

Bell

novlo

the

Kagla

installments. Men who can give
security can have outeide territoAddress
No. 85 Temp e .St.

on
retereuce or

ry to handle.

Uolored Men

,]r-

Who Don’t

Get

Offices

Enough.
Columbus, S. C., July 18.—The colored
state conveotiou in session here this evening
adopted an address deuomicing the national
Republican party for its course tow.no the
colored race during the last six years aim condemning its action in conferring every oliicu

of honor and trust upon white men to the exclusion of the colored race; denouncing the
present state goveruineut as the most damn bl >
to which a lree people has ever been subjected,
and asserting that the right of trial by jury
that veruntol
was denied to defendants and
juries aud sentences of courts are deiermn
by the condition aud color of parties accused of
crime. The address also denounces lynching
of colored men suspecied of offences aud co.n*
plams ot the public schools system as in effec■

tive.

The Supervising Architect Explains Why
the Safe Contracts were Given to Damon.

Washington, July 18

The Hill -investigaresumed this morning at 11 o’clock
Tottenjaunounced his engagement compelled
him to retire temporaly from the case. He
said when ho entered it he did not expected
the investigation to last over a week, but it
looked to him as though it might bs stretched
out to the crack of doom.
Mr.Colemau offered iu evidence the vouchers
for money paid to Geo. L. Damon on acconut
of safes aud repairs thereto eincel876 for public
buildings iu New York, Philadelphia, Boston
aud other cities, for a majority of which sales
no contracts were made.
Mr. Stinemeiz was then recalled to testify
in regard to the beating apparatus in the custom house in Chicago which he
pronounced
inferior in quality and workmanship.
He
said that
most a:l
the ventilators were
boarded np in the large mail room aud the
atmosphere was in a bad state.
Coleman announced that the prosecution
had closed the Damon case with the exception
of introducing the correspondence between
Hill and Damon.
Mr. Jasobsof the architect's office testified
that Hill had pursued the practice of his pro
decessor (Potter) in obtaining safes for public
buildings. Damou had furnished safes siuce
—

was

1879.

Wanted.

Situation in
young
who is

Salesmen for

HINES BROTHERS,
Middle street, Portland, Me.

241

THE HILL INVESTIGATION.

tion

SUBURBAN

on

Amero’s

THAT THOUSANDS OF OUR BUSTNESS MEN
GO TO TH KIR OFFICES IN THE MORNING AFTER AN UNEASY NIGHT, OK A LATE DINNER, FEELING DULL AND ALL OUT OF
SORTS. THIS IS ENTIRELY UNNECESSARY.
FOR A SINGLE DOSE OF THAT SPARKLING
FOAMING SPECIFIC, TARRANT’S KELTZER APERIENT TAKEN BEFORE BREAKFAST, WILL IMMEDIATELY DISPEL ALL
FEELINGS OF HEAVINESS, REMOVE GENTLY BUT SURELY THE CAUSE, AND QUICKEN
INTO HEALTHY ACTION EVERY FIBRE OF
THE SYS'lEM.
FOR SALE AY ALL DRUG-

r

18—Nelson B. Matu of

sent.to j,ul today iu default of $500
bonds charged with robbing II’ram Hayes of
this city, his employer.
was

PRESS.
Morning, ot ¥2.50

Address all communications to

purchased.

of suicide. She was 18 years old aud formerly lived iu Houltou.

case

York

Coleman objected to the testimony of this
witness.
The chairman decided to hear Jacobs' testimony. He said that the safe men had siid to
him they would like to furnish safes, but
could not compete with Damon in his prices.
On cross examination witness said that there
had been bat one advertisement for safes since
1879.
Coleman—Don’t you know that if there has
been any corruption going on inthe supervising
architect’s office you have been concerned iu
tv
Witness—I know no such thiug.
Witness was asked if the office had not refrained from advertising for safes so as to aid
in his business.
Witness could not answer
that question.
Hill then took the stand and said that Damon’s figures were so low that other safe
makers told him that they could not compete.
The indifference manifested
by the safe
makers was the reason why advertisements
were not more
Advertisements
frequent.
were made only to protect the
department and
get a fair rate. Damon has not been given the
slightest advantage over other dealers in safes.
Mr. Totten asked if it was
customary to advertise for one safe. Mr. Coleman objected.
Totten read a legal authority wherein it is
held that an advertisement »s
unnecessary in
a
cJ!Sfcl
^*,ero special qualities are necessary.
Mr Coleman argued the
contrary proposition
at some length, saying the statute was
clearly
ii te.ided to prevent just what ha 1 been done
here-giving to one man all of the work of
*
one kind.
Witness continuing said that Halts were
tsually required in haste ho that time could
not be allowed for jidvenisemeut. Three or
four kinds of safes were equal to Damon’s
sales which were generally very satisfactory
Cross examination was deferred until to-morrow and the committee adjourned.

A MEXICAN OUTRAGE.

NO CHOICE YET.
Briggs Drops Out of the Concord Fight
Talk of Postponing an Election till the
Next Session of the Legislature.
Concord, N. H., July 18.—The ballot in the
legislature tc-day resulted as follows:
Whole number.324

Necessary for a choice.
Harry Binglisuu.

.103
110
William E Chandler.
74
Mason W Tappan. 33
Aaron F Stevens.
28
Gilman Marston. 27
OrinC Moore
11
James W Pat*erson.
7
Jacob H Gallinger.
4
Daniel Barnard.
3
Daniel Halt.
3
Charles H Bell.
3
K
Henry Burnham. 2
James F Briggs
1
Frederick Smyth.
1
1
Benjamin F Prescott
Wihiam C Todd.
1
Charles 11 Burns.
1
Charles B Jordan...
1
William S Ladd. 1
..

conference of Tappau men was held here
to-night, when it was decided to use every effort to secure an increased vote to-morrow.
Chandler’s supporters claim he will gain eight
or nine on the next ballot.
It is said Patterson
will receive quite an addition to-morrow, alit
is
not
stated
from
which
column the
though
votes will come.
Stevens has not concluded
to withdraw to-night, notwithstanding the report which bad been circulated that such was
his intention.
It is possible that a meeting
of his adhereutB may be held in the morning,
when the subject will be discussed and a plan
of action decided upon.
No material change
ii anticipated in Marsion’s column till next
week, when it is rumored a considerable accession will be made under a combination with
some of the other candidates.
There has been
some talk among the Republicans
to-night, in
favor of postponing the election to the next
session of the legislature, aud it will not be
surprising if an attempt is made to secure such
action if a choice is not effected this week.
A

GEN. OROOK VINDICATED.
Secretary Lincoln

Effectually Silences

Recent Slanders.
New Yokk, July 18.—Secretary
Lincoln
states that he has seen the sensational dispatch from Washington in regard to the alleged confession made by Gen. Crook in a conference held on last Saturday week iri Washington. He denounced the report as utterly
without foundation, aud said he coaid not understand how it could hare originated.
lie
said that the Secretary of the Interior, the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Gen. Crook
and himself were the only persons present at
the conference, and
therefore there could
have beeu no one to overhear and report their
conversation as alleged.
He further said that
Geu. Crook’s campaign against the Apache
Indians had been in the highest degree satisfactory to the War Department, and that the
General had made a straightforward statement of his actious in the Sierra Madres, his
capture of the Indian village and the enhse-

quent negotiations.

JULY

19.

Inaug-

Disastrous Floods
Sixty-one Deaths from Cholera in Cairo
in Twenty-four HourB—The Authorities
Concealing the Real Facts.
Caiko, July 18.—The Humber of deaths
from cholera in this city during the 24 hours
ending at 8 o'clock this morning, was Cl.
London, July 18.—A despatch to the Daily
an

En-

glish woman here who was suspected to ho suffering from cholera, proved to be a case of diarrhiei.
The patient died because of her removal to the hospital. As there is much doubt
that, the epidemic is true Asiatic
cholera, it is
possible that wrong treatment is killing hundreds of sufferers. A European Cjinmissiou is
ergo tly required to investigate the matter

SPORTING.
Mystic Park Races.
Boston, Jane 18.— The second .day of the
July meeting at Mystic Park opened with a
good attendance, the favorites in each class
winning. In the 2.38 class the lirst money was
won by Galanthis, in three straight heat), Mor-

timer second. Time 2.32J, 2.31
2.31J.
The 2.28 class was won by Ella Doe, witli
Time 2.27 1-4 2.25 l-(i,
2.26 1-4, 2.25 14.
Base Ball.
At Cleveland—-New Yorks 1, Clevelands 10.
At Chicago—Chicagos 9, Bostons 0.
At Detroit—Providence 10, Detroit* 5.
At Buffalo—Buff lies 5, Philadelphia#?.

George S, second.

of Cigar Makers.
New Yoke, July 18.—The cigar makers of
tho Protective Union did not return to work in
the factory of B. Ottenbnrg & Bros., np to the
time of closing this evening, and according to
a
mutual understanding the factories of ail
members of the United Cigar Manufacturers’
Association, to which the Oltenburgs bolong,
informed their employes that there world he
no work for them until
the strike in'question
is adjusted.
Consequently there are nearly
7,(MX) cigar makers, many of them women, out
of employment.
Fourtoen factories are closed
up. A number of tbo men thrown out of employment are being sent to New England
cities, where there are branches of the Progressive Union in existence.
Lockout

Railroad Accident.

Knoxville, Term., July 18.—About one
o'clock this morning an east bound express
train was thrown from tho main track by a
misplaced switch, at the zinc works, one mile
east of this city.
The train was miming fall

Tlio Western

Union Disposed to Fight
Rather Ilian Tield.

on

the

River

Rhone.

Chicago, July 18.—The following telegraph
10 letter from President Eckert to Col. dowry,
tho Chicago superintendent, presents more
fully than lias yet been done the Company’s
side of the cose:
To K. C. Clowry, General Superintendent of
the Western Union Telegraph Company,Chicago, III.:
A committee of six persons called upou me
yesterday and presented a memorial addressed
to the Western Union Telegraph Company and
signed by themselves as members of the executive committee of the Brotherhood of Telegraphers of the United States and Canada.
The memorial calls upon the company for certain concessions in regard to hours and rates of
pay, substantially in accordance with the programme, with which you have been familiar
since their March meeting in Chicago. The
parties were asked if they represented Hie employes of the company, and upon replying
affirmatively they were requested to fuuiish a
list of such employes. This they were not able
to do, stating that it would require a loug time
to procure a list, and they were here ou expense. They were told that the company did

know the committee or whether its members had authority from the Western Umou
employes to present any demand, and we could
not deal with outside parties.
Aside from the
questionable manner of presenting sncii a meone
demaud
is that both sexes shall remorial,
ceive pay for equal work, and another a 15 per
cent, increase of all sularies. An operat or now
receiving a salary of $50 a mouth would by this
plan get a smaller increase than one getting $80
or $90 a mouth, thus widening the difference
now existing. An $80 operator at present workB
nine hflurs daily twenty-six days a month,
equal to 84 18-100 cents per hour. Uuder the
schedule on the memorial the same operator
will receive $92 per mouth for eight hours
dally, equal to about ISO per cent in addition to
the Sunday allowance just granted uuder the
new rule. This is the smallest increase donot

London, July 18.—General Sir
Evelyn
Wood, commander of the forces iu Egypt, who
had embarked at Suez for England, has returned l«y order of the Khedive in consequence of
appearance oi cholera iu Cairo.
Wimbledon Match for the Kolapore Cup*
Tho shooting for the Kolapore cup look

the

plico

at

^Wimbledon tc-day.

The prize

was

competed for by loams representing England,
Canada, tbo Islands of Jersey and Guernsey
and India. Tbo teams were composed
of
eight men each. Tbo tiring was ut 200, 600
and 000 yards.
Each man was allowed seven
shots ut each range. The cap was won by the
Kuglifh team. The scores « •,'o as follows":

England.

608

Jersey.

088

Canada.671)

Uusrusey.(521
luilla.014
The shooting for the Albert Jewel was com"
pleted at Wimbledou tc-day. A prize was
won by Wilson of the Ulator rifles who scored
(k>; Dr. Scott who was tbo only member of the
Amerioau learn who completed lu this contest,
soooud,(i2. The shooting was at 1000 yards.
Each man was allowed filiueu shots.
Serious Floods in the Valley of the Rhone
New Yens, July 18.—A Palis special says
heavy floods have oocarred ill the upper
Rhone valley especially.ou tho Swiss border
and in tho monulaius. Bridges and houses are
swept away and railroad travel seriously im-

peded.
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Shore, •p'bbl.. 4 00®4 50> do choice.

30532 JaD&n.
18&22I do choice.
Tib.

box.
Seal
No. 1.

Mackerel, $rbbi.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2..
@
Shore No. 1.14 00® 16
No. 2.10 75® 12
8 50® 9
Large 3
Medium.7 25® 8
....

Small
C'am bait... 5

5

00®

253
453
26 @

36®

!SStrait
24® 25
(326
i]English .25
001 (Char. I.O.. 6 75® 7 25
501CChar. I.X... 9 00® 9 76
501'Tome. .6 76® 8 76
601 (Coke. 6 60® 6 00

COUNTY.

I

@20
@ 48
@40
@36
@80
@22

@30
@30
@ 85

@35
@ 28

@ 17
@ 29
@ 32

@32

c

ending Wednesday, July 18.

Working Oxen and Store Cattle- None In market.
Trade for them will bo very light until Cattle come
in more freely from the North and Maine.
Veal Calves—Prices range from 4@7c p lb live
weight.

bwine—Only

slow at prices
week

a

few Store

Pigs

Pigs

in market, selling
to those obtained one
at
bead.
selling $3g7

fully equal

since, small

New York

lock and Honey
(By Telegraph.)

Market.

York, July 18.—ofoney is easy at 2®2%
on call; prime mercantile paper at 4Va@6.
Exchange is weak at 4.83% for long and 4.87% for
short. Governments are a little better for the 3s
New

and 4s regular, but other issues are
unchanged.
State bonds are nominal
Railroad bonds firm.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat-

ed 267,000 shares.

The iol lowing are to-day's closing quotations o»
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
103
do
do
do
6s, ext.101
do
do
do
4Vas, reg.112%
do
do
do
4%s,coup.112%
do
do
do
4s, reg .118%
do
do
do
4s, coup.118%
Pacific 6s, '95.127%
The following are the closing quotations Stooks:
Chicago & Alton
..132%
Chicogo & Alton pref.140
Chicago, Burr & Quincy. 122%
Erie....:. 35%
Erie pref.
75

Illinois Central.130

Lake Shore.106%
Michigan Central. 87%
New Jersey Central.
86%

i Northwestern.127%
Northwestern pref.147

New York Central.....114%
Rock Island.121%
St. Paul.102%
8t. Paul pref.118
Union Pacific 8tock.
92%

**m_ri)jon Tel

...

79%

....

G

flay

Pres’d $>tonl2
Loose.11

25®

ALntimonv...
18®
G 00'2Sine.-*--. 6 00@6
1'obacc*.
Best brands.
60®
6 501 Medium....
40®

Common....
00® J 4 00 1tlalf ib.
00®1400,1srat 1 Leaf...

30®

20
25

60
45
40

fa.

60
Varoinh
Straw.lOOOtgiaoO
F!l
Jamar.1
76
Iiiuie.
1 5011Coach.
Per cask.
1
50
1
Fami’ure
Cement..
Oiaiu.
1ft.M.Corn, car lots
601 ]MU Corn.car lots

Flour.
Sni>erlino and

@ 70

—

68

...

..

001

...

75;®3

|

Chickens.25®30c
Fowl.18® 20c
ft u tier.

Creamery.23® 24c
Gilt Edge Ver... .21r22c

Tierces
9%@ 9S4
Pail .10
@10%
Seed*.

1Red

Top.4 25@4

Casco National Bank.100.-.. 163
Merchant’s National Bank... 76.. .120
S'ational Traders' Bank.100—157

50

164
..121
..169
..110
60
..1C4
.110
123 Va
..112
..113
..

Portland Company.105
Portland Gas Company. 60
68
100.... 102
Ocean Insurance Company
...

..

...

V. & K. R. U. Bonds. 108
Maine Central R. K. Bonds 7’s.121 Vi
Leeds A Farmington K.R.b’ds 100....Ill
Portland * Ken. R. R. Bonds.100... Ill
Romford Falls & B R. R. Receiver
1st 7«.107
.110
Portland & Ogdonsburg R R it 6s.... 107Vi 108V*»
105
Portland Water Co., Is.
..106
*
41
107
2s.
..109
3s.109
.111

The hay crop In Penobscot county has alfrom Shanghai indicate that the
ready beer greatly damaged by rains. II lair
lower clus-es tliero ure showing great hostility
weather does soou prevail the loss to our farmtowards Europeans. During the celebration
to the hay crop will be very
ers by damage
ol their national fote by the French colonials,
Sir*
Whoicsair >l«rk«,
great. One farmer has fifty tous fiat iu the
they were attacked by a riotous mob, ami
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
field, and if it continues to rain it will be almany were injured before (he insurrection
htorer
Bros. A Co., Dry Goods
corrected
daily
by
a
total
loss.
most
could bo quolled. Grout uneasiness is felt by
Woolens aud Fancy Goods, 144 to 152 Middle street
The valuation of Bangor is 59,231,287, of
all foreign residents on account of this deUNBLSACHRD IHYTTt
*.
which $6,112,693 is real estate, and 3,118,694
monstration.
80 In. 7Vi(?, 8M1 Fine 7-4.14® 17
M'«vy
show
These
a
in
estate.
figures
gain
personal
Tho Suez Canal.
Med. 30 in. «ViSl 7Mi Fine 8-4..,
...l&ai!2
real estate over 1882 of $27,990, and a less in
30 in. 6
'n 0
Fine 9-4.ZSsf-SN*
London, July 18.—At a special meeting to- ; personal property of 5104,636. The city in its light
40 iu. 7SiiS 0
l«™
Muo
10-4_27MiaS‘J
day of the London Chamber of Commerce a 86'tleuier.t with the trustees ot the Hersoy esm Kirma. KTt:.
resolution was adopted declaring that the quot- j
Ti liking*,
Drill*,..
tate lost in taxable property 5100,000. The
8g 9
lion of tbs construction of a parallel Suez ca- 1
Beet. lf»
Corset «Je*n?.... 7 u 8
ft! 8
Hersey trustees also in their settlement with
nal should lie referted to a royal commission.
.il
rrfedlunu
Satteen-*.
8(a. 9H
fti4
the
the liniyorsalist, society deprived
city of
M. Charles de Lesseps is expected to arrive
Cambria*. fig. £>V%
flight. H ftlO
tho tax on $33,000.
l Hmlm*.12 Vaft ItiMi ! Silesia*.10 a 20
lu Loudon on Thursday to continue negotiaWALDO COUNTY.
I Cotton Flannel?. 7 £15
| Uucke-Brown V> ftlJ
tions with tbo British government relative to
Fanov 12Vfe@l6Va Twine A Warp* l-V£28Vii
the Suez canal project.
Tuesday morning Uapt. Harriman, of Pros1 jy >/1 <*
(tatting—Bast..nv-ccia
near
his
honse, which
pect, discovered floating
An Alleged Murder Disproved.
(fcvvi. 8%idir»4
is ituated near the shore, one mile abovo Fort
SlXACtlXP COTTOSS.j
The court at Nyreghhaza, Huugary, which
Kent, the body of Allen O’Brien, of Buoksport,
Ftno«-4.16 @20
tt.vi 36 In.. 11 Vfcigl3
is trying a number of Jews charged with the
whose my sterious disappearance was chronicled
*lno7-4.14 ;a2:i
Mod.
8
86
in..
$11
murder of a Christian girl, went to Tisza Ez- j
The boat iu which he was last
some time ago.
6
(c; 7Mi Finn 8-4.21
Light86In..
lar, yesterday, when the boy altness, |Moritz
Fine '-^-4.26
seen has not been fouud.
It is supposed that
42 in.. 10 fa-1.4
@30
Scliarf, was compelled to look through the key O'Brien either fell from h'S boat
Fin* 10-4
5-4.... 11
or that tho
#17
..27Vfc@32H
hole in the door of the synagogue through
craft, was swamped with a heavy load of driftwhich he alleges that he saw the murder comwood.
MtocSi itlnrkft.
mitted. It was conclusively proved that he
YORK COUNTY.
The following quotations of stocks are reported
could, by so doing, see oDly ,ono person iu the
Mrs.
the
will
be
at
Hollis
Kilborn,
revivalist,
and corrected ufcily by Woodbtftty & Moulton, oorcet
interior at a lime, and that it was impossible to
Centre next Sabbath day aud evening. Euougb
of Middle ami Exchange streets.
see a group of persons, as ho swore he did.
lias been subscribed for the Advent chapel and
NEW YORK STOCKS.
London, July 18.—The Standard's Cairo de- it will ho built in Angust
Missouri Pacific.100%
spatch says the incorrect character of the reWabash preferred. 41%
Omaha common.
ports referring to the spread of the cholera is
44%
Denver & H. O.
shown by the fact that 12 deaths occurred in a
40%
Northern Pacfic preferred.
8<>%
single quarter of the city within half an linnr
Northern
Pacific
common.
48%
yesterday. The police are doing everything
Omaha preferred .108
possible to conceal the state of affairs.
Louis & Nash.
49%
Central Pacific. 71%
Review of Portland Wholesale Market.
Texas Pacific.
The Western Crops.
34%
PORTLAND, July 18.
BOSTON STOCKS.
I’oitTLAND, Or., July 18.—Specials to the
The following changes are reported tlil3 week: In
Flint & Pore Marquette common. 25%
Northwest News state that although llto wheat
has
F.
advanced
A.T.
AS.
81%
Tartar
lc.
and
Cream
Drugs
Dyes,
acreage ol the State is greater, the yield will
Boston & Maine.ltJO
not be more than 70 per cent, of last year.
Duck shows a decline of 2c@3c. Fish has advanced

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

..

..

...

..

Northern

Ophir

.*

314
oa*

Belle..

Sierra Nevada.
Union Con.

55J
mu

4ZJ

Yellow Jacket. 3^

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraph.)

Chicago, July 18.—Bogs—Receipts 9,000 head;
shipments 4005 bead; the market is 16c highergood mixed at 6 00g5 40; heavy 5 35®5 85;llgitf
*
at 6 45 ®6 16; skips at 3 25®5 00.
Cattle—Receipt! 6,600 heart; shipment* 3,800;
market easier; export* at 6 86®C 10;
fowl to ehoioe
shipping at 6 40®6 76; common to medium 4 40®
5 20.
Sheep—Receipts 400 head; shipments none; the
market is 20®40c higher than last week; inferior
to fair 3 00@3 60; good at 4
36; choice 4 40.

JuJy

@67
grades. .3 50@4
Corn, bag lots.... 70@75
Spring and
XX Spring.. 5 50@6 60 Cats, car lots.60
(Cats, bag lots.56
Patent Spring
70
Wheats.7 50@8 50 3Meal
Michigan Win;(CottonSeed,car lots 28 00
lots3u
00
ter straights5 50@0 00jtCottonseed,bag
Do roller....6 60®7 Oo!gSackedBrau car lot.
18 00®18 60
St. Louis Windo bag lots.23 60
ter straight. 0 0O@6 50j
Do roller...0 60&7 00!!Middlings, car lots.24 00
do bag lots..*
26 60
Winter Wheat
1
atents.7 0057 6011Eiye.
Produce.
ft*ror«»ioBM.
bbl—
I
PorkCranberries, &
Maine
12 00®IS
Backs
.20 00®20 25
Cape Cod,l 5 00(517 001 Clear-19 60®i9 75
2 »*5®2 75! Mess.18 00318 50
Pea Beans
Mediums.... 2 50® 2 G5 3Mess Beef.. 12 0O@12 6<)
German ined2 2552 301 Ex Mess..13 0O@13 60
Yellow EyesS 85®.3.90
Plate.14 00314 25
Ex Plate.16 OOialS 15
Onions $>bbl.,4 50®6 00
Bermuda—2 25*2 37 1Hams
13%@14c
New Potatoes2
00 1Hams.covered 14%@16c
Eggs $>doz.19® 20c 1lArd—
9% @10
Turkeys, p ib.00c Tub, p-lb
low

iMAuu

Eureka.
Gould & Curry..
Hide & Norcroes.
Mexican.

lk.nse.iic Harken.
'By Telegraph.)

X

|

'’■•nine tMrte.

..

Onapowder.
4 00® 4 25
Blasting

Spirting....

30
60
30
CO

..

rENOBSCOT

@96
@39
@28
@ 38
@ 44

*..

...

Despatches

28

..

—

ST ATI? NEWS.

@

from

0

I Choice.17al8c 1Fimothy.2 15@2 35
excellent music
Good.13@16c,tClover.16% @16
Kaidiun.
12c
and tho Mendelssohn quartette sang a number ! Store.10®
t'heeNe.
Muscatel.1 70@2 40
Vermont..
10
London
of songs well.
a; |l
Lay’r 2 20 a 2 30
N ¥ Faot’y..
10 @ |CCnduraVal
9% @11
Orange*.
Applet*.
1
Sudden Death.
Ealing 1> bbl.. 4 60®5 00 Valencia 10 00@13 00
Tuesday forenoon, about 10 o’clock, Daniel Evaporated tblGMi®! 8 ya!lFlorida...0 00@0 00
Dried Apples—9v»@10|;Messina.7 00.g8 00
Hill, and old aud respected citizen of Buxton, Sliced
...10®l0Mi JPalermo.6 6<>@7 60
Lruion«.
Nuagur.
dropped dead iu a blacksmith shop. He had Granulated
lb
944 !Messina.4 50@G 00
apparently, for a long time, been iu perfect Extra C.8% JPalermo
4 50@6 00
health, and Tuesday morning staitod out. feeling as well as usual, to have his horse shod.
I'oi ilnmi Daily ft*reu Kfock l.iat.
Upou arrival ho ceased his conversation and Coreotod oy Woodburs & Moulton, lnvestmen
appeared very quiet, and the blacksmith adCor. Middle and ttxohango Street#.
Banker#,
vanced to him aud fouud that he was feeling
Par Value
Offered.
A«k
Descriptions.
quite sick. Before aid could be summoued he
114
State of Maine Bond#.
.112
died, aud it is supposed that apoplexy was the
Portland City Bonds, M on icipal.100
..120
trouble. He was 54 years of age, and leaves a
Portland City Bonds, aid R.R. 106
..121
wife and four children.
100
Batli City Bonds
..102
..111
Bangor City Bond#, 20 years.109
Bonds.103
107
Calais
City
Portland Light Infantry.
68
Cumberland National Bant., to.... 67Vi
The Portland Light Infantry last
National
Bank.100
—165
..167
Canal
night;
First N ational Bank .100.... 158
..160
elected Beujamin A. Norton captain; C. E.
Holmes first lieutonant, and G. A. Dow second
After the election the company
lieutenant.
at tho invitation of the new officers sat down
to an excellent supper at Farket’s.

® 85
@ 34)
@40

60c; Sheep Skins 20@25c each.
Sheep and Lambs—Sheen cost landed at the yards
6%@6%c; Lambs 7%@8c |* lb live weight.
Milch Cows and SpriDgers were in light demand,
and only a fair
supply offered for sale. We note
sales oi 2 cows and calves at $50 each: 1 cow and
calf $55; 1 do $40; 1 new milch cow $60; 2 do at
$45 each; 2 do for $125 and 2 for $115; 1 do $28;
3 do at $40; 1 do $50; 2 farrow cows at $21 each;
1 new milch $66.

39
36
33®
260 26V2

“bbls.

5j

40

@80

_

For the week

2 00

Tlolaimi'n.
38®
i Muscovado.
38 ay
Barbadoes

@37
@

Amount of stock at market—Cattle 1.842; Sheep
and Lambs 14,435: Swine 14,264; Veals 80; horses
176; number of Western Cattle 1662; Northern
Ca*t! Milch Cows, Cows, &c. 180.
Prices of Beef Cattle ^ 100 Ib.live weight—Extra quality 6 12%@G 62%; ttrst quality 6 37%@
6 00; second quality at 4 37%@6 00; third quality
at 3 76@4 25; poorest grades of coarse Oxen,
Bulls, etc. at 3 00@4 12%.
Brighton Hides at 8c ^ tb; Brighton Tallow 6%
@7%; Country Hides, heavy at 7 ft7%c ^ lb; light
at 6%@7c; Country Tallow 4@4%o f* lb.
Calfskins U@12Vae^lb; Lamb Skins at 60®

*

i Porto Rico..

@38

It rig tit on Cuttle Market.

....

Portland Cadets’ Excursion.
very large and respectable party attended
the moonlight excursion given by the Portland Cadets last evening.
After sailing two

was

consignment.

4 6(>
4 00
3 20
2 16

® 16
19
niaiik.
3
t
25
t.asx
caro
27
1003
25@
3favn!
8
Annes, pot.... 6a4@
3 60? 3 75
Bals copabia.. 60® 66 iar, %> bid..
Beeswdk. 45@ 60 3Pitch(O.Tar) *7504 00
3 6003 75
WU. Pitch..
Bleaching
Powders
6t3Rosin. 3 25®4 25
3@
42 r>4+
Borax. 16@17
Turpt’ne,g’l
3a, 3V»j<Oakum.
BrirdStone...
8@ 9
Oil.
Cochineal. 35« 40:
8
Kerosene.
1
01Oy2
Copperas...
Cream Tartar
@ 8V4
37® 39 Port. Ref.P’tr
Ex. Logwood.
liy2
12@ 17 Water White
Gum Arabio
014Vfe
20@ 60 Devoe Brill’t.
Aloes cape...
014
15@ 25 Pratt’ Astral.
I3y2
26 @ 28 Ligonia.
! Camphor.«...
1 3501 40
Myrrh.
64@ 80 1Sperm
401 Whale. 66.® 70
Opium. 4
45® 60
Shellac. 35® 4q flank.
Ttidigo.1 00@1 26 tSShore. 43@ 45
45® 55
Iodine.2 7 51® 2 80 1Porgie.
65® 66
Ipecac.
@12511Linseed.
®
Boiled
do....
201J
58® 69
Licorice, rt_ 15
80.® 90
34 @ 401 L.ard.
1
45
<
Castor...
•.3 35a3
35®1 45
0
90 ® 1 00
75@3 OO 3Seatsfoot
3
1
Elame..
00
C
52® 55
Palma.
Le»~
*0j
6
Lead.
5! JP. Pure
Jlive...
5006 75
P "ppt.
511Pure Gr’d do. 6 6006 76
do..
Pure
I
@7 flO
Dry
Wiutergreen.
6 0007 30
Am. Zine
Potass
oro1
el.
2
Rochelle
Vi(®
mide.
38@
3® 3Ya
Chlorate.
20@ 25 7mg. Ven. Red
Lead.
lodiae. 1
7@7Yi
75!1
Rice.
Quicksilver..
@ 501
mi*A
Quinine.1 1*0.® 1 95 1Rifts,? lb....
lit. Rhubarb.. 76@1 60 3Rangoon.
606V4
Rt. Snake.
.NaleralOH.
2o@ 35;
P lb 50 6V6
Saltpetre. 10@ 1611
«ali.
Senna.
15® 251
5 a oVa Park’s Island.
Seed. Canary lb
^2 00@2 60
&
Cardamons ..2 00a3 00J
.V* 00®2 60
S xla, bi-carb.. 3*4 @ 6-y4 I ]Bonaire
l<Cadiz. du.pdS *0® 2 60
Sal.2Ms@ 3
00
Sclptur.3V2® 4^41<

was

hours and a half the party landed at Peaks'
Island where they enjoyed themselves at a
dance in tho roller skating rink in Greenwood

Spruce, ex.28 <XXai30 00
do No. 1.17 00@19 00
Clear....25 00@28 00
2d Clear 20 00.;a24 00
Pine.25 00@60 00

00214 90
@12 00

@ 42

(a 44
25
Donskoi.
@ 28
The demand for Wool is fair and prices remain
without change. There is considerable new Wool
arriving and a larger portion of it than usual on

PClapboards.

00@

Alcohol d gal.3
Alum.

about six inches below the ceiling. The flame
had blackened the Btucco work surrounding
the pipe and directly beneath the ceiling. To
extinguish the flame the gas had to be turued
off iu tile basemeut. How tbe gas became
ignited is a mystery. It is the opiniou of tbe
officers of that building aud some others that
it is oue of lightning’s fresks, and that it must
have beeu lighted during the thunder shower

Thorough investigation

Uppers.$56@65

26

Amtnoma.

a

made of the upper portions of the building,
but no trace could be found of lightning entering the building. None of tbe chambers
beneath the blaze were injured and no signs
of anj thing having been torn from tbe ceiling
above, as ilie carpet on the floor would have
given evidence of the fact. One of the county
officials stated that Kir some time an odor of
gas had pervaded the building, and that the
leak was probably where the gas ignited. It
it presnmed by some that the lightuiDg might
have entered the building on the telephone
wires aud fuund its way to the gas pipes. The
only evidence that lightning had been playing
its pranks about tbe building was a melted
wire attached to the telephone instrument in
the register of deed’s office.

Lamber.

26 Select.45@55
232
262
27j Fine Common. ...36@50
00227 001 Spruce.12 00@14 00
00@L2 (X)! Hemlock... 11 00@13 00

Sisal.11 @12
OrugN and Oyem.

business purA gentleman having a key surmised
pose.
that something w.-.s wrong and Monday made
an investigation.
Upon entering the court
room he
discovered a if line pr^ectiug from
the gas burners in the center of the hall and

Friday night.

t

176^

A Singular Freak of Lightning.
On the evenings of Saturday and Sunday
last, says the Bath Times, a number of porsons
who had occasion to pass the conrt house build,
ing, noticed that the court room was lighted.
At first it was thought that some officer of the

for

California.10
Texas...17
30
Janadapulled...
Do Combing..33
Smyrna washea.20
uunwashed.16
28
Budnos Ayres.
Montevideo.27
26
Good
Cape
Hope.
Australian.39

South. Pine,30 00@40 00
Clear Pine.

iicr.

The Burnside woolen mills at Middle River,
were burned yesterday.
Loss heavy.
The Massachusetts Council, yesterday, confirmed Dr. Edgar E. Dean to be a member of
tbe State board of charities.

room

..

..

Pictou,

tbe

.88
Fine delaine.Low and coarse.80
Medium unwashed.25
IjOw unwashed.
20

Mid Weight 24

Bolts
I
25®
Cedar ©x.. 4 26®
F.M. SheadS17Va Clear. 3 75$)
ing
Bronze do...
(all7V2 Cedar No.l 3 0O®
Spruce. 2 00®
V.M. Bolts...
(3)20
Cop bottoms
@30 ( Latbs,
Spruoe....
Cordage.
Amer’n ^)lb.ll
@
^
llalchrx.
i
'•ssia.11
@
Manilla. 10@17
siStar.^gross
800

Thomasiou yesterday.

in

Medium.37
Common.........26
Palled—Extra.80
..26
No 1.16
Combing and delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.40

Light.22

Am. Cali....

Manilla Bolt
Hope .17 Va®

wus

:

Fine

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

building

Cooperage.
Shooks and Heads

Mol.City.. 2 602 2 76;j Heavy.25
Sug. City.. 140(®0 00j I Slaughter...36
Sug Sawedehk OOgl 00 Gd.I>am’g’d22

done.

ecutive committee of the directors of tbe
Western Union Telegraph Company tc-day
the following was adopted:
Resolved, That a commit tee consisting <*t K.
B. Cornell, J. W. iClendeunm and John T,
Terry be appointed to inquire into the complaints of irregularities of compensation an*
the conditions of service of tbe employes of
this company, if any, and report to this committee.
Chicago, July 18.—The linemen of the telephone company iu this city went out on strike
at noon tc-day, and
held a meeting at 2
o’clock to outline their future course of action.
Boston, July 18—At the mein office in
Boston everything was quiet during the forenoon, though the men expected that they
might be notified at auy time to leave work.
It was rumored, however, that Superintendent
Roche had been notified to prepare for a
strike
An operator to this city has received a
message from one of the Brotherhood officials
telling the men here to keep calm, to take no
notice of what is published iu the newspapers
and that everything would come out all right.
Steam ysoht Vidette of Boston arrived at

26
Common.
Other Western;
Fine and X.33

j

Frost In Iowa.

the German-Amerlcan student who

Extra and XX.34
Fine.83
Medium.38

lb_12@12Vaj

Davenport, July 18.—There was a slight
frost here this morning, bat no damage wa*

Leuuig,

Michigan-

@16

Ex-Senator Wadleigh and Cbailes C. Coffin
of Boston spoke in opposition to the Colby bill
at a public hearing before a committee of the
New Hampshire Legislature last night.

recently killed a fellow student in a duel near
Wurzeburg, lias been arrested in Switzerland.
At’the regular weekly meeting of the ex-

Choice XX.87
FineX.86
Medium.89
Coarse.28

1,9 1883.

IK read.

Guiteras,

The gas works at Yonkers were partly destroyed by fire yesterday and an explosion injured several persons. Loss $110,000.
Ex-Governor Ilarriman of Ntew Hampshire
was prostrated Tuesday night by
a severe attack of illness and is iu a precarious condition.
Captain William Andrew Baillie, whose
claim for nearly $100,000 damages from tbe
goverumeut is now pendiug before the Alabama claims commission, died at his residence in Philadelphia yesterday.

Ohio ana Pennsylvania—
PickloCK and XXX.40

Prices Current,

Corrected for the Prkssio July

44

Wool Harkei.
Boston. July 18—[Reported for the /Vox#].—The
following is a list of price* quoted this afternoon:
ffho

__

Portland Wholesale

Brokers* Board.

Bovton

Hale* at the Boston Brokers' Board. July 18.
7 Eastern Railroad.

sions Pork Is 60c lower, and Plato and Extra Plate
Beef is ®1 00 off. Ojher quotations are unchanged
except Castor Oil, which is $1 36g®l 46, and Lard
Oil 80g«0c.

Assistant Surgeon Marine Hospital Service.
New Orleans, July 17.
Surgeon General Hamilton,Washington, D 0.:
Steamship Bateshire arrived at quarantine
July 17, with six cases of yellow fever on
board; lias bad 13 in all. The steamship Merchant arrived at quarantine July 16, and reported one death from yellow fever. Both vesThe information was
sels ure from Vera Crrz
delayed because the wires are down between
New Orleans and Port Eades.
Joseph Jones, M. D.,
President Board of Health.
Surgeon General Hamilton sayBtc-night that
no case of yellow fever have
yet appeared on
shore in the United States, and he believes no
He also
ingress beyond quarantine limits.
says that a representative of the marine hospital service will he kept at Vera Cruz until the
fever abates.

Garden, which
French Residents of Shanghai Mobbed.

New Yens, Jaly 18.—Tlio committee of the
Brotherhood held a meeting early this morning. but what transpired could not be learned.
Cipher dispatches were received by the committee from various points, where the operators aro in readiness to leave their desks at a
inomeut'a notice.
It was said that every
means’would be taken to render the strike a
general one, lor in this event only would it he
successful.
An officer of tho Western Union said toil
ay
I hat there seemed to be little possibility that
the company would grant the request, and
that a striko seemed to be inevitable. The
demands were nnjust and unreasonable, and it
a strike should
happen the company would
tight to the bitter end.
W J Dealy, manager of tho operating room
of the Western Union, paid lie did not believe
a strike would be commenced with mature deliberations on the part of the operators.
This
morning there were only nine absentees from
tho regular force.
The ordinary number of
absentees was from 10 to 20. He said he had
at least SO letters from employes of the company promising to stand by it in the event of a
strike. There were 29 chief operators in the
office, each one having uuder him from 18 to
25 men. This morning a canvass was made
by the-a men among the operators to ascertain
it possible tlio real strength of the disaffected
portion and how largo a force might be relied
on in case of a strike.
Tlio first report showed
that out of 21 operators 12 were doubtful and
9 promised to stand by the company.
Later
reports indicate that tile nroportiou represented the division of
feeling throughout the
whole force.

are

The Disease Very Severe at Vera CruzSeveral Infected Vessels at New Orleans.
Washington, July 18.—Surgeon General
Hamilton has received the following despatches.
Vera Cruz, Mex., July 18.
Surgeon General Hamilton, WashlogtoD, D.C.:
is
fever
Yellow
prevailing with unusual severity. Ninety deaths in May, 201 in June,
114 to date in July. The number of new cases
is diminishing, especially amongst the shipping, for waul of material. The exceptional
feature has been the prevalence of the disease
amongst the shipping, usually exempt, not
counting the steamers of the Alexander tins.
Seven per cent, of the American sailors have
died. The fever commenced in port among
Norwegian vessels. These have suffered most.
They are particularly daugerons, because most
of them clear for onr gulf ports.
When sufficient facts are collected will report by mail

>">P. E. Baron, petroleum oil
York, has failed.

Flint & Pere Marquette ^preferred.100
L. K. & Ft Smith. 31
47
Marquette, Hughton & Ont. common
Mexican Central 7s. 67

60rg81 00, and Clam Bait is DOo off. Star .Matches
80g85c. In Oils Pratt’s Astral is 1V4« off. In
Produce, Onions arc 60c lower; Potatoes have
dropped 26c. Cheese is lc off. Sugar is Vac higher,
Granulated being 9Vic and Extra C. 8%o. In
Grain Oats, car lots, hare advanced 2c. In Provi-

yellow fever.

A

FOREIGN.

urated Today.

ON THE INCREASE.

News Irom Alexandria says the case of

PRICE THREE CENTS.

1883.

mandeil. In oaso a Wheatstone operator receives $50 per mouth for tweuty-Bix days, equal
to 21 36-100 oeuts per hour, the proposed schedule would give him 41 46-100 cents per hoar,
Ross
Easily Defeated by the an
increase of over 94 per cent. Another demand
is that linemen Bhall be allowed two
Champions.
days’ pay for Sunday work, and that $65 shall
lie the lowest rate of "pay. regardless of locaIlauhin Makes the Fastest Four Miles on tion or importance of service, aud that the duties of lineman shall be confined strictly to legitimate wotk. Nothing is said about the duRecord.
ties of other classes being restricted to their
particnlar line of employment, but if such
Ogdenbbubci, N. Y., July 18.—The Hanlau- concessions were allowed oue class there is t,o
reason for withholding it from others, and why
Ross race was started by the referee, Johu E.
linemen should have helpers is not understood.
Eustice of Boston, at 0.50, after many had de- Again, double pay for Sunday work oilers
spaired of having the raoe on account of a temptation to the men to slight their Saturduty to create a necessity for the Sunday
high wind which prevailed all day. Ross won day’s
work. The demand that both sexes shall be
the choioe of position and selected the outside
paid the same for like service looks to tbe drivof the course, explaining he was afraid the
ing of woman labor from the rauks, as, wore
the
company to concede it, It iwould be to its
small boats would interfere wish him in the
interests to prefer men operators, who can be
Inside position.
Hanlan led ofT easily and
availed of for a greater variety of service than
kept a length ahead for tho first mile, rowing women operating, who may be equally capable
for
31 strokes to Ross’ 30.
general duty. In a published interview
At the mile and threewith a member of the committee the latter
quarters Hag Hanlan
stopped rowing. On stated that since the
organization of its league
starting again he palled 20 Btrokes to Ross’ 28, petty wire troubles anil mistakes in messages
have praotically ceased, and that business has
and was soon three lengths ahead.
Hanlan
been greatly facilitated, these results being atmade the tarn twelve lengths ahead of Ross.
tributed direcily to tlio fact of tbe organizaOu the third mile Haulan slowed up and took
tion. Tbe reverse is tbe case. Operators dea drink of water.
In rospouse to a cheer from
clining to join the league have been interfered
with iu their duties. Wires have been thrown
tlio press boat Hanlan oried out, “It’s loneout of working condition, and in unmerous
some out here." Ross appeared blown at this
•caseB the official business of the officers of the
time and George Lee palled alongside and
oompany has been mutilated aud seriously detalked to him. Hanlan finished the four miles
layed. A strike of the American District Telegraph Company’s linemen, members of the
with an oasy stroke just as Ross reached the
league, took place in this city recently, siuce
throe and three-quarters (lag.
The followiug
which time the sirlkers have been engaged in
is the official time: Haulan, first half-mil*,
cut iingiwires daily, one man now being under
arrest and indictment for such lawless work.
3m. 35a.; mile, 7m. 8s.; mile and a half, 18m.
58s.; two miles, 14m. 12 l-2s. Ross, two miles, With thousands of able-bodied men out of toemus
ployment all over the country applying
14m. 51s. Haulan, two and a halt miles, I7ts.
for work, such a demand is remarkable. It is
45s ; Ross, 18m. 15s.
Three miles, Haulan,
known that a large proportion of operators
20m. 20s. Three aud a half miles, Hanlan,
have been led to join the league under com23m. 38s; Ross, 25m. Four miles (fiutsb). Hanpulsion, aud others under the belief that the
lan, 27m. 57 12s.; Ross, 28m. 45s. Haulan
for legitimate
was fully a
quarter of a mile ahead, making organization was co-operative of whom
have
aud benevolent purposes, many
the fastest time ou reoord for the distance with
stated that they will repudiate any arbitrary
a turn.
The previous fastest four miles and
action by the striking element.
turn ou record was made by- M. F. Davis of
Thomas T. Eckert,
(Signed)
Portland, Me., against I*. Regan at Silver
Aetintf President.
Lake, Mass., Oct. 8, 1878, his time being 28m.
»
New York, July 17,1883.
6 3-4s.
Oue gentleman who attended the meeting
John Davis of Toronto was judge for Hanlan aud Charles E. Courtney for Ross. Hansays tbe sentiment was unanimous in support
of the action of Gen. Kckert in his recepttou of
lan asked as a favor that Rosa choose some oththe committee wito called ou him to present
er judge,
but he declined to do so.
The
judges at the turn were T. It. Melville for a memorial laBt Monday and that his letter to
Col.
llaulau aud J. W. Forth for Ross.
dowry of Chicago, outlying the position
The officand resources of the company and calling atial judge was W. H.
Morphy. The time- tention to the exorbitant
demands of that
keepers were F. \V. Slack of Auburu and A.
G. McVey of Boston.
committee, was likewise discussed uud warmly
Col. Metcalf was the
official judge.
approved. The meeting did not take cognizance iu fact of the
-al me nuisii naning came iu
petition since it was held
so tar nltead
that
whatever complaints employes of the
that a majority of the 15,000 persons who saw
to make must be made
have
might
the race supposed that Boss and Lee who
company
directlv by themselves to the company’s offiwere pulling together were the contestants
cers. Tbe sub-committee is not empowered
and that Boss had won the race.
This report
to make a report next week Wedneswas telegraped all over the
country and an except
hour after the race the question was asked on
day when the full committee meets agaiu.
The composition of the committee, however,
the streets and at headquarters, “Who won
is of some interest as bearing ou the temper
the race?” Tho official signals wero wrongof
the meeting and its future aiuion.
Mr.
fully given for the same reason. As Hanlan
Clendeuin, oue of the members, is president of
drew up to the referee's boat and heard the
the Acadia Coal Company, which lias extenofficial announcement he exclaimed, pointing
sive mines in Pietou, N. S. The miners there
to Courtney, "Send out that big fellow end
have
been a turbulent community and- have
I’ 11 make an exhibition of him.”
Hanlan
freqneui1 jTii<fifrge5"iu btrikes. Ciendeaiu has
then rowed over to Boss and shook bauds with
these
crises
and
always
managed
him. The Associated Press timekeeper made
has never yielded to the demands made
Hanlau’s time 27m. 8s. and Boss’ 28m 10s.
the
medium
of
a
strike.
Ex-Gov.
through
made
time
27m.
Haitian's
2s. HaitCourtney
Cornell and Mr. Terry are also said to be opian sayB the Associated Press time is correct.
Hanlan was introduced to the large crowd in
posed to strikes as a moans of settling wages
difficulties.
front of his headquarters by lleferee Kustis.
He made a brief speech Baying he had rowed
Washington, July 18.—Operators of the
to win and did the best he could as he had alBaltimore & Ohio Compauy assume that that
ways done aud felt proud of having made the
compauy will accede to the demands of the
beat fonr-mile time on record. »
strikers, although no definite iniormation has
The pools averaged 4 to
1 on Hanlan
been received. It may be said that the Baltithroughout the day. The race was an < asy more & Ohio Company needs operators in convictory for Hanlan. Nothing has been heard nection with its railroad quite as much as the
this evening of any challenge from Courtney.
Western Union doss.
There is haruly an opThe water was quite rough aud at times the
erator on the Baltimore & Ohio railroad who is
swell from tho police boat was washed over
not iu the association.
The association, it is
Hanlau’s bow, causing a loss of 50 seconds.
said, have money enough in its treasury to supThe race was admirably managed throughout
all
the
ou
commercial lines for
port
operators
and the crowd, which were half Canadians, besix mouths. The operators say the organizahaved excellently,
tion has been secretly working for this result
for more than a year, and that the compauy
will never get the list of names of operators iu
THE KELLOGG INDICTMENT.
the Brotherhood. They say it would take six
clerks forty-eight hoars to examiue the records
and transcribe names, as there are from 15,000
Judge Wylie Overrules the Pleas in to 20,000 members of the order iu tbe United
States. Tbe number employed by the WestAbatement.
Washington, July 18.—In the criminal eru Union is 12,000, of whom 10,000 are on railway lilies. The operators in Baltimore have
court this morning, Judge Wylie delivered ilia
opinion upon the pleas iti abatement by defence pledged themselves not to drink any intoxicating liquor uutil alter tho expected strike is
and the demurrer entered by the government
ended. Local representatives of the Western
iu the case of the United States against Wm.
Union, as well as operators, express the hope
Pitt Kellogg, charged with illegally receiving
that employers and employes may come to an
money while U. S. Senator, for his action iu
agreement without an open rapture. Tbe
connection with with the expedition of certain
prospective less of wages gives me operators
Btar routes.
He said the matter was entirely
no trouble.
within the power of the court to determine, it
They have groat confidence in the
loyalty of the lluights oi Labor, and say that
was practically of no consequence whether
tbe
organization is sb arranged that strikes at
the questions involved were of law or of fact.
tbe Same time of dilfeient branches belonging
Judge Wylie took up the first plea, based upon
to it aro not authorized.
The telegraphers
the failure of the indictment to agree with the
themselves receutly paid a considerable amount
presentment and dismissed the plea because
of
to
sustain
tbe
money
it was uncertain, not sufficiently specific and
painters’ strike in this
city.
not material.
The next plea, charging Ker
with illegal attendance upon the Bitting: of the
Boston, July 18.—The situation is practical
grand jury, Judge Wylie said was not based ly unchanged to-night. The strike, it one ocupon iacts. Mr. Ker was the authorized repcurs, will probably occur Thuisday noon.
resentative of the attorney for the United
Philadelphia, July 18.—At a meeting of
States aud this district.
The other pleas were
the Pniladelphia assembly of the Brotherhood
passed upon aud dismissed by Judge Wylie as of Telegraphers, held tc-uight, 400 members
not warranted by facta.
were preseut.
They were given to understand
Therefore, the pleas were overruled, said the that a strike would prooably be ordered tocourt, iu couclusion, aud for the same reasons
morrow by uoou if a pending compromiss was
similar pleas in the cases against Prentiss Millnot effected by that time.
er and Coomes were also
overruled.
Oounsbl
Pittsbdeg, Pa., July 18.—The threatened
for all of the persons named noted exceptions.
Wilson,for ex-Senator Kellogg also noted an strike of telegraphers was the universal topic
of
conversation in commercial and financial
exception. He affirmed that the government
circles tc-day. A great deal of dissatisfaction
had entered no demur-er to their pleas, but he
was expressed among the members of the
was content to waive that point.
He then filed
Brotherhood because tue sttiko was not inaua motion to quash
the indictment, based upon
gurated to-day, and the belief is thatnuless the
Ker’e presence in the grand jury room aud updemands are conceded to-murrow, all will quit
on the imperfections and deficiencies of the inwork, A rumor correct this evuuiug mat
dictment.
ou the
200
Shenandoah Valley railJudge Wylie remarked to Merrick that it roadoperators
had left their desks this morning is nol
was desirable that the record should show that
confirmed.
Mr. Ker appeared before the grand jury aud
1 he Kuiglits of Labor of District No. 3 held
the circumstances attendant upon his appearheld a meeting to-nigbt and passed a resoluance.
It was agreed to proceed to-morrow
tion tendering financial aid to the telegraphers
with arguments upon tho motions to quash if
in Case of a strike.
Mr. Shelleubatger (who .was ill) should ho able
to appear, and the ease was continued.
Atlantic Uitv, N. J., July 18.—Robert
Garrett, of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Uompauy, is here, and will meet a delegation
WAITING ORDERS.
from the Telegraphers’ Brotherhoud tc-morrow
He declined to talk ou tbe subjeot.to-nlgbt.

A Great Strike Likely to be

The United States Consulate at Monterey Mobbed and the Acting: Consul
speed, and struck four coal cars on the side
Beaten Insensible.
track, demolishing them. The engine jumped
18.—The
News'
Laredo | the track and ran into the main building of the
Galveston, July
special says:—Doctor Campbell, American con- works, just erected by the ziuc company, tearsul ;» M<>nt;;rey, arrived iu L trerio on the 15th
ing away a whole side of the building and
iu8t., leaving the consulate in charge of Itev, i piayiug havoc with the machinery. The locoMr. t>ii iw. Dispatches have been received, admotive and tender were overturned, tho mail
dressed officially to Consul Campbell, notifying \ car was torn to pieces and ttie express car was
him that on Monday nignt tho American con- j damaged.
huI’h office was entered Jjy a mob of Mexicans
Bold Bank Robbery.
Mi. Bbaw, acting United States convon
sul nt Monterey, was attacked and beaten nearDetroit, July IS —A sneak thief bank robThe furniture and papers belongy
to v o Uh.
bery took place ut Gold Water, Mich., this afternoon.
While George Starr, cashier of the
iuu t»the consul were destroyed. The in furnotion creates a prolound sensation at Laredo,
National Bank, was counting a package of
the citizens deplore a rupture between ttio two
bids (landed him by one of two confederates,
Govei i.meats but consider the insult so bold
ttie other Btepped into the safe and stole a val» \t the United Slates must resent it.
An emuable package of jewelry belonging to H. C.
The thieves
ploye of th? Mexican National railroad, who
Lewis, president of tbo bank.
.iriv d tc- »ighi, says that Mr. Shaw, after beran three blocks, jumped into a carriage which
revived
sufficiently to was in waiting, and drove off at breakneck
ing beaten senseless,
crawl to oi e of the public hotels and give an
speed, pursued by .two officers. They were
u
of 11.;:
overtaken a mile from the town, but on pre
.uirage, hut if: a few moments
U.e\uiv. again inweiiSiole, and at list accounts
seating four revolvers to the officers the latter
was still unconscious.
beat a retreat.
■

MORNING,

BTHE OGDENSBURG RACE.

Suicide by Drowning.
Bangok, July 17.—Alice Morey was drowned
tc-day jn Kenduskeag stream, supposed to be a
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1
14,72o ?SEK'
bbls; exporta '^w-wionr
3330 bbls; less active id
starcely so strong; prices however without decided
change; export demand light, and a very mederate
inquiry from jjbbers; sales 14,600 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 4.
®3 60; Ssperga.
Western and State at 3 25a3 70; common » ns«
extra Western and State 3 90®4 40;
good to .hete.
do at 4 aO®b 75; common to choice White When*
Western extra at 6 2d®6 76;
do 6 8007 26;
fancy
common to good extra Ohio at 4 0O®6
50; comm*,
to choice extra St. Louis at 4 0008 76: Paten.
Minuesota extra good to prime 6 6036 60: ehoie.
to double extra do at 6 «0®7 30; including 3300
bbls City Mill extra a 6 2i>®5 76; 1600 bbls No*
at 2 40®3 60; 600 bbls
Superfine at 3 2633 90;
800 low extra at 3 90® 4 26 3000 bbla sour extra
at 4 00®4 75; 3100 bbls Winter Wheat extra at
4 00®,7 25; 380
bbla Minnesota extra at 3 90®
7 20; Southern fiou quiet; common to fair
at 4 10
c °5ge 62*. Wheal—r.
bush; exports none; cash ttrm and
ceipts 80.088 ,fho1i«B
prices without marked change; options lM2c lower
heavy and irregular; export demand light and specuUtion very brisk, closing
steady at a trifle above inside figures; sales 7,118,000 bush, including 78.000 bush on the spot; No 3 Red at 1 09; No 2 118
^Vt@l 164% afloat; No 1 Red at 119:
No 1 White State at 1 184%; Texas Red at 1
02;
new sited Delaware at 1 16.
H>
is ttrm; sales of
40.000 bush Western at 65@664%c. Cura—cash
8/4A'1Hc lower; options opened l@l*%c lower,
closing firm with a recovery of 4%®le; light export and active speculative trading; receipts 97.825
bush; exports 108,024 bush; sales 2,758,000 bush,
including 168.000 hush on spot, hot at 49@49*4c;
No 3 at 62{§53e; No 2 at
69@5944c; No 2 White
at Oc; Southern Yellow at 66c; No 2 for
July at
06V2 So7*,%, closing 674%c; August at 6944&601*,
closing at 6i»44c; September 61 Mi @624% e, closing
at
c; October at 62@63c, closing at 624%c.
Oats 44.gjV%c lower; market more active,
receipts
27.000 bush; sales 885,000 bush; No 3 at 374»c;
do White at 39@394%c; No 2 at
39*%®39%e; do
VV hite at 43®43Vac; No 1 at
40c; do White at &4e;
No 2 uhicago at 41c; Mixed Western 40a43c:
W hite at 4a.a,55 White State at
48@56e. Swear
is firm, sales of 3067 hhds
Centrifugal at 7*5®
74%c; |luOO hhds Cuba at 6**@t>44c; 364 hhds
Demerara at 6*@7 V. c; 470 hhds Trinidad at 64%
,0,0*4c; 969 bags do at 7V%c: 190 bags Antigua at
64%c, refined lower; Extra C 74%@74*o; White do
7*4c; off A 8^0.84sc; mould A at 8%c; standard A
at 84%c; cut loaf aud crushed at
94%, granulated
8 15-16; Cubes at 9c. Molasses
firm; 60 test at
sales
of
3500
hhds
at 27. PetroCardenas
27o;
leum—united UH>*r8; cru e in bbls at 6%07Hc.
I'nllow is steady; sales 115,000 tt>s at 74%©
7 9-16c. Pork very dull; sales 290 bbls mess on
»P°t at 15 76@16 oO; 76 bbls clear back at 19 26
@19 oO. l.nrii opened 3@5c higher, out subsequently fell off 18@22 points, closing however
stronger with the decline almost recovered; trade
oDly moderate; sales 650 tes prime steam on spot
at 9 17Jj%@9 26: 190 tes city steam at 8 80 a8 90;
refined for continent p t quoted 9 60; S A at 10 00

market—Iteeciytt

Butter ttrm for choice Western at 8

222c; prime

Creamery at 22V%@23c. Cheese is weak.
Freights Arm.
Chicago, July 18.—Tho Flour market Is quiet;
Sprt ug Wheat 3 KO® 6 00; Minnesota at 3 60®4 26;
bakers at6 00@5 7fi; patents 6 60®7 60: Winter
at 4 0006 25.' Wheat— regular lower: 102V* for
July; 1 03% for August: 1 ( 5%®1 05V* for September; 1 064* @1 06% for October; No 2 Chicago
Spring 1101%® l 02 V*; No 3 at 84e; No 2 Red
07. Corn is lower at 60% o cash and for
winter
July: 60T*c for August; 50%@50%c for September. 6<>4*@50%c tor October, Oats irregular at
34(534Mic cash: 34%@34%o for July; 28% e for
August; 274*o for September; 27%®28c for October. Rye is tlrraer at 66V*o. Pork Ir lower at 14 26
@14 30 cash and July: 14 30@14 32% for August:
14 50®14 52% for September: 14 62%@14 66
for October. Lard is generally lower; 8 82%®
8 85 for cash. July and August; 8 90 58 97% for
Bulk Meats
September; 9 02%@9 05 for October.
firmer: shoulders 6 40; short rib 7 65: short clear
at 7 90.

Receipts—Flour 12,000 bbls,

wheat

10,000 bush,

306,000 bush, oats 189,000 bu, rye 8,000 bu,
barley 675 bush.
Shipment—Flour 5,000 bblr. wheat 3,800 bush,
corn 104.000 bu, oat* 80,000 bu*h. rye 7,000 bu,
barley 00 bush.
St. Louis, July 18.—Flour 1* a shade better for
fancy. Wheat opened higher and closed lower;
No 2 Red Fall at 1 08 Vi a; l 09V* for e»»h; 1 09 <$
1 09y* for July;
1 OHViftl 10Vi, for August;
l lOVi&l 12Vi for September; 1
11H@ 1 I3vk
forOcvober; closing at Inside figures, No 3 at 1 ©OV*,
@l<>lVb. Pork higher; Jobbing at 14 75®16CO.
Lard nominal.
Receipts—Flour 1,000 bbls, wheat 38 000 bush«
corn 00,000 bush, oats 00,000 bush,rye 0,000 bush,
barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 3,000 bbls,wheat 12,000 bush,
corn 0,000 bush,oats 00,000 bush.rye 00,000 bush,
barley 0000 bush.
Detroit, July 18.—Wheat is steady; No 1 White
fall, 1 07% ; August 1 08: September at l 094*:
October 1 10%; No 2 at 96c; No 2 Red Winter at
corn

1 13 bid.

Receipts 1,000 bush; shipments 30,000 bush.
Orleans, July 18,—Cotton dull; Middling

New

uplands 9

9-16c.

Mobile, July 18.—Cotton nominal; Middling uplands 94*o.
Savannah, July 18.—Cotton Is dull; Middling
uplands 9 13-18c.
Memphis, July 18.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 9%c.
Kuroprnn flarhstt.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, July 18—12.30 P. M—Cotton dull and
eisier; uplands at 5 7-10d; Orleans 6 9 lfld; sales
8,000 bales, speculation and export 600; receipts
14,400 bales; American 12,200 bales.
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Midsummer Politics.
About the only active political business
now in progress is the New
Hampshire senatorial election, ami that does not work toward a settlement very fast.
Yesterday Mr
Chandler received a few more votes than
were given him on the
day before, but is
still far short of the number requisite for an
election. The feature of the vote yesterday
was the withdrawal of Mr.
Briggs. He did
not formally withdraw, but
by some understanding his friends all voted yesterday for
other candidates. They scattered so effect-

ually that no one appeared to obtain a relative advantage. Senator Patterson again appeared in the lists receiving seven votes. To
the outsider the prospect of agreement does
appear to brighten. What the next move
may be can only be surmised; but some of
the correspondents on the spot have asserted that Sec retary Chandler will soon retire,
perhaps after he is able to name the man to
not

be elected.
Out in Ohio there is a slow sort of camin progress conducted principally by

paign

The murderous attack upon Mr. Edmund
Dana night before last shows that there are
in the city criminals of a bold and
desperate
quality who should be sharply looked after.
The weapon used, a bar of iron covered
with canvas, was a very dangerous one, and
Mr. Dana's escape was a pieco of

singular
good fortune. It is reported that a lady
lu the vicinity says she saw the assailant
with three companions rush through her
Four men, then,
yard when escaping.
were concerned In this attempt at
highway
robbery. Such a group of conspirators
against the peace and order of the city ought
not to have met in so public a place and got
away after making an assault without attracting the attention of others. The frequency of burglaries and attempts at burglary of late would indicate that the city is
infested by a gang of scoundrels whom the
authorities should be active to spot and keep
under surveillance.
The dinner to be

given by the bar and citPortland to Hon. William W.
Thomas, Jr., at the Preble House this evening, has been for several days a topic of
much interesf in the conversations about
town.
The arrangements have been carefullv made by a competent committee, aud
there is every prospect that the occasion
will be a pleasaut and memorable one to all
izens

of

participating. Several, who would otherwise be present, are out of the city, but
they
have taken pains to testify their
hearty approbation of this compliment to Mr.Thomas.
Gen Charles P. Mattocks will preside, and

the newspapers, whose reporters, having
no speeches to report, are extraordinarily

several of our

diligent in the business of Interviewing everybody from justices of the peace to governors and seuators.
The Republicans as a
rule say they think the Republican party

festive hour.

will succeed, and the Democrats as a rule
express doubts of such a result. This is not

reassuring but it is as valuable news as
we are likely to have
uutil the days are
shorter and the nights cooler. There may
be some advantage in holding conventions
very

and nominating candidates two or three
months before actual work begins, hut it is
not clear to people in the effete East what
the advantage is.
There is some disaffection in the Democratic ranks, but it is too

early to predict that it will not be healed.
The Republicans are united and they seem
to have an advantageous position for the
battle which will begin in earnest after the
dog days.
rxentucKy anu lowa mere are contests
at present, and the

in

waged languidly enough
same

is true of two or

They

are

making

their holders.

three other states.
noise

beyond
Pennsylvania Republi-

no

The

heard

have nominated candidates and elected
chairman of the State committee. They
have re-united in good temper and they are
very confident of winuhig a victory. There
will be a very interesting election in Massachusetts this fall, but the conditions of it
are not yet definitely settled. Governor Butler of course is at work all the time in his
cans
a

way and he keeps the attention of the people. The Republicans are quiet but they

will make it lively business for the Governor
when

they begin.

There is some talk in the papers all over
the country concerning the Presidential nominations, stimulated by the recent enterprise
of the New York Times. And there is also
talk about the speakership of the next
house, but the first of these contests is yet a

long

way off and in the other the people
have no direct vote. Therefore they decline
to get excited about either. Here at home is

pected

thizing

and

interested

but not marchins

on

spectators
fi-e

under

Apaches,
.urowing dis

and occasi^**...ij
credit on him emanates Irom that quarter.
The last one of this kind asserts that the
Mexicans are developing a hostile feeling
toward the United States on account of General Crook’s invasion of

their country,

they

he was in fact on an expedition to spy out the land for future conquest.
This is not only improbable, but it is absurd. General Crook is the most experi"

suspecting that

enced and successful soldier of our army in
Indian warfare, but there are those who do
not want to have it thought so. His raid in.
to Mexico after

Apaches,

to the Mexicans

gratifying

are as

and his success

friends of peace and order

boundary.

the

on

as

this

to all

side of

He

is likely to make the
profit by Indian disturbvery dull throughout his de-

trade of those who
ances

and

wars

partment; but the bona fide settlers hail
him as their protector. It is unlikely that
the petty nagging, the hints of distrust, the
reports of hostilities will do him any serious
harm. He has the confidence of the «HVar

department

and the Interior

the Indians

department, of
the philan-

themselves and of

friends of the Indian. He has succeeded heretofore, and he will succeed in
the future. He is one of the men whose
judgment may be relied upon.

thropic

OtrE of the causes of the low rate of wages for telegraph operators is said to be the
extent to which women have

They

work.

are

engaged in the
commonly willing to work

for less than will suffice for men, because in
some cases they have no one dependent upon

them,

but oftener because

live more

economically

they

are

willing to

than men do.

Tele-

graphy is a business which women can easily learn and which they do well. There is
no reason why they should not engage in it
nor why they should not be employed at
wages which are satisfactory to them. In
the demands which the operators have
made both the men and the women join and
one of the demands is that women shall be
paid the same as men for the same work.
Certainly this is fair; but perhaps It
does not occur to some of these people that
in making even rates for both sexes, the
wages of the men are as likely to be leveled
down as those of the women to be leveled
up. If this is not the immediate result of

such a demand, it is the constant tendency
of competition, and competition will not
be ended at this crisis whatever else is ac-

complished.
That Egypt is to be ravaged by the chol"
era is now apparent. The disease has obtained a fine footing, has spread from the place
where it first appeared to the populous
city of Cario, and without doubt is also in
Alexandria although but a single case there
is confessed. It is probably quite impracticable to prevent its crossing the Mediterranean and becoming epidemic in Southern
Europe. It may not cross the English
channel or reach the ports^ of Western
Europe with which we are intimately connected in trade; but the peril is sufficient to
warrant strictest precautions at all our commercial portB. This is a matter not only of

public duty

but of

private duty

as

well.

The effort of all should be to get and keep a
sanitary condition that will not invite an epidemic. Portland has not the reasons for

alarm that

some

other cities

have;

but it
pays to keep a healthy condition under all
circumstances. Prevention is better than
cure.

The finding in London of the original orderly book of Sir William llowe for the period when he commanded the troops in Bos
ton is a piece of good fortune upon which
all students of our revolutionary history may

congratulate themselves, especially all who
do not find their pet theories contradicted
by its revealiugs. As curious as that the

book should be discovered at all after so
that it was
many years, is the circumstance
discovered by an American. The Boston
Advertiser has the only copy of the proofs
have
which
book
of
this
valuable
and
come
this
to
country,
yet
an

article from

printed

in

that paper, which

this, gives

an

is

re-

interesting report

of 8"me of the points upon which this old
record throws a new light.

to contribute to the

citizens

are ex-

eloquence

of the

The Boston

Globe says—“Unless positively disproved, the stories of Stephen W.
Dorsey will inevitably figure prominently in
the next carapaigu as evidences of the unfitness of the Republican party for the tru6t
which it holds and has held so long.” This
is a beautiful sample of Democratic justice
and logic, clearly illustrating what we had
to say yesterday about that
party’s character. There is no necessity of proving the
stories told by Dorsey, a disreputable person
to be true (!) but unless they are “positively

disproved” they

will be used by the Democracy iu the next campaign as eagerly as if
they were the statements of a second George

Washington.
Fresh Fashion Notes.
[Kew York Sun.]
Paniers are on the increase.
Basket bonnets grow in favor.
White dresses of all kinds are
The short

puffed sleeve

for evening dresses.

is

worn.

coming iu

vogue

j

Japanese fete in Paris has given an
impetus in the direction of Japanese cosThe

tume.
In Paris

the tournure is growing into
crinoline, and often hoops are worn under
short skirts.
When the material permits, the floe
scalloped into the form of dog to''1’
ing is most effective.
Dark blue and combinatir
an(j
blue and blue and red are
^.ular colors for bathing suits.
The Louis XV. costume and
everything
which

more

pertains

to the

Pompadour period

is

than ever in vogue.

Back drapery urnst be ample, whether it
descends below
,e large pouf
or falls
straight to the bottom of the skirt.

Paniers are s >rt and full, made in
every
variety of she je, and often open over the
middle of the f-ont breadth.
Underskirts are made very simple, the
most frequent
trimming consisting of a simple pleat^pg of full ruche around the bot-

great calm and there is comfort in the
thought that we shall be only spectative of
the conflicts going'ou around us, sytupav torr
a

prominent

'jp oil silk mob cap
the hair when

is the best protection
bathing, but above it the
arse straw should always be worn.
Single colored muslins, in blue, pink,
ru, apple green and lilac, and trimmed
th lace and ribbon, form the prettie.-t of
-jmmer coBtumes.
The tunic, in every variety of arrangement, short iu front or low enough to touch
the border pleating of the skirt, raised
high
on the left side or opened in
front, is much
worn.

One of the novelties in eveniog dress is
the three-pointed train, and with it the
three-pointed basque, which means that the
corsage ends in three points, back and front;
but this is not a pretty fashion.
Bath cloaks to put on when
leaving the
water are of striped or white Turkish towe1ing, made vers loose and long to conceal the
wearer.
They have pointed hoods, belts,
and sleeves trimmed with gay-colored braid.
Bathing suits are now made all in one
piece, covering the wearer from the neck
nearly to the ankles. On the belt of this
garment is buttoned a skirt that drapes the
figure. The single long garment is made of
two pieces—a blouse waist and trousers that
are permanently joined iu one at the belt.
A coarse woolen material like that used
for horse covers is preferred in Paris for
traveling dresses. The make is simple in
the extreme, consisting of a plain skirl without flounce or kilt, and the tunic is gathered
into a few natural folds, but without trimming of any kind. The only ornaments allowed are bauds of velvet aiouno the skirt.

Sir William Howe’s Orderly Book.
[Boston Daily Advertiser.]
Mr. B. F. Stevens has discovered in London the original orderly book of General
Howe when in command in Boston. It begins with the ominous date “June 17,1775.’’
From this date—at which we have the
specific orders

by which the grenadiers, the
light infantry, the forty-seventh regiment,
the marines and pioneers were sent to the
battle-fields—down to the melancholy close
at Halifax, where the regiments are packing
themselves into transports for their voyage
to Staten Island, the book gives us the most
curious inside view of the campaign, with
the minute details of every day. It has, as
may be imagined, a singular interest, and
especially so to us in Boston, who are familiar with the localities of the scene.
Mr. Stevens has

added to the volume a
document taken from the English state paper department, which gives to it and to the
history curious and valuable illustration.
This is a precis of all the correspondence
which passed between General Howe and
the government in that year, giving abridgments of the letters on both sides.
We are indebted to Mr. Stevens for the
only copy of the proofs of this book which
has crossed the Atlantic. Of the thousands
of details which will interest readers of history here we can only cite a few. The reader will himself wish to compare it, whentit
is published, page by page, with Washingtou’s orderly book, wltich we have in the
American archives. These two authorities
enable us to fight out the eventful campaign
and siege of 1775-76, with a precision such
as can rarely be attained in history.
That
campaign dislodged the English forces from
America, and, from March to August of
1776, left to the independent nation, newborn, the breathing spell which prepared for
the five years’ struggle which followed. For
four mouths the country was without an enemy. In the terrible check of Bunker Hill,
—in the long, sickly imprisonment in Boston
which followed, and in the enforced flight
from Boston in March, Howe and his army
learned, once for all, their disagreeable lesson.
Whether he ever expected, after that
lesson, to reduce the colonies, may be doubted. Iu the details of his orderly-book we
are now able to follow, day by day, the steps
with which the first year dragged by.
While the King and his ministers were
persuading themselves that the outbreak
they were dealing with was that of madcap
Boston only, led by Adams and Hancock,
the King’s officers and army were shut up in
that town eating salt meat in midsummer
without vegetables, and fighting the scurvy,
As early as Juas their immediate enemy.
ly 7 there appears the beginning of a set of
orders relating to the manufacture of spruce
beer, which has been highly recommended
as a check to this terrible disease, from
which, in that first summer, the junk-fed
army was suffering. If there were not loyalty enough in a people of three millions,
every inch of whose coast was accessible to
Howe’s cruisers, to provide fresh food for
an army of 10,000 men, what was the possible hope of subduing those 6,000,000 from a
distance of 3,000 miles, which Implied iu
that time a voyage of threo months? The
orderly book suggests this question at every
page. It bristles with intimations of the
difficulty of the commissariat. As early as
the 22d of July is this entry
“The commanding Officers of Corps to send
exact lists, signed by themselves, to the Commissary General of the number of Sick and
Wounded iu their Regimental Hospital iu
Boston whom it is Necessary to Serve with
fresh provisions, and not any to be mentioned
iu these Lists whose oase dots not absolutely
require the Small Assistance of Fresh meat
that can be provided from time to time.”

This order strikes the keynote of the whole
year.
When, by good luck, a vessel with
fresh provisions escaped the rebel privateers,
and came
up to the town, the welcome supply was sold by auction at the wharf. In a
few instances only, the commissary distributes fresh meat as a part of the ration. But
generally it is handled as a few boxes of
strawberries might be,—as a luxury to be
doled out witli care to the sick, as those who
are most in need.
As early as the 28th of October, the distribution of spruce beer as a preventive of
scurvy was enforced. The allowance to
each

wit lithe utmost skill from IMPORTED GINGER CHOICE AROMATICS, and the
purest and best of MEDICINAL FRENCH BRANDY, from the world-renowned vintners, Messrs.
OTARD, DT7PUY & CO., COGNAC, rendering it
vastly superior to all other “Gingers,” all of which
are made with common alcohol, largely impregnated with poisonous fusil oil, and strengthened with
cayenne pepper.

PREPARED

was

lie

icine.

ed in the whole range of medicines. Beware of iml.
Rations, SANFORD’S is the finest ginger in the
world, and, notwithstanding the high cost of its ingredients, is the cheapest family medicine. Sold

1

Drug iificl C'hcimcnl

I'oin

llo»ton.

GROCERIES DELIVERED FREE

We

have

now

To

any station

PORTSMOUTH

on

BAR

to

Families going to the seashore or country for the summer months can order the
supplies of us and have them carefully and neatly packed and promptly
delivered as above.

by which

LARGEST STUCK, GREATEST VARIETY,

Owen, Moore & Co.
dtf

JlylS

$ 1,000’s.

The called o per cents taken In

BLANKETS.
We are now
BARGAINS in

a

ar

BLANKETS, WHITE
ALL

TEA,
SUGAR,
variety

fOFFEE,
of

Staple

and

FOR

to those

PRICE

buying in full packages

in

or

more

492 & 494

complete than

larger quantities

for

Hotels

EXTRACT
OF MEAT
FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.
An invaluable and palatable tonic in all cases o£ weak digestion
CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with
and debility.
fac-simile of *Saron Liebig's Signals a 8ncce«B and a boon for which Nations should feel grateful.**in
T«lr
*Ure
Blue Ink
101088 t
Label- tw,:.,
—See Medical Pre**, Lancet, British Medical Journal, etc.
To be had of all Storekeeper*, Grocer*, and Chemists.
Caution 18 ne<*fc8Sary owing to
Sole Agent* for the United State* (wholesale only) C. David A Co., V&riOHS
Cheap and il ferior SUb9, Feschurch Avenue, LonJo., England.

.in

_atitntes being

in the Market.

my3

BE

YEARSJEXPERIENCEI

PARTICULAR

TO INSURE WITH THE

OLD

MUTUAL
-op-

NEW

YORK.

E.lnbli.hrri

ISI.'t.

ASSETS,

One Hundred Million

Nearly

Dollars.
Being

than the combined Assets of
Banks in the city of New York.

all

more

the

Every young man will do well to examine inlo
the system and advantages of insuring with this
Great Company, before going into anything else, as

till" old Company presents many advantages over
any other. Its Security i*
renter, Its Khlea
Dower, Its ICxpen-eM Leas and Its Dividends
Dnrger. It presents no impracticable schtmes to
deceive the public or the unwary.
No institution of the kind in this country or the
World has been more satisfactory than this.

Leaves

Portland nnd Kennebec

6.46

7.00

7.36

9.00

9.25

9.30

7.20
9 40

10.30

10.65

11.00

11.06

AM.

M.
2.10
3.25
6.10
6.30

Portland and

The followiug shows the results of the
recent payment of a Policy by this Company on tlic life of the late Hon. Wm. E.
Hodge of New York.

P.

Origiual Amount of Policy,
Annual Picniinin,
$152,50

$5,000

j^rcuj*

Has been more destructive to human health
and life than war, pestilence and famine
combined." So said a distinguished writer
many years ago, and it is as true to-day as
then. The poor victim of Blood Disease is
drugged with Mercury to cure the malady,
and then dosed with Iodides to cure him of
the Mercurial PoiBoning; but instead of
any
relief, the first breaks down his general
health and makes him a cripple, and the
other ruins bis digestive organs. To ihose
afflicted in this way Swift's Specific is the
greatest boon on earth, and Is worth more
than its weight in gold. It antidotes this
Mercurial Poison, toues up the system and
brings the sufferer back to health and happiness. Every person who has ever been
salivated should by all means take a thorough
course of this remedy.

4.60
6.45

Leave*
Portland.

6.45
7.00
9.00
10.30
P. M.

2.00
3.15
4.30
6.10
7.30

A. M.

6.10
7.25
9.30
11.00

6.20
7.35
9.45
11.15

P. M.

p. M.

2.30
3.45

2.40
3.50
5.15
6.55

5,00

6.40
9.30

Leave

6.00

Portland.
9 00
10.30

P. M.

P. M.
1.80
2.46
5.00
10.15

2.16
3.30
7.30

Hate of taxation f I mill..
These bonds are issued to build a Town Hall which
is much needed and from which the town will derive
a revenue. The debt of the town is less than two per
cent of assessed valuation. We recommend these
bonds for trust fond

PJVL

The city of Lewiston having
called Two Hnndred and Twentyfour Thousand
Six Per Cent.
Bonds which are redeemable at the
pleasure of the city, after June
30th, 1883, on which date the interest ceases we now offer
in
exchange the City of Lewiston 4
Per Cent. Bonds at the market
price, and other desirable Municipal or Railroad Bonds.

5.20
6.40

MINNEHAHA.
Leaves

Diamond.
9>0

11.20

11.30

P.M.
2.30
6.00
0.30

PJVI.
2.40
6.15
6.40

A. M.

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

to accommodate the Roller
Skating Rink, leaving city at 7.30 p. m., returning
at 9.16 and 10.16. For further particulars apply to
Steamers will

C. H.

dlwteodtf

A.M.

10.55
P. M.
12.26
3.00
5.15

run

Corner Exchange
jun29

tions,

9,305

.....

( null l*nid

by Co. in scltl

Original Policy,

cm.

914,305

jylldtf

,

MEW 1.0AM !

BONDS.
Doe
1893 aud 1913.

MITTS.

LACE

Population. vi.MMKt
A«*e«M-d Vuluaiion.SlO.07. 5hS«
N.l Debt..* HO. I.ltl M
\ve recommend t hese bonds to those desiring
safe investment.

much under

paid,

Cor. Middle &

Excess of Dividend Additions over Premiums * 3,205

type-wrtter can present matter
handsomely printed as fast as any one cares
to dictate.
Considerable Intelligence is required, and an ability to remember whole
sentences; also correct spelling and great

dlwteodteodtf

BONDS.

price.

Government,
Nehool Bond,

Special lot 50c Gloves.

attention

facility
manipulation. The play of the
fingers on the type-writer may bo as rapid as
that of an accomplished performer on the
piano. If such facility could be acquired,
the operator would have a great
advantage
over tbe short-band writer, in
presenting

Price: Small size,$1.00 per bottle. Large
quantity) 81.75 bottle.
TuTh&Slw

FOR

y

Jyi8

$14,805

surprise
leading tbe list of candidates mentioned by the large majority
shown. It would be highly gratifying to
them to have him give ids consent to bo a
candidate for nomination, but his invariable answer to inquiries is that lie has no
wiph to enter for so distinguished an honor.
His time is devotedly given to the preparation of the volumes which he Is writing.
His library is literally a workshop for that
He dictates several hours daily to
purpose.
a stenographer, taking as ardent an Interest
in his historical labor as lie formerly did in
the exacting duties of the most responsible
and exciting political leadership.—Kenneto find bis name
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UNION STEAMBOAT COMPANY—Time Table.
For Jones' &
Trefetben’d

Leave
Jones

landings-

Landing

Lauding

A.M.
7.00
9.00
10.45
P. M.
12.16

A. M.

A. M.
0.00

2.00
8.80

0.15
7.45

heart-

tory.”

V.

Advertising

EVANS’
Agency and Printers’
C.

n NTON
lOtt WAN1IINOTOS Ml.,
Denier In Wood and Metal Type, and all kind* of
Printer*’ Material*. Advertisement* ln*erted In all
paper In tho United State* or Canada* at onblUher*Send for estimate*
owoet price*

Co7,

W.W. SHAltPE A
Advertising A rents,
l*AIIH KIMV.

NEW YORK
apnropnately dl*playe

Advertisement* written
and preef* given, free of charge.
and Weekly Neweuapers of tho
Tho leading
United State* and Canada, kept on tllefortheaccom-

Daily

<

For Jones’*
Xrotothen's

9.20

9.30
11.05

P. M.

P. M.

0.15
7.30

1.15
2.20
4.45
0.85

2.30
4 16
0.46

Klin

in 15

Landings
A. SI.

Trefethcn's

Landing

modatioa of Advertiser*.

CO.,

Hanker., Chicago.
eodflm

—

T.eovo

A. M.

7.UO

10.16
P.

Tx'ftvo
Jones’

Landing

M.

3.16
3.30
6.16

6.30
0.40
11.40

p. M.

p. m.

2.6»

2.40
6.30

Notice—The 12.16 and 10.40 p. m. trips fromPortland, dally, and the *J.30 p.
run to Jones’ Landing only—will run as above until further notice.

MIDDLESEX BANKING
KiddlBiown! COMPANY Connecticut,
connecticul

Incorporated under the laws of
sublect to the inspection of the

5.16
m.

and

STATE B INK COMMISSIONERS.

trip from Portland

»’17_

PERCENT.

Qnunc

6 GUARANTEED

dtf

DUlMJO

by First Mortgage. Interest
at
Middletown, or at the Fourth Nationalpayable
hank of
New York. If you wish an
whether
investment,
large or small, which will be h\FK and protitable,
send for circular giving full information.
*pr21
6meod

secureti

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
for
FOR
FOR
for

No time should ho lost If the stomach, liver and
bowels are affected, to adopt tho sure remedy.
Ifostetter’s Stomach Ritters. Diseases of the organs named beget others far more serious, and a
delay is therefore hazardous. Dyspepsia, liver
complaint, chills and fever, ear«y rheumatic twinges,
kidney weakness, bring serious bodily trouble if
trilled with. Lose no time in using this eff ective
and safe medicine.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
Jy8___ •od&wlmo

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
W WASHINGTON NT.,
JIOMTON
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at tho Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Prkhm sent for inspection at any time
Fstimates furnished.
Send for Circular,
11st of 100 cboioe iiewsi*«pen.
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Dr.

harboring or trusting any of tho crew of the
French Barque “C. J.,” Jacobs master, from Martinique, ns no bills of tbeir contracting will be paid
by Captain or Consignees.

ALL

jly!7d3t*

CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

RUTTONS,
HOSIERY,

imm:r\va: vic.

CORSETS,
NAINSOOKS,

f:miiroii>f:ries,

greatly reduced prices,

_ESTERTAIN M15 N TS.
Greenwood Rink.
Jon«>s
Landing.

F. II.

Semi-annual Statement of the
Condition’of the Cumberland
Done Company.

KENISON
opened

Portland

an

and

office in
can

be

found at

Assessments Roundly paid in.110,000.00

No. 270 Middle St.
Edward’e and Wall
ere’ Hardware store from
over

July 9,

fo

PHINNEY & JACKSON.

Portland, July 16,1883.

<'aI’ital.110,537.00
31)760 21
in Baal Estate and Fii-

Debts due...

Capital invested

jlyl7dlw

Aggregate value of taxable property.... 35,000.00
F. 1). ELLIS, Treasurer.
Cl’MmtttJLANli, ss. July 17, 1883.
before
me Fred 0. Ellis and
Personally appeared
made oath that the above statement is
correct.
Before me.
EDWiM L. DYEH,
jylbd3t
Justice of the Peace.

Island.

BONNET* CRAWFORD.
managers.

junib.itf

L A -V
rj

S'TOPUEiU BERRY.
Book, Card and Job Printer.
!'I°’

jus

Finn, Mrcct

nobby styles

..

July'JJrd Last valuation of lteal Estate. 05,439.00
j
28,000.00

Dissolution of Co-Fartnersliip.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
name of Phinney & Jackson is tills day dis-

11HK
solved.

|

Peak’s

Regular sessiens daiiy from 2 to 6.00, and from
7.30tol0r. m.
Admission 10 cents: Admission
including sWes, 20 eeuts; packsge of 0 tickets for
SI.OO. Children at afternoon sessions 10 cents In
eluding skates. Good floor cud first class music

go to

Congress St., Between Oak & Green.
has

BOUTON
!I90 WASH! OTON NT.,
Contract. for Advertisement. In Now.pap.rg In a
Bitiv. ami town, of tha United state, and the
•ntt.ii Provtneas

Notice.
hereby cautioned against

TRIMMINGS,

-jzl*_:_dtf

It.. NILES.
Ad vert I King Agent,

aro

1

FRANK GOUDY’S

K.

persons

LACEsT

FINE
FINE
FINE
FINE
finf:
FINFI
FINE
fine

at

■> O D D ’ S

Warehouse,

«

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

7.20

11.20

itteps

Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Sra tit a, Tenn.—Dr. W. B. Cummings
says: “I am strongly convinced of the efficacy of Brown’s Iron Bitters and recommend them.”
mmt>
Lewisville, Ind.—Rev. J. S. Cain sayas
“I used Brown’s Iron Bittors for nervous
prostration and found it entirely satisfac-

bec Journal.

Leave
Trefetben’s

7d'iw

Malaria, Indigestion, dyspepsia,

or

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

burn, and general ill-health relieved by

buy

to

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotton and Petroleum
bought and sold on commission for cash or on
margin* Deposits received. 4 per cent, allowed on
dailv balances. Members of N. Y. Stock
Exchange,
the N. Y. Mining Stock
Exchange, The National?©troleum Exchange, N. Y. Produce Exchange and
the Chicago Board of Trade. Private wire to Chica£°*
mar 1 Oeodtf

AGEKTT,

4

large citie. and

if you vvi.h

BANKING KOI'SE

CHAS. A. SPAKUOW) Treasurer anil llauager,

Jyl3

bond, ef

u»

-OF

Sunday,

DOCUMENTS TO

W. D. LITTLE,

friends

to

Write

and

Sprcinl

HENRY CLEWS & CO..

Cincinnati Commercial.

Mr. Blaine.

dtf

STEADIER “EltllTA,” Contain John T. Sterling, leaves Franklin
Wharf for Peak’s Island, Dally, as follows, Sundays Excented :

Paymcnl* far Death €laima nu«l FiirlovriiicutM nverajciiiK 9 150.000 per week.
APPLY

given

little Book, whieb will be

$8.00 annually.
Other Policies with similar results have recently
been paid to parties in this city.

utterances of the
Girls ambitious for a good emshould take to tbe type-writer.—

mar6

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

a

the copy direct from the

TIuuiripnl

State,

bought and .old.

PRESTON, KEAN *

paid to any Chemist who will find,
on Analysis of loo bottles s. S.
S„ one particle of Mercury, Iodide Potassium or any
mineral substance.
THE SWIFT SPECIFICCO.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga*

An easy calculation of 4 per cent, compound interest annually, upon the premium of $152.50. for
period of 40 years, compared with tho result here
obtained will show that an insurance of $5,000 has
l>een covered for 40 years for tho small sum of

of

Sts.

J®29

.ell,

0,100

...

a

looltoo
Woodbury &Exchana?

We have just received a desirable
lot of Mitts for Ladies and Children,
including a few 25c and 50c goods

will be

Return of all Premiums

dlwtheneodtf

KNOWLTON, Manager.

Reward !

size (holding double
All Druggists sell it.

,000

middle Sts.

4 Per Cent.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

mailed free.

&

City of Lewiston, Me.,

One gentleman who had been confined to
his bed six weeks with Mercurial Rheumatism hss been cured entirely, and speaks in
the highest praise of S. S. S.
CHILES & BERRY,

the

MOULTON

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.

js3

9.46
10.45

Leaves
Evergreen and Tref.
9.40

P M.
2.00
3.15
6.CO

days,

Leave

10.30

STEAMER
Leaves

9.36

Cushing’s

10.00
12.00

Population
.3.3S4
..83 400.353
Total Debt, (including this loan)
■>!»,007.47

ft

|

Me.

fowl Valuation

a

Leave
A. M.

Brunswick,

4 per cent bonds.
Payable one to forty year..

Leaves

P.M.
2.30
6.10
6.30

3.15

Peaks.

A. M.

00

Cashings.

A.M.
9.30
11.30

P.M.
2.00

steamerIjazelle.
Portland.

Leaves

9.00
10.30

CAPT. VI. JT. ( H A16.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Portland.
Diamond.
Evergreen and Tref.
A. M.

EOAM!

OLIVER.

Peaks’.

A,M.

STEAMER MINNEHAHA.
A. M.

of

Town

GAZELLE

CAPT. A. ».

10.15

7.30

Jeffersonville. Twioos Co., Ga.
Five years ago I found on
my plantation a
Colored man who was badly diseased
He
stated that five years before lie Lad contracted a violent case of Blood Poison, and had
been treated by many physicians, all failing
to cure him. I treated him with Swift’s
Specific, and In a short time he was sound
and well, and has not had a
symptom of the
disease since.
D. M. HUGHES.

BSP* Write for

eodff

WOODBURY~&
STEAMER

flg.

ble rates.

14_

$40,000

P. M

2.20

will leave as follows, except on Excursion
when notice will be given in the daily papers.

$1,000

Ogdenabur^

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

TABLE.

TIME

A. M.

M.
2.15
3.30
6.00
6.40

P.

1.45
3.00
4.30
6.10

Cushing's.

A. M.
6.16

j,

...

City of Portland.
and other first-class bonds and stock*.

Leaves

White Head.

Peaks’.
A. M.
6.30

Street,

AndroGeoRtfin and Kennebec

conutie.:

Increased by Dividend Addi-

Buttonwood Beach, on Narraganselt bay,
has one hundred cottage^. A correspondent
of the Piovidence Press says: The rules
and restrictions of the Buttonwood Beacli
Association are, on their face, exacting, but
that they are calculated to add to the actual
comfort of residents, as well as to maintain
the charming quietness and simplicity of the
cottage village, the most superficial observer
cannot fail to recognize. No stables may
be erected, no extended fences or out-buildings are allowed; the cesspools are tight and
closely guarded; nothing that will in any
the ease, happiness, and
way detract from
health of a single resident is tolerated, and
tbe title-deeds of each lot-owner contains
iron-east c auses, the violation of which is
considered a forfeiture of property rights.
Ample room is provided In the large stable
of he hotel fo
the animals of proprietors.
Market, grocery and ice wagons make daily
visits, and supply excellent commodities in
good variety and at reasonable prices.

middle

Offer for
->t0
Maine Central
......

SUNDAY

JOHN FIMHFK.Jr.

Leaves

Portland.

CAPT. A. 8. OLIVER,

F0R1Y

BANKERS,

218

St.

Congress

STEAMER EXPRESS.
Cnpt.

COMPANY’S

UEBIG

that the

to Mr. Blaine’s

eodtf

J. B. Brown & Sons,

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

P. M.

A profitable sphere of employment is open
to women who will learn to nse the
typewriter with sufficient rapidity to write from
dictation. This has been accomplished so

BARRETT,

186 middle St. Portland, Me

n4

dec

Leaves

eod2w

A New Labor for Women.

It is no

SWAM &

MEW

585 & 587 Congress & 285 Middle Streets, Portland.

term.—Providence

4s
Gs
5s
7s
Gs
7s

FOR 8ALE BY

LIST.

Wholesale and Retail Grocers.

from the

dictator.

SIZES,

EASTMAN BROsi BANCROFT

SYRUPS.

Fancy Groceries much larger aud
he found elsewhere.

GEO. O. SHAW db CO.

A knowledge of a simple and
prompt
method of dealing with sunstroke, if there
is any such, would seem to be as desirable
as how to restore to life a
nearly drowned
person, as the fatal results are frequently

ployment

FLOUR,

MOLASSES,

How to Treat Sunstroke.

of the heated
Journal.

t

•
•
•
Town of Westbrook
Maine Central K. U. 1 st Mon.
Maine Central R. U. Cons. Mort.
“
“
■
Maine Central R. R.
•
No Pacific It. R. General Mort.
Gs and
Car, Trust and Equipment
And other First class Securities

our

& Co’s London Waters, assortllraudy,
ed flavors, McKeuzy’s Albert Biscuit. A full line or Kennedy’s Celebrated
Fancy
Crackers, Bfs uits, etc., Crosse and Blackwell’s Loudon Pickles, Sauces and Catsups. Salad Cream and Olive Oil, Pure Fruit Syrups for Summer leverages, Ginger
Ale, Lime Juice and Cordials, and a full line of Mineral Waters, both Foreign and
Domestic.

Special inducements

bulance, and often has sunk so low before
medical stimulants are applied that he cannot rally; whereas, if he had been
promptly
treated, he would probably have recovered.
It is given out on competent medical authority that in most cases of sunstroke,if the
Vittim is taken promptly into the shade, a
lump of ire or ice water app led to the back
of the head, and a dose of Jamaica
ginger,
or a stiff drink of
brandy, if the ginger is
not at hand, administered, he
will, in all
probability, resist the shock and be able to
be taken home in safety within an hour or
two.
These simple remedies are usually
within convenient reach in cities, and a
knowledge of their value, if as great as represented, would save many lives in the

Street.

BONDS.

COLORFD,

&

middle

jan30

ever

SEND

an am-

180

of the BEST

some

son

-can

prolonged syncop e or collapse of
the vital organs, rather than from the severity of the stroke. In most instances, where
a person falls in the
street, out of his immediate vicinage, he is taken a long dis-

opening

are

And an endless

announcement is made at
the eDd of this letter, that Howe had not received one of the many despatches sent him
by Lord George Germain since bis appointment.
That is to say, that from the first
week in November till the
siege was over,
this poor beleaguered officer had no instructions or even help from home. So close was
the watch on him by sea as well as
by land.
We will attempt, in another article, to
print a few of the general orders in this invaluable collection, side by side with those
of Washington, of ertn dates,
referring to
the same matters.

Swau & Barrett,

manner
at a moments

to

The pathetic

course

trust purpose..
Tilts loan does not increase the
city’s debt, (which is hut abont 4
per cent of its valuation.) us it was
issued to retire six per cents.
Denominations
$.>oo’s
and

QUALITY, AND LOWEST PRICES. Ever shown in this market. It being OUT
The wonderful improvements, both in extent and
of preparing and preserving OF SEASON for
these goods, we have secooked food, make it possible
notice with nearly
supply the table
article
These
not
every
required.
goods
only beathful, delicious and
cured them VERY MUCH UNDER PRICE,
convenient, but economical.
and shall sell them correspondingly cheap.
The following list comprises liut small part of
large and varied stock*. Richand Itobbin’s Canned Meats, Game and Poultry. (The most delicious arGThose who are CAMPING OUT or fitting
cleg of moats
nut
up.) Canned Fruits, Vegetables, Meats and Flsli from the
host packers. Algnlcri’s and Uuckiu’s Soups, French mid American
Sardines,
Fiench Pates, Anchovies in Oil and Paste. IteviledMeats. Pickled Iarnbs* Tongues,
up cottages at the Seaside should not fail to
Spiced Lobsters and Oysteis, Dessert Fruits, Plum Pudding, Preserves, Jams, Jellies and Marmalades, Guava Jelly and East India Preserves, California Wine Jelly call on us.
and Calves’ Feet Jelly, Fruits in
Peak Frean

to orders from

his home in

We offer for salt* Hie NEW FOUR
PERCENT CITY OF EEWI8TON
BONDS ami recommend them as
a very desirable investment for

REST

Town.”
After such a report from their commander, Germain and Lord North bad the shameless audacity to pretend that the evacuation

or

and

any station within

Resolution_of

hospital,

assortment for ladies

gentlemen.

HARBOR,

SO Miles of Portland,

that time he did not contemplate a
resting
spell of three months at Halifax; but lie
says that_“8oston cantioV be evacuated withthe' aid of transports from Europe”—
■le nas now learned tnat, "one
great dually of that operation would be the removal of the Inhabitants and their Effects.”
On the 21st of March, however, writing from
Nantasket Road9, Howe acknowledges, with
perfect manhood, the position of affairs.
The words of the precis are that “after all
his struggles to supply the Army with provisions from the Southern provinces and the
West Indies, from whence’ some of the Vi ssels were not returned—and after an anxious
expectation of more Transports to convey
the Troops, Stores, Civil Officers and Effects,
the Enemy by taking possession and
fortifying the commanding Heights on Dorchester
Neck, in order to force the Ships by the Cannon to quit the Harbor,—he was reduced to
the necessity either of exposing the
Army to
the greatest Distress by remaining in Boston,
or of withdrawing from it.
That the preserving his Force, when it could no longer
act to advantage, left him no doubt of the
propriety of Removal. That he took this
the 7th of March and executed
it on the 17tb, without the least molestation
from the Rebels.
The General then
relates the measures taken by the Rebels to
possess themselves of Dorchester Neck, and
the new Works which they had erected at
Phipp's Farm, from which place and from
Roxbury they had begun to Cannonade the

tance to the

and

the seuliore from

TO

or

late as the 15th of January—in a despatch
home—Howe states the steps he should take
for transporting the army to New York.
At

conformity

good

a

eodtf

ever

agents for Portland

are

Exchange Street.

JT*

have

we

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
32

exchange.

when they were obliged to anit to the nouse of Commons. They
had the audacity to say that it was in the
execution of orders from home, and of a
plan long projected, that Howe abandoned
the town to Washington and his triumphant
army. The Lord George Germain, who
dared to say this, or permit it to be said,
was the same man who, on the 5lh of January, had written to General Howe that "the
reasons he had assigned for not
removing
from Boston fully justify the Resolution he
bad taken on that nead, ami that even could
be have procured a sufficient Quantity of
Transports to have effected the Evacuation
as proposed, it would nevertheless have been
au unadvisable Measure.” Iu the
despatches
alluded to, Howe says that he bad not transports enough to remove bis army, being daficient 11,062 tons, on the third of December. In the three months which followed
ho did not receive a line from England.
But, without these essential 11,002 tons, he
was obliged iu March to leave Bostou—and
to carry the Tories of Boston with him
As

in

made

qualities, and will
desirable water-proof garment
oflereil.

FOR SALE BY

only in the very best
undoubtedly be the most

and

everywhere.

jyli)d2plawThurm&w7p2y--3m

Boston,

made
home.

beautiful plaids of

and greens, having the appearance of fine wool cloth. These goods are

nounce

was

in

»s

4 l-2s
-7s
Maine Central R. R.
os
Maine Central It. R.
St. l’aul ic Northern Pacific R.
..
Os
R.—Guaranteed
and other Desirable Securities.

grays, blues

are

AS

Avoid mercenary dealers, who for a few cents extra
profit try to force upon you their own or others
when you call for SANFORD’S GINGER. Sold
by
wholesale and retail druggists, grocers, eto everywhere.
Potter Drug; aud Chemical Co., lfo«ton.

Germain and North excused the evacuation
of

season

BEVERAGE, with hot or cold witter sweet- (
A PUKE FRUIT STIMULAN t\ for the aged,
ened, or hot or cold milk, or added to ice wat- |
mentally and physically exhausted, careworn,
er, lemonade, effervescent draughts of mineral wator overworked, for delicate females, especially moth
ers, it forms a refreshing and invigorating beverage,
ers, for those recovering from debilitating diseases,
unequaled in simplicity and purity by ci*y tonic
and as a mea^s of reforming those addicted to an
medicine, while free from alcoholic reaction. excessive use of alcoholic stimulants, It is unequall4 S A

“

Halifax 594 sick men, and had but 6,040
fit for duty.
The orderly book and the precis of correspondence which accompanies it, are a bitter

disgraceful

household at this

nothing to those protected by a timely use of
SANFORD’S GINGER, the Delicious Summer Med

Delicious Summer medicine

to

the

traveller

the

or

hsi§ l>ccn made

(5s

City of ;PortIflud
City of Columbus, Ohio
City of Zanesville, Ohio

fine gossamer cloth

Anew

UNRIPE

patented

“The Sour Croat in possession of each Regiment being in too small quantities to be delivered to the Soldiers in General; the Regimental Surgeons are to take it into their charge
and appropriate it to the use of such men of
their Corps as have the Scurvey.”
So critical was the sanitary condition of
the army, that while Howe was conslautly
sending to England transports with invalids
from his hospitals, he had, on the first of
October, 1,492 men too sick for duty, while
he had only 0,035 lit for duty, a proportion
on the wrong side which may well have terrified a commander so far-sighted as he.
Had Washington not been as destitute of
ammunition as he was at that time, he
could certainly have swept this disabled army out of Boston then. On the 21st of November things were worse. The sick were
1,723, those fit for duty were only 5322. The
winter brought some re-enforcements, and
sent home some more invalids. But, on the
day of evacuation, Howe carried with him

comment on

JULY INVESTMENTS.

FRUIT, Impure Water, Unhealthy Climate, Unwholesome Food, Malaria, Epidemic
and Contagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
Pains, Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple Fevers
Exhaustion, Nervousness, or loss of Sleep that be
set

F NANCIAL.

______MISCELLANEOUS.

GINGER"

SANFORD’S

three pints per day, ‘‘to be
paid for by the Soldie. s at a Dollar per Barrel, containing from 30 to 32 gallons, brewed
with Five Quarts of Molasses and Two
Quarts of Essence of Spruce. A Quarter
Master from the Liue will attend each Brewing, to see that the Beer is Brewed with
these proportions.” The supply of esseuce
of spruce having giveu out, on the 23d of
December, hemlock spruce itself is served
out for au “Infusion, to be given immediately to such men as have the least appearance
of a Scorbutic taiut.” And by the 8th of
January we have this sad memorandum:—
man

MISCELLANEOUS

__

—

OF

—

PICNIC ill LUNCH BASKETS,
—

IN

—

Tinned lined,Straws, Willows,Palm
Splint and Cedar*.

Leaf,

W r .aiwvKK a ( o,,i,i, a »rr«Mt*i.

J'yi*

codi

w

4

A BREEZE.

-prrTuss.

How Shall the Ordinances be Construed.

little breeze has been created among
the drivers of trucks, drays, etc., by the fact
that the Marshal has charged them fifty cents
for their lloenses when, as they claim, the ordinance permits but twenty-live cents to be
asked, and, it was reported, the Marshal said
City Solicitor Looney had given a written opin
ion that he, the Marshal, had the
right so to do
Marshal Andrews says he construed the ordinance to mean that no
truck, dray or any cart

NEW ADVEBT1SEMENTH TO DA A'.

Quite

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Dissolution—Copartnership.

Hereby

c

& Co.

Buy the Fine Hygienic Mattress, manufactured and sold only by J. H. Gaubert, 199 Middle street, Portland Me. None genuine unless
bearing the trade-mark, Pine Hygienic Mattress
Prices §8, §9 and §10.
jy4tf
no

Advice

Mothers—Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at onoe; it produces natural, quiet
sleep by relieving the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as “bright as a button.“
It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
to

child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and 1b the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething
cents a bottle.
dec4

other causes.

or

Twenty-five
WSM&wly

CITY AND VICINITY.
For other JLocnl flatter

we

Marshal is correct and that the matter of fee
was not mentioned.

First Page*

Police.
afternoon the police discovered
the so-called sand bag with which Mr. Edmund
Dana was struck Tuesday night, lying near
Dr. Small's fence. It consisted not of sand,
but was a long bag made of duck, and held in
one corner what was
evidently the iron handle
of a car brake. If it had struck Mr. Dana in

Supreme Judicial Court.
Law Term.—Western District.
Wednesday.—The following cases were disposed

Yesterday

of:
OXFORD COUNTY.

Leonard Whitman vs. Edward L. Bailey.
overruled by consent.

Motion

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Freeman Lander, in equity, vs. Lorenzo S. Buggies. et ai. Dismissed from the Law docket.
Inhabitants ot Leeds, appellants from decision of
the County Commissioners. Argued orally.
A. E. Savage.
Wing & Wing for applts.
Wait8till D. Blethen vs. Albert C. Keal. Exceptions by defendant overruled. Final decree as
prayed for. No costs to either party.
William H. Foss vs. Albert B. Nealley. Dismissed.

Savage

for

the head it would have crushed his skull. The
highwayman had been hanging about several
days and Mr. Dana kept a half eye ou him as
he passed him Tuesday night. He saw the
threatened blow just in time to dodge and have
it miss his head, although it struck his shoulder. The villain and a comrade ran through
Mr. Isaac Emery’s yard, and were seen by a

plaintiff.

lady in the house, passed into the Cathedral
yard and disappeared on State street.
Tuesday night Mr. A. B. Morrill, the hatter,
residing at 22 State street, was aroused from
sleep by a strange noise. Getting up and making an investigation he was just iu time to
frighten away a burglar, who was making good

Frye, Cotton & White for defendant.
Thomas J. Polley vs. Rebecca Metcalf, et al.
Argued.
Savage

for

plff.

Wing

Loonard W. Itunnewell
by defendant overruled.

vs.

Wing for

&

Forest Patten.

deft.

Motion

Karris for deft.
Wing for plff.
Judith G. Lieberling vs. Auburn Savings Bank.
Motion by plaintiff overruled.
J. M. Libby for plff.
Wing & Wing for deft,

Wing

&

Warren Fowler

Savage

for

Frank W. Fisk

Savage

for

vs.

plff.

Eva E. Meacom
facts. Argued.

progress towards an entrance into the house
through a window.
As stated yesterday, the police arrested a
man Tuesday
giving the name of Frank Dubur, who had in his possession more thr.n §25
in paper fractional currenoy. Yesterday
private watchman Fields, of the Grand
Trunk,
was
notified by Mr. Woodman, agent of the

Addison E. True. Arcued.
N. & J. A. Morrill for deft.

vs.

plff.

AddlBOn E. True. Argued.
N. & J. A. Morrill for deft.

vs.

Addison E. True.

On

agreed

N. & J. A. Morrill for deft.
plff.
Harvey S. Gareelun. Exceptions over
Judgment for the State.
State vs. P. X. Angier. Exceptions overruled.
Judgment fer the State.
Attorney General.
Wing & Wing.
State vs. Ellen Feeney. Exceptions overruled.
Judgment for State.
State ts. Inhabitants of Leeds. Argued.
State rs. A. K. P. Harvey. Exceptions overruled.
Judgment for State.

Savage

State
ruled.

The

for

company, at Yarmouth, that when the station
at that place was entered by burglars
Sunday
night,besides the gold watch and chain the fellows took a lot of fractional currency which
belonged to him, and among it was an old
fashioned yellow twenty-five cent scrip. Mr.

vs.

entry

same

against the
State

vs.

same

was

made of

other

two

Fields examined the currency Debar had in
his possession and found the missing piece
which will

glar.

rue

Municipal Court
OOUUD.

Wednesday.—John Doyle. Vagrant. Three
months in county jaiL
John Hassett,
Intoxication
second offence.
Thirty days in county jail.
William Coyne. Intoxication. Fined $3 and
—

costs.
_

Jottings.

Fine day yesterday and warmer.
Mercury
68° at sunrise, 76° at 3 p. an., 72° at sunset;
wind southeast and southwest.
The yacht Esperance of Boston arrived in
the harbor yesterday.
Wouldn’t it be a good idea now for the city
to lay a sidewalk in front of the new Brown
Block?
There will he a fine exhibition o' black and
white by the Society of Art at their rooms the
latter part of the month.
E. H. Corson of East Rochester, N. H., rode
a Star bicycle down Mt. Washington in 1 hour
45 minutes, on the I6th.
A little girl was ruu over ou Commercial

Tuesday forenoon, by

a

team

but was

seriously injured.

will not

quite comfortable yesterday. He
be able to go out, though, for many
was

days.

Cane Elizabeth, August 7th.
It is requested by the committee of arrangements of tbe Thomas dinner that the guests
will be on hand promptly as tbe party will sit
down to tbe table at 9 o'clock sharp.

Harry E. Tucker will be
learn that he has so far recovered
from his recent sickness as to be out. During
Mr. Tucker’s illness his train has been run by
Mr. H. F. Healey.
Prof. F. H. Butterfield, formerly of East
Dlxfieid, who bad charge of the music in the
public schools of Orange, N. J., the last two
years, has accepted a similar position in the
Washington, D. C., schools at a salary of 2,500, to commence in September.
Mrs. Lily Langtry and party, consisting of
Mr. Cnarles A. Mendum, Mrs. Roberts, Mr.

repairing the steamship Brooklyn the
workmen are plankiDg her just as they would
a wooden ship, riveting the wooden planks to
penetrate the

IroD.
The report of the Mt. Vernon Ladies’ Association of the Union for 1883, prepared by
Mrs. Margaret J. M. Sweat of this city, permanent secretary of councils, has been received at this office.
The Eastern Yacht Club remained in the
harbor yesterday forenoon. lu tbe afternoon
a portion of the squadron sailed for Bar Harbor and it is expected that the rest will leave
The new Brown Block, on Congress street,
now shows engraved upon the freestone tablet
over the central entrance, a fac simile of tbe
signature of the late J. B. Brown, a name that
will long be remembered and honored in this
city, which contains so many monuments to
his enterprise and public spirits
The Bethel church and Sunday school went

volume called ’’The Blue and the

Gray,”

con-

taining joint reminiscences of the civil war in
Virginia by a “Yank” and a “Reb,” the Rev.
Theodore Gerrish of
Maino and John 3.
Hutchinson of

Virginia.

Narrow Escape.
Mr. F. A. Smith, of this city, well known as
the owner of the Fox Island fishing fleet,came

Portland and Rochester Railroad,
yeeterday, and had a picnic In Andrews’
Grove, at Bar Mills, Saco River. They were
greatly delighted with their ride and the uay's
sport. Thanks were given to the officers of
the railroad for their kindness.
They also
wish to call public attention to tbe beauties
of tbe place and recommend it to all picnic
tbe

very near being accidentally drowned one day
last week. He was superintending the building of bis new wharf down east when a building to be used as an office suddenly fell from
its blockings into the water.
Mr. Smith was
Cirried with it and held underneath by a rope
entangled about his ankle.
Getting clear of

goers.

this he still found himself held under water by
his vest catching on something.
When he
finally rose to the surface he was so exhansted

Base Ball.
The second game between the Lewistons of

Lewiston and the Dirigos of Portland will be
played at Presumpscot this afternoon at 3

that he would have again sunk had not a man
who was inside the building when it fell, rescued him through the scuttle.

o'clock. The Lewiston nine has been strengthened by the addition of a number of new players, and every effort will be made to defeat the
Portland boys.
The Dirigos have made a
change in their nine for the better, and have
been in constant practice daring the past
week. M.-ssra. Riley and Dugan will do the
pitching and catching. They have been prac-

The Great Inter-Ocean Show.
The faculties of all the principal medical
colleges throughout the civilized world, together with all the prominent scientists and
savants, write iD declaring Millie-Christine,
the twc-headed lady, the greatest cariosity in

ticing hard the past week, and play together in
a very sa'tisfactory manner.
They will have
a good field of players to back them today, and
we hope those who witness the game will be
better pleased with it than with those they

the world’s history. She walks, sings, dances,
is highly intelligent and accomplished. She
has two perfect hea Is, for perfect arms, four
perfect lower limbs, and only one body. She
is properly called the Eighth Wonder of the
World, and forms bat a single featnre of the

have heretofore witnessed.
I! the lovers of
the game will tarn oat and support base bail
in this city, the Dirigos will endeavor to revive
the game. They intend to meet the college
clubs of this State as soon as they
college and some fine games may he
before the season closes.

"Great Inter-Ocean, Largest and Best Show
Earth, which will exhibit here on July 23d.

on

A New Industry.
There are three men now in the city from
Chelsea, Mass., gathering np all the old tin

return to

expected

and scraps of tin which they barrel up
and seud to Chelsea, where it is melted up and
made into window weights* They are now
collecting it on back bay dump, where hundreds of loads of it have been deposited in the
past few years. There are enormous quantities of this scrap tin thrown out from the canning factory evi ry week, and no use lias ever
before been discovered for it.
cans

Fish.
the continued scarcity of mackerel
prices have advanced 50 cents to 81 per barrel.
The mackerel fleet have been detained in
harbors for several days by the deuse f g
which hangs over the whole eastern coast.
Fishing crews aro discouraged and it is difficult to hold the men together or
them

Owing

to

replace

when they leave.
One hundred and fifty sail of the mackerel
fleet were in Boothbay harbor on Monday, detained there by the fog. All report vety small
catches.

Pbluney & Jackson.
The meeting of the creditors of this firm will
he held at the office of the company this afterWe regret to say that the
noon at 3 o’clock.
statement of affairs, as we hear, will not be
flattering. It is reported that the liabilities
will equal, if not exceed, 8300,000, and the asIt is hoped
sets will amount to about 850,000.
that the showing will be better.

Correction.
In the report of the action of the trustees
and overseers of Bowdoin College there was a
A

mistake.
Bridgton Academy was not commended as a “fitting school,” but Washington
Academy at East Machias. That, with Hall*well and Fryeburg academies, were the only
With these the arrangements were Completed, and officially recognized. Others have
offered, bat it was thought not wise to attempt
too many.

of Dr. F. G. Dauforthof Norridgepresented and he was elected a
member of the society. The name of Dr. F.
L. Wood of Eastport was proposed for memThe
wock

name

was

bership.
The following list of officers was elected for
the ensuing year:
President—Dr. E. C. Bryant, Pittsfield.
Vioe President—Dr. J. W. Curtis, Brunswick.
Secretary—Dr. O. B. Brain, Portland.
Treasurer—Dr. E. J. Roberts, Augusta.
Librarian—Dr. D. W. Fellows, Portland.
Executive Committee—Drs. G. M.Twitohell,
Fairfield; E. Bacon, Portland; G. F. Earnes,
Bucksport; D. W. Fellows, Portland; C. P.

Sawyer, Dexter.

tions, and to be absorbed by the lacteals and
carried by the lymphatics into the large vein
of venous blood, aud from the heart is taken
to be oxygenated. It is thence
taken again
to the heart to be pumped
through the system, wbenoe the old tissues are
burned out aud new ones built up. Thus life
and good health are sustained, a good nutrition is preserved, the
teeth
themselves,
sharing in the result. The preservation of
the teeth is of the highest importance. The
molar teeth need to be well preserved for the
sake of a proper mastication. Then patients
who are solicitous in preserving front teeth for
the sake of a good expression of the face, will
find that the most economical method is to
keep the back teeth to take the force of the
bite and saving it from the front teeth.
Dr. Earnes said that exercise of tbe teeth as
in mastioation is necessary to their proper development. Decay in teeth of children aud
the poisonous products of inflammation are
absorbed into the circulation and go to supply
the wants of the permanent teeth. Also at
every inhalation fine particles of these substances are taken into the luugs producing an
irritation which may lead to Berious consequences.
Dr. Fillebrown followed, tracing diseases
which follow, or are produced by decayed
teetb, and especially those that tend towards
to the

The annual encampment ef the volunteemilttia for the year 1883, will be held at Augusr
ta for four days, commeuclug Tuesday, August
21st.
By order ot the Commander-in-Ghief.
George L. Beal,

lungs

Adjutant General.
J

Adjutant General’s Offioe, >
Augusta, July 13,1883.J
General Orders, No. 19:
I. The following changes have occurred
during the quarter ending June 30th, 1883,
among the commissioned officers of the Maine
Volunteer Militia:

This is

consumption.

The discussion upon anaesthetics and their
administrations was general and interesting,
as it gave the results of office practice aud ex-

perience. The agents discussed were, ether,
chloroform, bromide of ethyl and nitrous
Methods and results were presented
oxide.
by the greater number prosent.
By vote of the society Portland was selected
as the place of the next meeting.
AFTKHNOON SESSION.

The afternoon session was opened by an
essay by Dr. J. H. Lombard of Brunswick,
followed by a paper on alveolar abscess by Dr.
C. W. Davis of Augusta, both of which papers
were well presented and fully discussed by
members present.
Dr. Q. M. Twitchell of Fairfield presented

interesting

essay on “Pyorrhma Alveolaris.”
This disease, he claimed, is not the combination of several, as has been taught, or the culmination of any, bnt should he treated as a
distinct disease, even though its presence be
indicated only by the slightest deposit at the
necks of the teeth. The many diseases of the
mouth and gums were touched upon, and it
was clearly showu how, nearly, if not quite all
of these, have their origin in aud are but evidence of Pyorrhoea Alveolaris.
After tracing the progress of the disease from
the first line of deposit until the entire alveolar
ridge becomes abktrbed, the teeth loose, and
discharging fetid matter, the speaker considered some of the many causes. The greatest
of these is want of attention to the cleanliness
of the mcuth. The use of strong drinks and
tobacco was declared to be provoking causes,
because they produce an abnormal condition of
the month aud gams, and render them less
able to resist attack. Cases were cited which
not only resulted in the entire loss of the teeth,
hut in the destruction of the bones of the face,
all brought about by neglect on the part ot
either the dentist or patient. People neglect
to consult their dentist until the disease has
progressed far enough so that the gums bleed
in brushing the teeth and pas oozes from
about
the
necks
of
the
teeth
upon
the
Of all diseases
slightest pressure.
which the dentist is called upon to treat, none
are more filthy in their discharges, or more injurious to the person, than this, and none

yields more readily to intelligent treatment.
Strong words of condemnation were uttered
against the practice of extracting teeth that
coaid possibly be saved.
If your dentist is
willing and ready at all times to advise the extraction of troublesome teeth, the best thing
to do is to consult some one else, for today
something more is demanded. A higher value
should be put on these organs. The health, as
well as the comfort aud happiness ol the person, depends upon their preservation in a
healthy condition.
The prevention of this, and all diseases of
the month and teeth, lies in keeping the entire surface of the teeth free from all deposit,
and the mouth in a healthy condition, the
cure iu visiting the family dentist at once that
he may remove all foreign substances from
and about the teeth, and by proper therapeu-

tic remedies restore the parts.
Even in the advanced stages, after the teeth
become loose, and the roots exposed by the
absorption of the dental Bockets, new bone will
form, the teeth become firm, and saved for
years through the treatment indicated.

April 14—Orville W Collins. Captain Co D, 1st
Kent luf, M V M vloo Horne, resigned
April 14—Wilson A Ripley, 1st Lieut Co I), 1st
Regt InL M V M, vice Collins, promoted
April 18—John K Fossett, Captain Co F, 1st Regt
Inf, MV M, vice Moore, resigned
April 21—Nathan L Niles, 1st Lieut CoH, 1st
ltogt Inf, M V M. vioe Cook, resigned
April 21—Arthur J Small, 2d Lieut Co H 1st
Kegt Inf, M V M, vice Niles, promoted
April 28—William W Brown, 1st Lieut Harmony
Light Infantry, M RM, vioe Ohadbourne, resigned
May 1—Albert R Williamson, 1st Lieut and Adjt
2d Regt Inf, M V M, vice Mitchell, promoted
May 16- Janies Doyle, 1st Lieut Co B, 2d Regt
luf, M V M, vice Keith, resigned
May 16—David I. Leahoy, 2d Lieut Co B, 2d
ltegt Inf. M. V M, vice Doyle, promoted
June 12 | GeorgeOTufts. Lewiston Zouaves, M

29—Charles E Young, 2d Lieut Co D, 2d
Regt Inf, M V M, vice Slnghi, promoted
June 80—Fred H Storab, Capt Co C, 1st Kegt Inf,
.M V M. vioe Morrill, resigned
June 3u—Oscar C Moore, 1st Lieut Co C, 1st Regt
Inf, M V M, vioe Storah, promoted
June 80—Charles S Loring, 2d Lieut Co C, 1st
Regt Inf, M V M, vioe Moore, promoted
June 30—Wiillatu C McCuUum. let Lieut Co E,
1st Regt M V M, vioe Lappin, resigned
June 30—John A Uaflagher, 2 Lieut Co E, 1st
ltegt luf, M V M, vioe MoCulluin, promoted
discharged

Cook,

1st

Light

Light Inlantry,

ued absence without leave:
Company F, 2d Regiment Infantry—Private
Oren G. Edgerly.
Second Platoon of Battery—Privates Sewall
C. Clifford, Elmer E. Clifford, Wallace G. Fessenden, John C. Jones, William IC. Stevens
and Lewis L. Whiddeu.
By order of the Commander-in-Chief:
George L. Beal,
Adjutant General.

The Government Chemist Analyses two
of the Leading Raking Powders,’ and
I have examined samples

of "Cleveland’s

Powder"

city, and I find they contain:
"Clevelnnd’a Mupcrior BiiUiup) Pawder.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12.G1 per cent*
equivaleut to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.

RINES
TOURISTS AND TRAVELLERS.
Tourists

Serious Accident.
We regret to hear that Mr. James Quinn,the
well known boiler maker, was recently throwu
from bis wagon while riding in Leering, ami
It is reported several
very seriously injured.

ones.

I

ribs were torn Irom the breast-bone.

others
the line of

needing

Boots, Shoos, Slippers, <k,
will And
it

advantageous

to

Richmond Harbor, Kennebec River—Total
amount appropriated 82000; project, to widen
and deepen the channel so as to make it of
navigable width and 100 feet deep; completed.
Cathance River—Total amount appropriated, 821,003; project, to remove bats.
Gut of Bath—Total amouut appropriated,
845,150; project, to deepen the channel; com-

appropri-

deepen the channel and construct breakwaters: 875,000 needed
to complete the project, by dredging at the
middle
ground; recommendation that the
amount be appropriated next winter; fuuds
will be exhausted on August 31, 1883.
Kennebunk Itivor—Amount appropriated,
821,000; project to improve the channel with
to

piers; completed.

Beal Estate Transfers.
Tlie following transfers of real estate In this
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
Cape Elizabeth—William F. Salford to William P. Goss, lot of land. Consideration $325.
Peaks’ Island—Eppa G. Brackett to George
It. Kimball, lot of laud. Consideratiou $132,

Opposite

Gorham—Charles A. Naron to George F.
Sawyer, lot of land. Consideration $1250.
North

8. Barslow to JaConsideration $000.
Brunswick—David N. Hammond to Sarah
F. Hammond, lot of laud. Consideration $10.
Otisfield—Alphena B. Lovewell to Dorcas
C. and Malilon A. Chute, lot of land. Consideration $000.
Deunis Lovewell to Aipheus B. Lovewell,
lot of land. Consideration $25.
Pownal—Christopher C. Coveil to Hannah
Covell, laud and buildings. Consideration $4.
Raymond—Henrietta K. Lovewell to John
Woodman, lot of laud. Consideration $550.
Sebago—John McKonuey to Edwin T.
Consideration
Wight, land and buildings.

Yarmouth—George

Hamilton, lot of land.

the Preble

House,

Proprietors.

jyl9

ol*

City

Another Robbery.
During ttie absence of the family of Mrs.
H. Dyer, No. 153 Clark street, at Pine

W.

Point!

the glaBS in a rear window, and
succeeded in getting a'gold watch chain and
A basket of silver ware, left in
some money.
the same closet with the watch chain, and covered with a paper, escaped the observation of

burglars.

$1.00

■

Tli©

TIattor,
237 Middle Street.
SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.

warranted not to wet through, and
aud we will give a new
garment for every one that does not
come
up to this warrant.

wear

one

are

satisfactory,

|lyI4

July 18,

NOTICE

petition

jy!9

JAMES CONNKLLAN,

dtd

Dissolution of Co-partnerslilp.
copartnership oT Sawyer, Foss & Deering
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
ABEL H. SAWYER,

THE

is

MAYHEW C. FOSS,
JAMES H. DEERING.

Mayhew C. Fofs and James H. Deering have this
day formed a co-partnership under the tirm name of

Foss & Deering, and wil succeed to the business and
settle the accounts of the late firm of Sawyer, Foss
& Deering.
.MAYHEW 0. FOSS,

JAMES H. DEERiFG.

Portland, July 18,1888.

BURROWES’

FORi’TnE

Clerk’s

Window

Office, July 18,1883.

petition of Portland Paper Box Co. for permission to erect a stationary steam engine of
one and one-half horse power at their
manufactory,
corner of Pearl and Middle streets, notice is hereby given that a hearing of airp'-rtles interested in
salu petition will be had on Monday evening, August 0, A D. 1883, at 7 Vs o’clock p. m., at the Aldermen’s room, city building.

ON

Screens

GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

arc

NOl

(lie best in

OVER

estate of

FREEMAN G. CUMMINGS, late of Portlan
in tbe County of Cumberland, deceased, and g
bonds as the law directs. And 1 have appoint**.
William K. Neal, of Poitland, aforesaid my Agent
or Attorney in tbe State of Maine. All
persons naviog demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are calledluoon to make payment to
JOSEPH F. CUMMINGS, of Philadelphia, Pa., Administrator; or to WILLIAM K. NEAL, of Portlanl

FED.

100,000

in the best

•sc

houses

‘"SI States.

Doors &

Scu.

WAIN

jyl9dlaw3wTh*

Any ladies

or

young

men

wh>

Common Screens

are

out of employ cent in city or country (distance no object) cun have steady work at their own
homes all the year round; work sent by mail; any
one can do it; good salary; no canvassing, no stamps
tor reply. Address BURT & EMMONS, manufacturers, box 2178, Boston.
jylOdlw*

Arc invited to call at
gress Street for their

of every description.

BURRO VES,
Cor. Fore & Cross Stv
T.

.E.

Portland, Maine.

eodS^Thtf

Sign

of

fine

Best

Styles and Reasonable

SOFTENS 8

Price*.

I CONTINUE

WANTED

dtf

ever.

My stock of engravings is
very large, and now is the
time to i-ecure a fine print at
a lower price than the same
goods have ever been sold at
in this city.

SPECIALTIES.
Ladies’ Fine N. Y. Boots.Ladics’ French Kid Side
Lace Boots, Ladles’ Patent Leather Foxed Button,
Ladies’ Oloth Top Button, Ladies’ Patent Low Slipper, Ladles’ Fine French Kid M. P. Ties, Ladies'

Fancy Slippi

GREAT U DOWN!!
assortment

PIANO

COVERS,

nslonistiinsrlv

low

prices (at

on

On
30

Samuel Thurston
S Free St. Block, PORTLAND.
QOVl4

(No.JiJ.i
dtfa

Will sell Artists’ Materials
25 per cent off from catalogue prices for the next
two weeks.
I have all the latest publications in
Engravings.
Fine Framing a Specialty-at lowest prices. I have
some very Uesirable Shapes
in the Barbotine Pottery.

NEW

jyll

OVER STOCKED

THE

WALDO.

Little Chebenguc Island, Portland
Harbor, me.

This Island, seven miles from Portland, in full
view of the city. Is the gem of “Casco Bay.”
The Hotel contains sixty sleeping rooms of good
size, broad halls, spacious dining room and parlor,
veranda on all sides, 14 feet wide; lighted through
out with gas;
electric bells in every room;
pure
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
perfect; good sea bathing; every facility for sailing,
shore and deep sea fishing; communications with the
and reliable, two steamers making
I city regular
round trips from Portland, four times per day.
Terms reasonable. For information and terms address “THU WAl.Dd;’ l.ittle Ctarkruaae
■ ■land, Portland. .Maine, or HOLLIINH 4k
ADA.1M, No, 44 Exchange Mtreet, Portland, Maine.
Jy3dtf

EDUCATIONAL.
Instruction in I ngllsli and Classical Studies
given

r\J-

to

private pnpile by the subscriber

W.

COLCOKD,

Pearl Street.
dtl

WHEN
take

You visit Portland
have them properly

bathers, as its size ami form when Inflated are such
not to impede t he motions of the swimmer, and in

as

cramp* the wearer has a reliable Life PreThe Life Preserver is in six sizes, from 32
to 44 inches in length and when inflated is only two

Sold by

J. X E. H. BARBOUR,
Ns. 8 Exchange iireei
B. J. WILLARD,
No. 43 t'oninirrrlol Hlwfi.

dtS.pt1

STUBBS, Account Books.
Congress St.
dl£

All

kinds in stock
made to order by

or

WRING, SHORT k HARMON.
jun23

Photographer,

*

dim

Portland. Me.

doodtf

__eodtf

PER

$6

TON

J. M. DYER &.

Brown’s

Dr. A. V. Thompson of Stnmllsh, has
removed to Portland, and can be found
at 201 Brackett street. Office Hours;
8 to 10 a, m.; 2 to 3 p. in.
Jyio
<i2w*

CASH,

—

•

A.T

13 MARKET
It

eodit

LimeJu

PDfirUCT Pillow and Ottoman
hnUUlHLI Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Robes,
Hammocks and Drapery. Instrucmaterial fas-

this

at the Ware-

new

fancy work

SQ.,

ANt'FACTURES’(DAILY)

Caramels,

Makes beautiful

Lambrequins, Sofa

tion Books and all

BAGS.
Now is the season for Trunks and Bags,
and our stock is complete. Patent Excelsior Trunks (which no other dealer in
Portland has) Zinc, Note Leather,Canvas
and Crystalized Zinc Trunks.
■

HAMMOCKS
in all sizes, colors and prices.

Goods

delivered
In
Portland,
Decrlng, Cumberland mils
ui,d Saccarappa, free.

Tablets,

Fine Chocolate
—

A

COE,

—

dt

TUflNP
I *■ I li L.

We have an overstock of Silk Hats, and
will sell tfcem at greatly reduced prices.

C. 0. HUDSON

delivery

Wharf

iyio

rooms

SILK
HATS.

CO.,

511 Congress Street.

mayl

CHAS. H. OfBRION,

AND

Drops

—

THE
HATTER
197 middle Street.
Jyi

»«>*

Great Variety of Other First*
clas
Confectionery.

of the

“DOMESTIC 'SEWING MACHINE CO.

cm; mu a call:

C0NGBE8S & EXCHANGE STS.

It stands at tho head.
The Light Bunning

my30

MEN’S

dtf

“nfiMCCTIf4”

UUIlltw ! !b

use the “DOMESTIC”
PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant in
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS,
lu8
d3«

LADIES,

CHECK BOOKS.
We
deem

Notice.

GEORGE B. LEAVITT,) Overseers
THOMAS »J HIGGS,
J of the
DANIEL D.OHENKKY)
Poor.i.T.a
Dated at Deering, July i)tli, A. D. 1883.

Jyll

are

prepared

to

re-

unused
stamped
to furnish new
also
checks,
check books of superior
style at reasonable prices.

* I.L parsons employing any of the paupers of tho
town of Deoring without a written permit
from the Overseers of the poor arc hereby notified
that they will be called upon to pay tho full amount
of wages to the Overseers of the poor of
Deeriug
whether any such wages have been paid to the paupel or not.

SUMMER

UNDERWEAR.
emus mis i co.
493
jun28

Congress St.
ST*Thtf

d2w

Annual

REMOVAL.

epeolally,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

Yard wide Printed Dress Cambrics
6 1-4 cts. Al«o a large and choice assortment of New Dress Goods, Laces,
Hosiery, Duttons, Notions &c. at Tery
low prices.

$6 PER TOW.

Cor.

«|>I* CITV IIALL.

$2.50.

SHOE DEALER

Winter lots, Immediate

case of
server.

Jyl2

3-4 Damask Napkins,$1-^5,worth

COAL.

Seafaring Mon, Excursionists, Bathers, and all
others whose business or pleasure loails upon
the water, should have this elegant Life Preserver
and be
prepared for danger or emejgency which
may suddenly arise. It Is especially recommended to

orb)

$2.50.

'

-THE—

JjyLt_

St.
Congress
W.FJtSlwtT.TiS

Ladies' Colored Border Handkerehiefs, 10 cents.
Ladies'
Hemstitched
Handkerchiefs, 12 1-2 els., worth 25 cts.
White Quilts $1.00, worth $1.25.
White Quilts, fringed, 88 cents,
worth $1,00.
5-8 Dnmnsk Napkins,$1.15,worth

your feet with you and
fitted at

BROWN,

PATENT

LIGHT
HATS.

SPECIAL BARGAINS TRUNKS
AND

500 Psira of Gent’s Shoes

CHAS. H. O'BRION,

LIFE PltESEBVEB.

inches thick.

593

Gentlemen’s Low Summer Shoes for the next

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

WILL YOU CALL

WILLARD’S

GREAT REDUCTION.

H. G. HEWES,

days.

hand at

FOR SALE.

JauB

StJMMEK HOTELS

rs.

SPECIAL SALE

PIANO and ORGAN

Main?-

a

H. L. Jones.
48m

We shall bei»in To-Day and reduce
the price of all of our Summer
Hats. We have an immense stock
and must reduce it.

to make the BEST frames in
the eity at lower prices than

People to know that Woodmansee & Garaide’s fine
N. Y. Boots can be found on Congress Street in all
the leading styles, all widths^! zes and halt sizes.

Street

the

—

I WHITNEY.

Kino Portrait*

Haskell,

REDUCTION!!

PRESERVES LEATHER,

On Gent's Low Shoes.
tho turns’ be sold.

MOWER

Haying Tools of all kinds
Manufacturer’s Prices.

Ju8

B. F.

Gold Boot, 421 Con-

In order to reduce my large
stork of Art floods I shall
make the above unprecedented discouut on regular market
prices for a short time.

1

Wareroouis of

400

G. Allen,

feb2

30 Per Ct.

BOOTS and SHOES.

ASIurgc nmt,'elegant

BULLARD’S HAY TEDDER.

J. T.

St.

Hotel, just completed by the Little CheTHIS
beague Island Associatiou, will be open to the
1883.

use.

Agent

or
Attorney.
Portland, July 19,1883.

Congress

LANCASTEB BUILDING.

public Only 9,

tfK W UEICEBV GIVEN, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the

VISITORS

at

p?urn~?Jand

dtf

JVo. 470

C.

jnn23

ALSO, AGENTS FOR

~

PORTLAND.

feb8

PATENT, MAIDING, WIRE

jyll)d3t

*

YANKEE HORSE RAKE.

KENDALL

AGENCY
Exchange St.,

51

CLOTHIERb.

dlt

City

1883.

—

WhatoMUa and Retail

City of Portland.

Is hereby given that the joint standing
committee on laying out new streets, to whom
of H. G. Quincy and othwas ret erred the
ers praying for the re-laying out of Federal street,
near the corner of India street, will meet at said
place on Wednesday, the 25th day of July, A. D.,
1883, at 2Va o’clock p. in., there to hear all parties
interested in said petition, and thereafter will addstei .riles •'bather pt:b!tc s^uvemence
judge
and necessities require that said street shall »o be
re laid out, and if they should so determine, then to
re-lay out the same and fix the damages as required
by law.
J. W. DEERING, Mayor,)
ROBERT M. GOULD,
Committee
JOHN C. TUKKSBURY,
on
AUGUSTINE I). SMITH,
Layiug out
FRANKLIN SIMONDS,
New Streets.

OF

eodtf

should have the privilege of securing
of the above garments, as prices will
surely be higher on same quality.

RINES BROS.

eodtf

Briggs,

Heal Estate and Insurance

Every child

Portland.

PRICES.

Catharine 8. ltldlon to Blon A. ICenisoD, lot
of laud. Consideratiou $100.

the

.75

jyl9

Exchange

$1000.

burglars cut

MERRY,

We shall sell this week

300 Chlldmi’s Gossamers,
300 Ladles’Gossamers,

to

Congress St.

480

tm
Now, these

etc.

son

—

call at the

PEOPLE’S SHOE STORE,

ter.

amount

mid

anything in

-FOR™

AND

dim

A large discount on SumAmerican A Foreign Paiean,
mer
Hats.
Boy’s Straw No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
Hats very cheap.
Wide
All business relating to Patents promptly and
executed.
jul2dtf
brim for Ladies Beach faithfully
Hats.
H. M. FESSENDEN,

dit

Knives and Sections BAILEY & NOYES.

BUCKEYE

keep a complete assortment of
Furnishing., lint., Cup., Ac.

Gent.’

lT3

ALL KNIVES AND SECTIONS WARRANTED.

to Maine:
Lubec Channel—Total amount appropriated
go far, 3129,900; original project, a channel 12
feet deep aud 200 feet wide; present intention,
to make it deeper and wider; amount necessary to carry out the second iu'entioo, so as to
make it three feet deeper aud proportionately
wider, 3113,000; recommendation that 840,000
be appropriateil next winter; 172,018 cubic
yards were dredged out last year.
Mooseabec Bar, Jonespoit—Totil amount
appropriated, 320,000; project, a channel 14
feet deep, 100 feet wide and 1900 leet long;
amount necessary to carry out the project,
820,000; recommendation that it be appropriated next winter; the channel is now 85 feet
wide. Tb epending contract will add 05 feet
to this width.
Belfast Harbor—Total amouut appropriated,
825,000; project, dredging and blasting shoals
aud ledges so as to give a depth of 10 leet in
front of the wharves; project completed in
1879; amount on hand unexpended, 83000.
Rockland Harbor—Total amouut appropriated, 300,000; project, two breakwaters to defend this harbor of refuge; amount necessary
to complete the project, 8650,000; recommendation that 875,000 bo appropriated next win-

Portland Harbor—Total

MY
continue to

Depart-

provements in Maine and New Hampshire.
Following is an abstract of the report relating

ated, 8343,351.04; project,

REMOVAL.

fen 2 4

The above shows conclusively that “Cleveland’s Superior” is a strictly pure Cream of
Tartar Bakiug Powder.
It has also been
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Yale College; Dr. Genth of the University of Pennsylvania: President Morton of Stevens Institute;
Wm. M. Habirshaw, F. C. S.. Analyst for the
Chemical Trade of New York, and other eminent chemists, all of whom pronoance it absolutely pure and healthful.

AOEXTS

e. W. AI.rMM

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merchan*
dlse every Laturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
m.
oct3dtf
Consignments solicited

patrons will find mqdoc&ted at 72 Exchange
street, opposite the Post office, where I shall

BROS.

Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 per cent,
equivalent to 116.2 cnbic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.
AmtnoDia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches per oz. of Powder.
Note.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE. Ph. D.
New York, Jaji’t 17th, 1881.

STATE

IN Kiel ange Nt.

BAIL BY,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

Jiyio

apr2

The ChiefjOf Engineers of the army has received the annual report of General Bluut,
engineer in charge of the fiver and harbor im-

O.

BUSINESS CARDS.

‘•Koynl Bulling Pawder.”
Cream of Tartar!

8

Mnlmsom
r.

Colored Sunshades also at about Half
Value.

PORTLAND.

ment.

pleted.

low to go with them.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

Herbert 6.

and

“Royal
Baking Powder," purchased by myself iu {this

AT MANUFACTURER

Blunt’s Report to the

Stretchers, Ropes and Pil-

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dst
Jyie

A. T. CLEVELAND.

hat he finds thein'made>f
Baking

price.

low

and

M RM
Keith, 1st

Regt Inf, M V M
June 18—Henry A McDonald, Captain Co A, 1st
Rogt Inf, SI V M
Jane 18—Frank P SlerriU, Captain Co C, 1st
Regt Inf, SI V SI
II. The following enlisted meu are hereby
discharged from their respective companies
and the volunteer militia of Maine, for contin-

Superior

large,

$1.65
3.00

shall sell on
2V4 P
a stock
Groceries, &c.. consists of Sugar, Tea, Coffee.
Spices, Canned Goods, Extracts, Soaps, Cigars and
Tobaccos, Vinegar, &<*. die. Fixtures are Platform,
Counter and Spring Balance Scales. Coffee Mill,
Ice Chests, Stoves, Meat Block, Desk, Cheese Box,
Tin and wooden Ware, Iron Safe, Ac.

Wednesday, July 18, at
WE m.. at salesroom
18 Exchange street,

of

Ju25

Lieut Co U, 1st

April 30—Alfred J
Lieut Co B, 2d Regt
Inf, Si V M
22—Charles
F
May
Nealey, 2d Lent Lewiston
Zouaves. M It M
June 11—Jolm J Lappin, 1st Lieut Co E, 1st
Kegt Inf, M V' M
June 13—John E Fossett, Captain CoF, 1st
Regt Inf, SI V SI
June 16—John W Anderson, 1st Lieut Co D, 2d

w

mocks, very strong, very

Our Black Silk Sun Umbrellas at $1.00, $1.50
and $2.00, arc §elling very rapidly.

April 13—Edward W Chadbourne, 1st Lieut Har-

mony

who hare

one

Groceries, Store Fixtures,
&c. by Auction.

never been sold near so low before.

June

RIVERS AND HARBORS.

General

good opportunity for those
prices.

These have

M, vioe Nealey, resigned
June 10—Albert, M Harlow, 2d Lieut Co D, 1st
Rest luf, M V M, vice Ripley, promoted
Juno 18—John F Ford, 1st Lieut Co Q, 2d Rogt
luf, M V M, vioe Williamson, promoted
June 23—Edward P Dunn, Captain Co F, 1st

W

with the Beaded
waited till late to buy Edge called Mexican Ham-

Black Satin Parasols, with Colored Linings,
“
“
“
Lace Trimmed, with Colored linings,

R

ltogt Inf, M V M, vloo Fossett, resigned
d une 28—Daniel S Me David, 2d Lieut Co F, 1st
Rogt Xnf, M V M, vice Dunn, promoted
June 26—Harry E Stetson, Captain Bath Light
Infantry, M K M
June 26—John O Patten, 1st Lieut Bath Light
Infantry, M It M
June 26—William R Ballou, 2d Lieut Bath Light
lnfautry, M R M
June 29— Francis A D Slnghi, 2d, 1st Lieut Co D,
2d Kegt Inf, M V M, vice Anderson, resigned

a

at reduced

SALES.

AUCTION

___—

The

Headquarters Maine Militia,

April 12—Harry
Regt Inf, M V M

•

SATIN PARASOLS
THE
Marked Down for To-Day’s Sate.
HAMMOCK.

commissioned.

The subject of physiologioal relationship of
the teeth was presented by Dr. E. J. Roberts,
of Augusta, who said that the relation of the
teeth to the sustaining of life aud health becomes a more important factor than at first
thought is usually imagined. Food taken in
the mouth not only needs a thorough comminution, but a thorough insalivation. The
saliva contains an alkaline solvent which better fits it to unite with the gastric juices of
the stomach. Also the lime salts contained in
the sali-a are required to meet the demands
of the osseouB system. Thus properly prepared
it is duly fitted to unite with the biliary secre-

to

Talboys and Mr. Gebhardt, arrived in Boston
shortly before 7 o’clock Tuesday morning in
their private car, the Jerome Marble, and left
for North Conway via the Eastern Railroad.
Brady, Mace & Co., Bangor, announce a

today.

over

9

O’Donoghue, of Gen. Chamberlain’s staff:
Headquarters Maine Militia,
I
Adjutant Geueral’s Office,
1883.
J
Augusta, July 17,
General Orders, No. 20:

The friends of Mr.

pleased

In

the iron sides with bolts which

xetepnone.

Personal.
Miss Margaret Bryant of this city has been
engaged for the Worcester, Mass., musical
festival in the autumn.
Rev. Mr. Glines, recently of Cherryfield, entered on Sunday last upon his labors as pastor
of the Baptist church in Ellsworth.

The 37th anniversary of the Veteran Cuener Association and
Propeller Club will be
observed, as usual, at the Cunner Cottage,

The morning session yesterday began
o’clock.

at

MISCELLANEOUS.

__NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

followlng]order has been received from
Adjutant General Beal, through Asst. Adjt

Last Day of the Annual Session.

an

management pay quarterly dividends amounting to 875,500, divided as follows:—National
Bell of Maine, 1J per cent., S18.730; Boston &
Northern, 3 per cent., 817,710; suburban, 2j
per cent., 88750; Union, 1J per cent., 81500;
Bay State, 2{ per cent., 82000; total, 875,500.
The Not thwestern dividend was mailed July
2lst, and those of the other companies will be
mailed July 25th. This dividend is the 17th
quarterly paid by the Maine, the fifth by the
Boston & Northern, and the third by the Bay
State, Suburban and Union companies. The
Erie Company's large increase for June, 488
subscribers, may warrant an increase of the
dividend in October, above what is promised,
namely five per cent. The superintendents of
the various divisions anticipated fully as large
an increase in July and August as
during June.

The Grand Trank roundhouse is having the
dome removed and a hip roof will be substituted therefor. This removes another landmark.
Mr. Sawyer, who was thrown from his team

Taesday,

the bur-

ment, and a plan will probably be placed before the stockholders of the various companies
the latter part of this week or the first of next.
The companies interested in the union are all
of New England, and will number fully 12,000
subscribers and have an aggregate capital stock
of between 810,000,000 and 820,000,000. The
American Bell Company will be interested in
the new consolidation, but to what extent is
not yet made public. In the event of a failure
to adjust the basis of union for all the
companies interested, it is learned on good authority
the Bay State, Boston and Northern National
Bell of Maine and suburban companies will
consolidate as of July 1, 1883.
The telephone companies under the Lowell

Porter Hobbs. Argued.
Asa Low for deftCopeland & Edgerly for plff.

Brief

as

The matter of a consolidation of New England telephone companies is still under advise-

Argued.

vs.

BEFORE JUDGE

Dubur

__

cases

YORK COUNTY.

not

probably identify

defendant.

Inhabitants of Wales.

William H. Nason

street,

a

for the conveyance of goods was
exempt from
a license fee of
twenty-five cents for the benefit of the aldermen, and that
by ordinance on
p»ge 339 he was entitled to twenty-five cents
for permitting each of such
conveyances to be
licensed. As to this latter clause, entitling
him to twenty-five
cents, he was uncertain,
and he had so stated to
parties to whom ho had
charged the fee, but to make certain he should
like the opinion of the City Council at the
next meeting, and If the Council should deoide
against him the money would be refunded.
He farther stated be had received no written
opinion from the City Solicitor in the mat ten
but the Solicitor told him the ordinance plainly stated that every dray, truck, wagon, cart,
sleigh, handcart, handsled or other vehicle
used in the city for carrying anything must be
licensed, and also that the ordinance was
equally plain that the owner of a hackney carriage, as well as the driver, must take out a
license.
Mr. Looney says the above statement of the

hesitancy in purchasing from your
grocer, druggist or wine merchant,Hub Punch
Its component parts are of the very best quality.
M,Tb,F&w
Have

The Militia.
The

THURSDAY MORMSG. JULY 19.

Given
N otice is
City of Portland—2
Wanted—Ladies and Toune Men.
Tourists and Travelers—Wyer Greene
oRines Bros.-2

Maine dental association.

Stockholders
rpHE
JL rcuco

of

lUeding.
the Atlantic & St. Law

PEAK’SISLANDICECOM

Railroad Company are hereby notified
that the annual meeting of the Company will be
held at the ofliee ©1 the Treasurer in Portland, on
Tuesdw, August 7, 1883, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, for the purpose of making ohoice of nine
dirtetors for the ensuing year, ami for the transaction of any other busiuess that may

presented.
E.

legally

bo

R. BAH RETT, Clerk of tho Corporation.

Portland, July 17,1883.

From and after dun. 15, the above company w ill
ICE daily to any place on Peak’s Island in
quantities to suit. Orders may bo left at the Post

deliver

jlyl?deodtd

Office,
!

Peak's Island.
J.%N. U.

julUdtf

JONES,

NOTICE.
D. AMES has bought the exclusive right of
the Eureka Lamp Stove, for Cumberland anit
York Counties. Anyone canvassing in said Counties for the Eureka l amp Stove not authorized by
me will be prosecuted.
Agents wanted.

W.

22

Tlnnnarr

ju2D

Market

W. D. AMES,

Square, Portland,

Maine.

Spdtf

THE PRESS.
THURSDAY

MORNING, JULY

19.

THE PftESS*
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei) & Co„ Armstrong,

Wentworth, Hodsoon, Robert C*>stello, Gilpatriek,

Jewett, Rose, McFarland, Wats on, strange, Stini■on, Gould, Lauagan, Boston & Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that ruu out of the

oity.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.

F. M. Burnhaca.
Biddeford,
'*
A. L. Jellersoo.
Brunswick. B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland AHlls, F. A. Verrlll.
Damartiscotta, K. \V. Dunbar.:
FreeDort, W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evam-.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltoa.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham Jas. H. Irish & 04.
Hallow ell, C. L* Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandier & Estes,
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jelltoew,

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Ai drew*..
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.

Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Oo^
Spriugrale, C. H. Pierce.

So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Yarmouth, W* E. Smith.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Julie

35, IS$3.

OFFICE HOCRS:
From 7.30

Sundays,

to
open for
a. m.

*

0 p. m.f Sundays excepted.
riers and General Delivery

from 8 to 10 a. m.
ARRIVAL AND * p/ARTUltE OF MAILS.
Beaton ana Intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.10
9.00 p.
p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.00 m. and
u.

Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.10, 6.10.8.30,
and 11.10 p. m.
Close at 8.15
a. m., 12.00
m., 6.46 and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive at 1.10 and 8.30 p. m. Close at

8.16 a. m. and 12.00 m.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.10 5.10.
8.3oand 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.00
m. 6.46 and 9.90 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.00 p.
m.
Close at 12.00 m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p.m.
5.00
Close at 12.00 m. and
and 9.00 p.

m.

Morning Northwestern, bv Grand

Trunk

Railway

Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 8.16 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.06 and 9.00 a.
and 1.00 p. in. Close at 6.15 a.m., 12.00 m.,

m.

4.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine, Deer Isie, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert. Jonesport, Machias. Machiasport, East Maehias, Millbridgt and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive at 0.00 a. m
nlosc at 6.00 p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sail
2.g of steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive at
06 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the no* in—
Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00 m.
^Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. A O.
R. R.—Arrive at 8.» 0 p. m. Close at 7.46 a. m
uartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. A
O. R. R.—Arrive at 8.55 a. m. Close at 12.00 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
A R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.36 p. m. Close at 12.30
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
A R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays exeopted,) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., and 2.00 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 a. in., 2.00 p. m.
Collections are made on
week days at 7.0 0 and 11.00 a. m. and 4.15 and
8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.

AGRICULTURAL.
Turnip Flea—Worms.

with

a

good mulch of cheap dirt placed

Hartford Insurance clerks took to guessing
how many dollar bills were required to weigh
The lowest guess
as much as a $20 gold piece.
was .">50 aud the highest 1000, while the real
number was 34.

around them. Tho leading insect psst it
the currant worm (nematua centricoti*).
This is the worm of a fly introduced from
The insect appears
Europe a'>out 1867.
when the leaves unfold, and tho female deits
eggs along the principal veins on
posits
the under side of the leaves.
In about teu
the
small
days
grayish worms begin their
work and if left undisturbed will soon deThis
foliage the bushes and spol the crop.
pest is now so common and wide-spread that
the remedy is not unfamiliar to many. With
the proper use of powdered white hellebore
the worms may be subdued with lit la trou-

Premature Lose of the Hair
May be entirely prevented by the use of Burnett’s COACOAINE.
Tlie superiority of Burnett's Flavoring Extracts consists in
their perfect purity aud

Btrength.
The Omuba belle to whom a seemingly valu
able diamond brooch was given had no great
confidence in the gallant donor, and lost no
time in taking the stone tp an expert, who pro.
nounoed it worthless.
That ended the Bocia|
career in Omaha of the “Count Kosoommon.1'

ble.
The powder may he sprinkled on the
bushes with a sifter, hut is notjso pleasant or
•effective as to mix it and apply with water.
Place a tablespoon of the helebore in a
bowl of boiling water, and afterwards turn
the scalded powder into a watering pot and
fill with cool water.
Wet every leaf thor-

ni! ic i: tin i l l, sskekiv iiKum
A beautiful thing it was, and right green
was young Mr. Green, who went downtotho
cellar about midnight and ate nearly half of it.
The next day young Mr. Green said ho didn’t
want any breakfast, aud lie thought he would
not go to the store.
He wished he hadn’t seen
that watermelon.
By the prompt administration of Perry Davis’s Pain Killer young
Mr. Green’s internal eoonomy was reduoed to
a state of peace and comfort.
i

oughly with the mixture. Repeat the application as frequently as it is found necessary.
The raius will wash off the poisou, and two
or three doses may be needed in a stormy
season.
The hellebore is not a dangerous
poisou like the arcenic compounds, and no
trouble need be feared from its use upon the
current or gooseberry bushes.—Beedy Aich,
in Farmers Review.
Making Good Butter.
“Tbe local requisites for the manafacture
of good butter are pure air, cold running
water, and a sufficiency of sweet, nutritious
herbage. Fresh, rich, juicy feed will enhance both quality and quantity of milk and
butter.
The requisites named, belong
generally, to somewhat elevated or hilly disrather
than to those of an opposite
tricts,
character. A rolling, elevated country, hilly

“Here, waiter!

Didn't I ask for new pots,
toes? These are last year’s.” Waiter—“You
wouldn’t call a baby born last year old, would

yon?”—Boston Trausoript.

Jelly Roll.—One cup sugar, two eggs, one
tablespoon butter, oue cup mills, two teaspoons
oftentimes, abounding in springs of pure
Yeast Powder, two and one-half cups
cold water, and drained by clear, rippling ! Congress
flour.
over

streams,

beds,

(lowing

gravelly

or

rocky

constitutes ihe predominating character of the best, dairying districts
of our
great country, so famous for its dairy products. On such land the best, and sweetest
grasses are produced in the greatest luxuriance, and abound in the best milk-produ-

ITIAKKIAUKM.
lu ibis city, Julv 18, by ltev. F E. Clark, at the
residence of the bride’s father, Charles W. T. God
iogaud Miss Fanny F. Gardner, daughter of B. J.
Willard, both of Portland
In this city, July 16th, by Rev. Dr. Seward,
Cbss H. Pike and Miss Annie L. Cary, both of Portland.
In West Buxton. July 7. by Rev. B. A. Sherwood,

cing quantities.

Another essentia! is a change of pasture.
This Is contrary to the teachings of some,
bnt from actual experience we are able to
say it is a very important item in the list
of necessaries
required for a bounteous
supply of milk and the wholesale production of gilt-edged butter. If in
changing
from one pasture to another the grasses
are no better either in
quality or quantity,
still a marked difference is observed In tbe
yield of milk. Cows seem to tire of one
pasture and one place.
They love to
roam and feed in some new inclosure occasionally.
Everything seemi to taste
sweelq; to them, and they eat with a new
relish.
change, therefore, should be
made from oue pasture to another about
ten
every
days or two weeks.
Cows, to yield the best returns, should
have ready access to good water.
Such as
flows from good springs is to be
preferred,
but any kind will do, provided it is
pure.
This is almost indispensable, for it is next
to impossible to make' good butter without
au abundant supply of pure water.
Those
having pastures where the water falls in a
dry season have probably noticed how
rapidly their cows shriuk in their milk
w ten water is scarce and the auimals do
not get their usual supply.
Inducing cows
to drink large quantities cf water will increase the flow of milk
certainly, but to
what extent the quantity may be increased
without injury to quality wa are not prepared to say; but we are satisfied that milk
of good quality may be increased by thi_
method. We are satisfied that one of
best methods of iucreasinelihe flois to give each cow at milkii
quantity of sa't to lick,
<3
regularly cows will need
^vher
time.
This, with free
ot
.jging
pasturage and plentv of
ater. is the
secret oi an aDumlaut s*
,y of milk and

butter.—Corr. Iniiis*1"

Edwiu L. Haley of liollls
West Buxton.

and

Marcia Rounds of

DEATHS
lu this city,
16, William W., son of Charles
M. and Aratuade M. Brooks, aged 6 days.
In this city, July 18, Etta E. Brock, Aged 23
years 11 mouths.
I Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, .July 18. Mary
daughter of Thomas
ami Jane Haiuel, aged i) months.
In Buxton Centre, July 17, suddenly, Daniel Hill,
aged 61 years 11 months.
this Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.]
lu Whitefleld, July 14, Charles F. Ward, aged 38
years 6 mouths.
in Karmiugdale, July 7, lliram Lord, aged 77 yrs.
In Farmingdale, duly 6, Esther W. Mears, aged
94 years 4 mouths.
In Farmington, June 25, Benjamin Whitmore,
aged 86 years 3 mouths.
inCauaan, Juiy 10, Mrs. Hannah French, aged
88 years.

July

At Sydney, NSW, Juno 14. barque Julia, Jordan,
for Iioudos.
At Yokohama June 21, ship Grecian, Dunbar, for
San Francisco.
Sid fm 11 logo
ship Alice M Minot, Dickinson,
Vancouver Island.
Sid fm Sliangbae June 5,
ship Theobald,Williams,
Puget Sound; barque Fred P
Spaulding,

FOB

Republic.New York..Liverpool...July 19
8uevia.New York Hamburg.. July 19
of Puebla.New York. .Vera Crux. ..July 19
Andes.
New York..Porto Rico..July 20
Cephaloida.Boston.Liverpool.. ..July 21
Citv of Chester.... New York..Liverpool..
.July 21
Circassia.New York..Glasgow....July 21
h*b®r.New York .Bremen
July 21
Silesia'.— .New
.July 21
Belp^uland.New York..Antwerp
July 21
’da.New York..St Kitts
Tuly 21
.New York..Liverpool.. ..July 24
.New York Med. ports..July 24
..main
New York. .Havre.July 25
-ythia.New York..Liverpool ...July 25
Rotterdam.New York. .Rotterdam. .July 25
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool. July 25
Newport.New York..Havana.. .July 2X
Switzerland.New York. .Antwerp.
.July 28
Oeltlc.New York .Liverpool ...July 28
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.. July 31
City

York..Hamburg..

giants

greaSe,

Boston & Maine Railroad,

Eastern Itallroacl.

On and til ter

Francisco, ready.
Ar at Antwerp 17th, barque P J Carl
on, Amesbury, San Francisco.
At Burrard Inlet 5th Inst, barque
Priscilla,Young
Grand Turk via Victoria, to load for
Sydney.
At Departure Bay 5th lust, ship
Bullion, Read
for

Maynard Sum-

Uranus. Clark *

Portland,
Old liitb, sob Sebauo, Clark, Newark.
mb, ech Ada Harbor; Edwards, Washington.

GW1;.’"*

lftt *830, ion 40, ship Wm ii Starbuck
Fleetwood for New York.
■■■■
_

LET

_TO

CilTFIlllOUM!

IO JLel.
groenli use at No. 048 Congress street, now
occupied by me, is to bo let with the plants in
It, and all improvements. Possession August 1st.
Apply on the premises.
jyl3d8w
O. K. STURDIVANT*

TIIE

TO LET

Store fiios. li? &1I!) Middle St,

Absolutely

ITUs Powder nover varle*. A marvel o purity,
•trungtli and wholeBoineness. Moru economical than
tl;a ordinary kim'B, and cannot bo sold in competition with tho multitude of low tost, short weight
alum or pliosphato powders,
Sold on/, in can*.
Koval Baking Powijuh Co., lull Wall St., N. V.
mchll
dlyr

INSURANCE.

^oet Ofllue where all the large
Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in djy
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron
Safe, Elevator. Counters, Tables, Gas and
Water, with light
aud airy basement all in perfect
Heated by
ropatr.
a furnace,
inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 3t4
Brackett St. where the keys may.be found,
octa
atf

W.
A.
S.
WOLFE’S

Scliiediiin Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.

Mutual

LIFE Emm COMPLY.
Belter than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at
about 3Vi
cent, ina

tercut.

Inch

a

general beverage uud necessary

corrective of water rendered Impure

vegetable decomposition
as

over

section of

country of Udoipbo Tfolfe's

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medical faculty and

by

A public

80 rears duration in every

our

Schnapps,

the

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.
saitr of

a»y other

a

„

ive«

at

B« ler Ilian Tontine Policies in
other Companies.
«hown

sale unequaled

alcoholic distillation have

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

Monday, Julio 18. 1883,

I'OKrUNI) for mn»T03
»
e.iB, 8.45 a. m., 12.55 ami 8.30
at 10.45,
m., arriving at Boston
-_aa-“A—h. in,, 1.15 4.46, ami 10.00 p.m.
HOMTON toil I'Oli l I tMl at 9.00 a. 111.
12.30, 3.30, anil 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12.65, 6.00. 8.16 and 11.00 p. m.
HOM'I ON
FOK 01.0 lllltlHtllll [1841:11. at 8.00,
9.00a. in., 12.30, 3.20 and 7.00 p. in. 01,0
ORI IKKIMIEAI II 8011 HOMTON at
9.40, 9.13 a. m., 1 23, 3.60 and 8.54 p. in.
PORT* AND
Plllt
NCAHHlIlIII
Hltdl, ANO PINK POINT, at 8.15,8.45,
10.25 a. m., 12.35, 5.16, O.OO.aml 8.16 p.m. Plllt
UI.IIOKIIIAItll 1I1:AI 11 at 8.15, 8.45,
10.25 a. in.. 12.35, 12.55. 6. 15, 8.00, 8.30 and
8.15 u. ill. Returning leavnOI.I* Often AH**
at 7.59, 9.34, 11.40a in., 12.29, 2 45, 4 33, 7.25,
7.48 and 10.80 p. m.
HIKTL4NO I 1)It
MAIN*, at 8.16, 8.45,10.25 a. m., 12 35, 12.55,
Pint It 11*
6.15, 8.00, 0.30 and 8.15* p.m.
■iPHIKIi at 0.15,8.45, 10.25 a. in., 12.35,
12.55, 6.15, 0.00 and 8 15* p. in. FOK H If >
NH HUNK at 0.15, 8 45 a. m., 12.55, 5.15 uud
H. 15* p. m. Foil WFI.I.Mt at 8.15, 8.45 a. m.,
and 5.16 p.m. FOII NIIKTR Hi RWIIIk,
IjltKAT FAI.I.M ANO OOYKK, at 8.16,
8.45a.m.,12 556.15and 8.30pm.FOU MAI.UON
FAl.I.M.at 8.1R, 8.45 a. m., 12.56, and 6.16
FOII
UN KilSK. II a V Fit III I.I.,
p. in.
I. AWKKNCK. ANI*
1,0W HI.I, at 0.16,
8.46 a. m., 12.66, and 0.30 p, m.
tOltNKAV
31A II14 KT1 at 8.15, and 8.46 a. ni.
pint
KOCIIINTHK. PAK niAOTim. N. H.,
A I, TON IH1, UUl.PHIIItOlUU ANO
lilSNTHF. 11 4IIIIOK at 8.46 a. m.. and 12.66
Pint ill ANCII KITER t ANTI CON
p. m.
CO HI* I N. II., (via New Market del.) at 8 16
a. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.46 a. in.
3IOKN
INIS
CHAIN I.K4VPN liFNNHHCNK
FOII POHTI.ANO at 7.25.
•Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard
Beach
tPimsengors may also reach these points by taking
tin-12.56 p. m. traiif from Portland and stopping at
Old orchard Beach until 3.60 p. m.
KB'“Tlie 12.56 p.m. train from Portland connects with Mound
Mur Mlcnniris lor New
York and all Rail Lines for the Weet, and the 8.30
p. in., train with all Kail Lim a for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Carr on all through
trains.
Seats
secured In advance at Depot Xleket Office.

For sale by all Druggist

uud fciroeers.

almanac.JULY 19.
Sit. rijrf.4 33 j aigli WKter. lAMj .10.43
S-r- 5ota.7 39 I Moon risos.
0.00

18 BEAYER

STREET,

MEW YORK.

M-A.lt JjNJE

fiott

Ifioothby,

dly

SPECIAL
WIRT «!•

FORTLAKD,

SEARLES’

WEDNESDAY, July 18.
Steamer Falmouth, Thompson, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque Merceditta, Thatcher, Baltimore—coal to
Maine Cent HR. Vessel to J Nickerson St Sou.
Sch Hunter, Nash, Georgetown, DC—coal to G T
Ra lway Co.
Sch Marcia Bailey, (new, 69 tons) Wass, Boston.
Sch Cambridge, Eastman, Boston.
Sch May Wyman, Ober, Ellsworth for Gloucester.
Sch Nellie Eaton. Ashford, Saco.
Sch H S Rome, from Bay Fundy, with 130 bbls

mackerel.

Cleared.

SbipThos N Hart, Blauvelt, St John, NB, to load
for Ireland—Ryan St Kelsey
Briy Gipsy Queen, Chandler, Kennebec, to load
ice—Chas Merrill.
Sch Gasper Embre, (Br)J Embre, Pictou—Gallagher St Co.
Sch Susan B Ray, Steelman, Kennebec, to load
for Baltimore-Ryan St Kelsey.
Scb May McFarland, .Montgomery, Kennebec, to
load for Baltimore—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth—Chase Bros.
SAILED Ship Thos N Hart; barqueOrmus; brig
Minnie Louise; sch Alice Oakes, Standard, and a

fleet of coasters.

ITEOM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

Sld fm Vera Cruz 5th, barque Tatav, for Portland
Ar at Algiers 7th inst, barque Hannah McLoon,
Keen, New York.
Ar at London 17th inst, ship Marcia C Day, Ames,

New

York,

FfHHEIMIEN.
Ar at
16tb, schs Abbie M Deering. from
Bay of Fuudy; Ambrose Knight, do; Golden Hind,
Reed, and Gen Grant, Pinkbam, do; May Fernald,
Mt Desert.
Sid fm Gloucester 17th, sch Augusta E Herrick,
Herrick, for Bay St Lawrence, seining.

Boothbay

IMMlINTIt PORTS*.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld

17tb, ship Cyrus Wake-

field. llodgmau, Liverpool.
Sid 10th, ship I F Cnapman, Thompson, Liverpool
SAN PEDRO—Sid 9th, ship Richard III, Adauis,
Departure Bay.

A»

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 14th, sch Annie L McKeen, Paterson. Baltimore.
BRUNSWICK—Cld 14th, schs Wm Bayes, Smith,
and Florence Rogers, Davis, New York; Annie It

Leals, Lewis. Jersey City.
8AVANXAH—Ar
Bath.

17th,

sch E

H Cornell, Wilson

GEORGETOWN, DC-Cld 16th. sch Sami Hart,

Holbrook,

Fall River.

NORFOLK—Sid 14th, sch Bedabcdec, Pinkl am,

New York.

FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 16lh, sch EmItokes, Marston, Boston for-,
NEWPORT NEWS
Ar 16th, esh A J York,
Wallace, Richmond.
In port, barque Payson Tucker, Tucko;, for Bermuda 17th; set).? A J /ork, Wallace, for New York;
Eagle Rock, Hammond, do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 17tb. schs Albort W Lewis.
Peak, Kennebec; Emerson Hokes, Marston. do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar lfitb, schs John D Paige.
Haley and L Q C Wishart, Carlow. Kennebec; L V
Beebe. Beebe; C W May, Davis, and W L Elkins,
Frambes, Kenner. c.
Below 17th, tch Nantasket, Richardson, from
Pensacola; Thos W Hyde, and Carrie Strong.
Ar 17th, schs Thos W Hyde, Hodgdon, Kennebec;
Nantasket, Richardson, Pensacola
WILMINGTON, DEL-Ar 17th, sch Carrie A
Strong, Strong, Brunswick.
NEW YORK Ar-17th, brig Helen M Rowley,
Rowley, Fall River; sch* E S Newu an, Newman,
San Pedro; Spar tel, lla'lowcll. Hillsboro; J Baker,
Chase, Machias; Eva Adell, Warren, Rf; Northern
Light, St Augustine; Olivo Crosby, Hutchinson,
Monte Christo.
Cld 17tb, barques St Cloud, Stilphen, Vera Cruz;
Scud, Sawyer. Port Spain.
Passed the Gate loth, schs Lucy Ames, Melvin,
from New York for Boston; Laconia, do for Yarmouth; Lunet, Port Johnson for Boston.
Passed the Gate 17th, barque 8 D Carlton, Freeman, from New York for Singapoi e.
PERTH AM BOY-Ar 16th. schs Stella M Kenyon, Pendleton, Boston; Nancy J Bay, Munroe, and
Win Duron, Gove, New York; Kolon, Brookings,
and Grace Cushing, Mosher, do.
Sid 16th, schs TH Smart, Faincr, and Melissa
Trask. Trask, Portland; Addle Jordan, Horriman,
do; Abner Taylot, Dodge, and Anna Frye, Bryant,
Portsmouth.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 16th, srh Eliza B Coffln.Manu
erson

—

for

.'-

x

)l

r

PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th, sch Josle R Burt, Burt,

Georgetown.
WARREN, RI—Ar lGtb,

sch

Freddie Eaton,

Motz. Calais.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Sailed, schs Paragon. from Bangor for Philadelphia; Maud Webster,
do for Norwalk; Aieorge fu Albert,do for New YorkGeo E Pre'eott, vinalbaven for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Sid 10tb, schs Everglade. Norwood
from Port Johnson; Yankee Blade, Coombs. Bangor
for New York.
In i>ort, schs Diadem, Sellers, Bangor; Prudence,

Pbillipps, Bangor,

VINE YARD-HAVEN—Ar 16th, barque Wandering Jew. from Matanza* for Boston; sebs Bertha J
Fellows, Elizabethport for Portland; Eastern Bello,
New York for Salem; J S Moulton, Weebawken for
Newburypoit; Anna S March, Newlrarg for Boston;
Grecian. Amboy for do; Hope Haynes, Port John-

for Gardiner.
Sid 10th sobs Julia S Bailey, and Cbas Heath.
EDO AUTO WN—Ar 16th, sch Oorvo, Avery, from
New York for Boston.
BOSTON— Ar 17th, sebs Lackawana, Clesson,
Rum Cay; H T Townsend. Smith, New York; ML
Rogers, Harding, Ml Desert; Rello Hodgkins, Hodg-

son

jne23

SPECIFIC far

a

Calais.
Ar 13th, sch Pciro, Kelley, South Amboy.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar I7tb, schs Eva L Leonard,
Ooogins, South Amboy; Lydia, Webster. Bangor;
Ella Francos. Clark. A a boy; St Elmo, Watts, do.
MACHIAS—Ar 14th, sobs Sabao, Flynn, and Geo
I> Perrv. Flynn, Boston.
Sid 10th, scha Xirnena, Stuart. Now York; II C
Chester, Sanborn, and Minnie E Look, Look, for
Boston.
Bangor—Ar 17th, sch J P Merriam,'fainter.
Portland.
FORKIU1V POKI8.
Adelaide Mob 13, barque Franc Lambritb,
West, from New York, ar 3d.
At

paid

Neuralgia, HAVING
unparalleled

Has met with
success wherever It has
been introduced, not only curing eases o
simple
forms of these diseases, but many wonderful cures
of CHRONIC RHEUMATISM are recorded, and
thus far not a tingle instance where relief lias not
been afforded.
This medicine is put up with groat care, containing nothing that would be iu any way injurious to
the most delicate constitution. Every one w ho has
used It has recommended it to other
sufferers, and if
given a fair trial it will prove its own merits
The following testimonial came to us
entirely unsolicited, and is a specimen of scores we have on

file, the number Increasing daily.
New Haves, January 1,1883.

R. U. Seaulebi
He au sik.—I am glad to certify that your Rheumatic cure, Athlophoms. has cured nv wife when
»11 other remedies and the doctors failed. She was
prostrato with severe rheumatic pain—could scarcely move in bed. After taking three doses, according
to directien, 1 assisted her into a
carriage, and she
enjoyod the ride very much after being confined to
her bed for three weeks,
hoping for something to
give relief. She has taken but one bottle to effect a
permanent cure, l'ours respectfully,
REV. E. N. SHELVE.
Agent Boartl of Charities, AVw Haoesi, Conn.r*,
For Sale by H.H. HAY & SUN, Portland Me.'
pkkparkd nr

COMPANY,

li‘iWall Hircri,IVrw York.

John W. IVrkiio*
\\ holesale Agents.

A-

Vo., Portland, Me.,

al,2l

d&w3m

2VE jSk. .TVT IX o o

x>T~

are

discount.

may30eod2m

MORSE & PINK HA 11. Agents,
9 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

CAMP

AGAINST
KARINE
RISKS ONLY,

This
Company will take risks at tbeir office. New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

Premiums

on

MArlne Risks from 1st
31st December,

January 1882, to

1882.$4,412,693
on

68

1st

85

Premiums

Policies not marked off
1882

January,

1,516,844

Total Marine Premiums.$5,929,538 43

A8SETS,====

§13,171.675.0 2
Six l*er Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrljt Paid On and After Feb. 8,1888.

KNOW THYSELF.
A Rook for Rrcry Ulna !
nged and Old.

Young,

JTIidrile-

The untold miseries that restdt from indiscretion
in early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published by the EVuhotly
ITledicnl luwfitntr. Boston, entitled The Netcure of Idfe; or, Nrlf. |'i-< Mer* ution.
It is
not only a complete and perfect treatise on
Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline Iu man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, «>u<h our
of which im in vn»ianb!e,Bo proved by the author
whose experience for 21 year*.!* such its
probably
never before fell to the lot of
It
any physician.
contain* 300 pages, bound iu beautiful embossed
full
gilt, embellished with the very finest
covers,
steel engravings, guaranteed to bo a liner work in
every sense—mechanical, library, or professional—
than any other work retailed in this country for
92.f>0, or the money will be refunded. Price only
mail. Gold Medal awarded by the Na91.25
tional Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PARKER, No. 4Bulflnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all disease*
requiring skill and experlendb.
my30d& w 1 y22

by

Dividend to I*o!i«y
Holders on
Preniluui* Termlnntini; in 1882,

ELLIS.

NEW

ANI) SUPERIOR ROOK FOR

SINGING CLASSES. CHOIRS, COfiVENHONS
Now Mualc, New Exercl-es, Now and

advanced
Idea. In Teaching. Now Songs, Now Duet. New
rrtoa, New Glees, Quartets, Hymn Tunes, Motels
and Anthems.
\ new and frcsli

Prepare

collection throughout.

limn for

n

Housing Krcrptioa for

THE Mlt’S WELCOME!
Teacher.
Nlngmg I'in.aea,
nil
of
ested will

and

plense examine.

inter-

Send for our elegant and cheap editions of Iolanthe, (*1); patience, (.$1); Pirates, (#1); Pinafore
;Gi tits); Sorcerer, ($1); or of any of the modern light

operas.
Kemember

also our standard and grand operas
Mignon, (*M); Aida, (82); Carmen, (»2); MofistSfcle'

;82);^enohltt, ($2); Fatlnlt*a,(8$;)
WAR
jrs.

W1VGH.

3t» cts. paper;

and many

Losses

Pa:-i in Thirty
After Proof,

We publish GOO Instruction Books.
Hmerson’s Voeul Method.,

Among (hem

(8 .50).
(each 76 cts.) for

«re:

Oays

3. D. JONES, President,
OHARLWJ DENNIS. Vioo Pr,-sklent
W. H. Ii. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, «d Vice President,
J. H. Chapman, Secretary,,

tTTxCHANGE

PORTLAND:

J. W.

ST.

MUNGER,

I'OllllENPimD
March 6. 18H3

7

dlmsoo

m&wliwio

SAVE YoUR MONEY
—

and

place it in

an

IVitnur’. Ideal methods,
Violin, for Guitar, for Plano, lor Cornet, and
many other instruments.
Any honk mailt d for rntRll price,
liescrlptlvo Circulars, List, and Catalogues cheer-

x

(

0., HokIoy..
8TftTh&w20tf

Dr. IS. C. W.hit’s Nbryh and Buain TueatMENT, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of nlY.ohol
or tobacco, Wakefulness, Menial
Dupres-ion, fir,ftof the Brain resulting j,, tnsumly ;;ud leading
cuing
to misery, decay and death. Prematura OM
Age,
Impotcncv. Weakness iu either jcx, Involuntary

Spermatorrho

by

Losses and
acauM .5
over-exertion
of the brai >, self .ibiiso or over-indulgence. Each
box contain» O'-e mouth's treatment.
6boxes forB5d O'; sent by m til pri pai 1 on ri ceipt «.f
price. Wc guarantee tib ?;<-3 to cure any case. With
each order recti v- d for 6 boxes necomp- nice! with $!>.
we will send the purchavrr ouv written guarantee
to refund the mo- •' if ili"tr»N.im-nt docs not offopt
J. U. Wk:-t &
1 ’roprlit- -in, issue
Rcu-’ '•
guarantees through II. II. IIA 1 As

$i.alox,or

CO.,Druggists,only

agents, Portland,Me.,junction Middle andFree 8ts.

LEAVE FOR POBTLANO AND BOSTON

From Halifax, 8.10 a. id., 6.15 p. m.; Ht. John
7.0U aDd 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Uaulton 7.00
a. m., 8.30 p. m.;
Ht. Htepben, 7.30 a. m„
9.00 p. u... Vancrb.ro, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a.
m.,
1.60 p. m,; Burk.port. 5.10 a. m. 10.00 a.
m.,
6.05 p. m.: Banger. 7.20 a. m., 2.06 p. m.
8.00 p. m.; Order. 7.00 a.m.8.10 p. m. Brlfeoi, 6.46 a. m., 3.16 p. m.; kkewkexaii,
8 30 a. m. 3.06 p. m.; Walerville, 9.20 a. ni.
2.15, 3.33 and 10.08 p. m.: Augusta, 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m., 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.; Bath. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.i
4.16 p.m., and Saturdays only at 11.56 p. m.
Brunavrick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. m. 4,46 & 5.10
p. m. 12.86 a. m., (night.) Keck land,8.16 a.m.,
1.25 p m.. and Mondays only at 4.80 a. m. Lewiston. 7.20 a.m. 11.16 a. m., 4.36 p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillips, 7.06 a. m. Farmington. 8.30
a. m.; Maranncook, 10.11 a. m. 3.25 p. m.;
Winthrep, 10.18 a. m. 3.37
p.
being due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from August* and Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. iu. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.36 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Wxterrille, Augusta Bath.
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00
p.m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.15 p.m. The
Night Pull-

m.

Gen.

Agent.
JAB. T. FCBBBR, Gen. SUpt.

Portland & Ogdeusburg ft. R.

m.j

BIKLINOTON. VT.t
OGDEYSBUKG, N. Y.,
AND KIONTKC.4L.
On and after uonday June 25th,
I N>.‘|, until further notice PiiMcu^t r
Tr<tiui leave PorilaDti

an

Express tram at 1.50 a.m.
Exrnrsiou Rntrs to Mnrnnacook and reparties of five or more.
Limited Tickets first and second class for
man

follows:

$.25 A. If!.— For Faby&n’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and alt points on B. 0. M. K. R., St.
Jobnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdeusburg and all points on O. & JL,
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and

turn to

S'. Jshn and
rates.

IN A

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From BO V t)5

Every Wednesday and Satarday,

From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.
Philadelphia,

Wharf, Boston,

3

Pine Street Wharf
at 10

a. m.

Insurance one-half the rate of
—»-' sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. K. K.. and
South by competing lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pawagt Tr» Dollar-. It on ml Trip gig
Meals and Boom included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
....

de3t»_>«>

"AM'enON,

l «°t

Agent,
Wharf. Ih.1..,

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of passsage tickets by the White Star
FOBCanard.
Anchor, State, American, Bed Star
North Herman

Lloyd, Hamburg, American,

Kotter-

dam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fust passage steamers, to and from all
points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin awl steerage ou.waril and
prepaid ticket* from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe'to inland places in the United States. Star-

ling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, tailing sc hemes
&c and other information apply to J L. FAJBMEB
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.
lanK.)

ly

IJSTEBKATIOSJlL steaxshiv CO.
Kasrport,

Calais,

Me..

J«»hn,

Halifax,

Me., Si.
IV. s., &c.

SPBIYG ABIUNGFIIIEATS.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
h.:m

—

AFTER MONDAY, MAY 14th ITtsn-

J

US*?

at

ev.

2.cave

.rTT^r**

SL5!!*®
Friday at

ihi.

l,iw„

will

Railroad Wtmrf,

every Monday, Wednesday
and
«
m., for Eastport andst.
John, with opnaection* for Calais. Bobbingtcs. 8t.
Andrews, Pembroke. Houlton, Woodstock,

y,

Oracd

ssz™ ss&nf.sliisi.siiris, ssf,
to* New Brunswick and Canada.
Inter-

station*

on

colonial, Wadsor, and Annapolis, Wester- Conn-—
ties. Rail Bonus and Stage Ront—s.
^"Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any information regarding the same may be had at the
olfioe of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Clrcnlais. with Excursion
Routes. Tickets
8tato Booms and further information
apply
at
1
Company’s Office, AO Exchange St.
T. C. i'
£EY, Frus-deut, and Niarager’
m3~’
d!f

_

ISLAND
*T

STEAMERS

JG TABLE.

1.8I' p. m.

cnco

For
a. m.

Gorham, Montreal

and

Chicago 9.00

ABHIYAEH.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a.
m.,
12.46, and 5.60 p. m.
From Gorham, mixed, 9 40 a. m„ 6.00
p. m.
***“*•• Montreal aud Quebec,
12.36 p. m.
From 4 hirago and Montreal, 6.20 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on
night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland aud

Montreal.

of Trains.

TICKET OFFICER

TSaoday, June 1H,
* 5"*S3, Passenger Train* will leave
i«n«i at 7.30 h.
q»,i
—*dk, arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.30 p. ra.
Isa?*
Returning
Onion Depot, Worcester, at 7 30 a. m. and 11.15 a,
ni., arrivint at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.40 p.
w.
Pwr ilitfoa.
Ay or iuor.. Fiicbbnrq,
Nnihna, teaelL v< tudium, »Rd *
.it
r*.
7*30
ok mjC
1.03 p. u«.
a»8ii^
tf©i* daai h^Kr. I'oucct- and idiots North, at
f.05 p. a>.

7*1 EXCHANGE STREET
*

-ANDDEPOT AT FOOT OF

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rales,

To Canada, Detroit.
Chicago,Milwaukee
C innssnii, Ht. I.outs, o ui.hu. Haxiunw
HI. Paul, Hall l.ake
City,
Denver, Man TrHnciMo.
and all points in the
Northw cm, H Ml and Month
went.

Vi’ai

erborh nud &a«a Silver.7~3G a. m», 1.05
«sr., and tmizud) at 0.30 p. us. Returning
ave uoeheecoi at (mixed) 0.46 a. m..
11.15
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. ra. and 5.40 p, ra
f*r Rvrhnu. baccara ppa. Ctratbcriavd

W.

Wotulford'i,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manaeer.
J. STEPHENSON. O. P. A.
J. SPICER Superintendent.
oct7dtf

_$tea«i k rs.

at 7.30 a. m.,
1.03, ft.£0 and (mixed)
‘ftiSO p. m.
Tho 1.05 r*. in. tiain from Portland connect at
iyv* JiiHc.vilb CXonnar Tauurll Route fox
111 \Vo»t, and at Union Vbonoi, Worc^xer, for
New Vork via Norwich t.iue, and ail rail,
kYSpi*«ui'0el«l, also with N, V. A N. K, ii.
•t (‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for PMIadci*
and
the
jjbift, Jlahi(c»n-, ^Rmb.^lnn'<outh and with SSevtcn & AH-miy IR. II. fox
iho Weal*
01o«e c.mnoctious made at WenMopt Junei.'oa with through trslus of Me. Oentral R. R., and
at GrandTrun*
Transfer. Portland, with through
train* of Grand Trunk H. R.
bfPhrouch ticket* to sii point* South and Woet, at
Depot omco* and at Oo'hn* » Adam** No. 89 Exchange Street.
•
Does not stop at Woodford**.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
to
nd for friend* in tho Old Conn
ALLtrydosirlng
will
money by buying tbeir prepaid
gave

th9

tU?9
Steamship
v Wk
No.
-2 Exchange
Street, 'don't mistake tho
number) at the sign of the big
at pre
Bent reduced rate* by tbeCunardLocomotive,
and other fast tirst
ola*R mail steamer*
direct acreea ti e ocean,
coming
on the warm Golf Stream
route, thus
all
danger* from lee and icebergs, i can avoiding
soli prepaid
steerage Passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonand
Belfast for *21.00; Dublin, *228)0; Londerry
don, Bristol, oarditl and Oalway, J24.OO;
HatttManheim, Amsterdam, Hot
tenant, 1 arte, Bremen and liar risen, $27.00
Christiana, Christi: wand, Bergen
d'rondbjom Goteborg, Mai mo, *28 JO; children
un
,are- Sterling ami Scandinavian ex1j,Rilow rate*.
c It tinge at
J. 1. FARMER, Agent,
Jan
St.
t!*noral

1

«'

wean

S'l“aTret

.1. W. FILTERS, Supt.

JuO

Railway of Canada.

From Long
m.
From

m.

On and after

and

f

p.

For Gorham,3.30 (mixed,land 5.20 p.m.
GorbHiu, Montreal, Quebec and Chi

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER B. »

Weslbroob

reduced

—

For

Portland and \Aoreester Line.

Olil.1,

at

AND

—

Shagen,

STEAMER GEN! BARTLETT.
Will leave Long Wharf, foot of
Exchange Street
at 9 a. m. for Jouc* I aadiug and l.oue |*_
land, 10.45 a. m. for Long Inland and Little.
« hebeagne, 2.15
p. ni. Jone« LhikIius, Loon
Inland, Little and brent Chebeague
lands.
Returning—Leave Long Inland for Portland
direct at lua. in.. Little C hr be Mg it* at 12 Jrt
l o“B Inland at 12.15 p. m., Jonen
Land ng
at 12.4o p. in.
Afternoon—Leave Cireal Chebeague at 4.30
p. m., Little Chebeague at 4.45 p. in., Long
inland at 6.00 p. in., Jonen Landing at 5.30
p.
m.

Every pleasant eveniDg this Steamer will leave
Long \Vharf lor Jones Landing ami
oug Inland at 7.15 p. m. Regular fare 25 etc. round
trip. Fare to Peaks Island round trip, 15 cts.
Parties wishing to engage this Steamer for
special
excursions will apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle and
Exchange sts., or Capt. Chase aboard the boat.
*l#Except when chartered

special excursions.

Harpswcll Steamboat Co.
and after
July 2, 1883, the Steamer GorONdon
will leave HarpsweU dally for Portland

follows, via:
Leave HarpsweU (i.OO a. m
2.45 p. m., Great
Chebeague, Hast end, 6.30 a. m.. Jenks’. 6.45 a.
m., 3.3o p. nr.. Little Chebeague, 7.00 a. m., 3.45
p. in., Long Island, 7.20 a. m., 4.06 n. m.. arriving

as

Portland at 8 a. m„ 4.45 p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf, Portland
9.30 a. m 6.16 p. m. Long Island, 10.10 a. m.
6.65 p m.. Little
10.30 a. m., 7.16 n.
m., Great
Jenks’. 10.45 a. in., 7.30 p.
m., East End, 7.3o p. m., arriving at HarpsweU at
11.30 a, m., 8.16 p. m.

at

Chebeague,
Chebeague,

SIND A V TRIPS.
Leave Portland, 10.00 a. m., 5.30 p. m. returning
leave HarpsweU. 2.46 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to

jy^tf

1883,

for

Dance every nl*ht at l.ong Island. Music bj Chandler's Band.
Boat leaves at 7.15 |>. ui., Loiik
W barf, foot of Eitbiingr street.

Capt. GEO. F. WEST.

—

HOME
COMPANY.
The
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this otty, In now la lie THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, end At no time has It been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous or more successful.
last rear was a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSE'IS, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLIOV
HOLDERS and all secured nt a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

FOR

A

HOME
The Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company, in lsh2, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popu ar with the People, the
largest financial institution of any
kind in (his Slate, and this is a
good opportunity for ilrst-class
men to become connected witli it.
Apply nt. Company’s ollice, to

J. F. FERRIS,

ARRANGEMENT.

at
Connect*
K<i<l|ttou junction with
Portland nad Ogdcunbur* train*
that
l<rnvr Portland b.£5 a. m. I£.33 p. ra. and
ti.£5 p in. Arrive nt llridgtou 11.10 a. in
3 30 p. ra uud 0.15 p. in.
licnvc llridgtou 5.30 a. ni. 10.10 n. in
nnd 3.£0 p. in. Arrive n« Porllaud S 40 a,
m. I£.50 p. ni. and 7 43 p. in. ra xhing « Iomc
coanccliouN Kant aul Went with He*tou

trail*.
Itrtgc comicctioNM at Bridgtou for Ko th

llridgtou,

llarriMon nnd Waterford.

Thin is the only tlr*t-class two toot gauge railroad
in tho World; having Steel Rails with improved
Fastenings: Locomotives with Spark Arrester;
Miller Platform ami Air Brakes; Improved Seats,
giving ease and comfort to each individual passe tiger; Heating and Yenttlaltou of the latest improvement; Safety Guard* wherein it i* Impossible for
the

car

when
Gentlemen
to advance
so desired.
their interests and ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, progressive Lite company
whose popular features and phenomenal success
are invited from
guarantee liberal remuneration,
every section of the State to communicate with us
the
facilities
that
will he extended
assured
largest
them, to aid in securing and building up a perma

mayScodtf

RKAL

Steamers!

j©28

on

1 ho elegant new steamer TKEMONT and
favorite
Steamer .JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
NhldN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.
INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m.
ays excepted).
rengers by this line are reminded that the\ sea
For to Sele night’s rest aud avoid the exIK-uso and inconvenience of
arriving In Boston late
at
night.
8T.^Tickets And Staterooms for sale at D. II
272 Middle Streot.
rhrottgh Tickets to New tork, via the various
„„„„

-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations in

JM

_____

nillTK bl'AH JLlAfc.
V. 8. and Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via (Queenstown.
Rates reduced for Fall aud Winter. These steamers take the ex
*
t rente southerly routes,a
voiding
all dangers from icebergs. Cabin $60 and $80: Excursion $110 and «M4; Steerage at low rates. The

sailings

are as

uemiHiuc...
•

20 Baitto.Fob. 1
25 Brttania.Feb. 10
lira, o»Din limns, passage rstos ami
to J. Lu FARMER, 22
St.

drafts, apply
dol'd

Exchange

®dly

icTmail s7s7oo.
TO

CALIFORNIA,

tnarlwl*.'

Salwarte, New Zealand and
Australia.
Steamer?
Irom Now Vork for Aspiuwal! on
tno 1st, 10th. rod 20th of each
month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

lOueWay, $3 50.
Now York nnd Philadelphia,, Exrur.iva, 1.00.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamer;
fwi San Francisco regularly for
Japan, Ohsna >1 Sandwich Islands. Now Zealand
ant Australia.
For Freight,
Passage, sailing lists and further

boat

pons.

NKW KNOLAND AUENCV,
‘ill

Washington Street, Boston.

information, apply
e
■

Agents,

9.

0.0. HANCOCK,
J. E. WOOTTEN,
lien. Manager.
(ion. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
Pass. Agt.
Eastern
H. F. BaH)WXH, Gou.

ai

i)

»l

Commercial

Exchange St.

B?

RY

to

or

address the UenerHl Kaa-

UIBTIHTP ATik

Binder.

iiook
*rl.

A*

<|riN()Vt

KxchHtigip

Koti'ji II, Priairn
Cixchangr Mtrert

I I

IMPORTED

WINES &
of uli

follows:

buy ticlicte (at any railroad or steamotftco in New England) via
BOUND CROOK ROUTE

sure t

Oarclinor,

Paper.

LIQUORS

nkpudin the

OIUGHAL

Republic.Jftu.

Philadelphia

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias

as usual.
(IVLR Jr>. Rctiernl .turni.
_

NINTH AN I> ORKEN 8TRBBTN,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

lie

JSff. B

Dialer iu Real Estate, Mortgages

Freight taken

fftf

Sound Brook Route,

known as the Baxter lots, in I leering;
farms,
and timber lands in adjoining towns and counties.
Purchasers are invited to call before investing.
taken
care of and rent* collected on reasProperly
onable terms,
mar30eod3m

Wail and hound Lines for sale.

Act.

P»lipi HEADING G l

Sale.

lots,

J, It.

BENNETT, GcnT. Pass.

For
and

to leave the rail
J. A.

;:st A

House lots iu all sections of the
HOUSES
city. Woodford's and Centre Hearing,
line
FARE $1.00. of
cars, suburban residences, desirable building

Wm. P. PERKY, President.

Manager for Me. & N. H.

confidentially
jy“Commuuloatlons treated
who would like

uont business.

and 6.20 p.

Montreal, Burlington,

lUihraMiy, Mprlagr«i«. Alfred,

ale

dtf

Boston

Monday, Jnne iiSth, 4SS3,
Trains w ill run ns follows:
DEPASTURES:
For Anbnrn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m., 1.16

J. HAAIHaTO.N Mupcriutendenl.
CHAN. If. FOVE, G. T. A.
Portland, June 22d, 1883.
jun23dtf

.I

on ■

Agent:

Portland, May 10, lS«a

CHARGE OF TIJIE.

a. m.—fromBartlett and local stations.
12.55 noon -from Fab van’s and all Mountain points.
0.15 p. m.—from No. Conway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2.00 p. ra. for Portland and way star
tions.)

SUMMER

WORK

destination on »rrival.
Ticket* an<l State Booms can be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
_•* B. t'OVLE. jr., General

On and after

8.40

ENDOWMENT POLICY
—

Grand Trunk

Express

Arrangemeut

Halifax

PAYSON TUCKER, GenT Manager
F. p. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. St Ticket
Agt.
Portland. June 12. 1883.
]ul

m. (Transfer station 1.00 p. m.)
for Glen House, Crawford’s, Fabyan’s and all
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Windham, White Rock, Hiram or Brownfield.
0.25 p. «m. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Tritium arrive iu Portland :

m.—Express
Ogdensburg &c.

m.
train Is the Ht. John
with Kecliuing Chair Car
atbetween Portland and Bangor

J4dtf_3a Exchange

fully furnished.

OLIVER IHTiSON

Fare to Camp Ellis au1 re urn including a rid
along tli« Beach, iu the observation cars of th
Orchard Beach R. R.

—

others!

For the G. A. It. and alloth
VO cts. boards; »3 cts. cloth.

OO Cents.

from

p.

Brunswick, Gardiner, HaJlowell, Augusta,
WstervilleaudNewportonly, arriving in Bangor
at 9.46 p. m. and St. John at 6.30
following
morning.
tThe 11.16 p.m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhcgan ou
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

Fate to Ori'hnrtl Bvstch and return

7.45 p.

5.10

at

R.

IO PER 1-EHfT.

IN PBESS and NEARLY READY
I.. O. EldCRgOVS

REACH

12.35 p.

INSURE

The

P-»t Exprru.
tached, and stope

passenger coaches and baggage c^rs, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
to Swanton ana Burlington via. St. Johnsbury.

OP NEW VCKK

ON

run

Portlnntf for Dextrr.
Bangor
Hi John,
Halifax
and
Produces Hi. Andrew., Ht.Htephrn.
Fredericton Aroostook
County, and all
stations on B. * Piscataquis R. ft.. 1.15
ts.10 p. m. tll.lB
p. m., 1.20 p. m.,
and
P. m.; for
Belfa.i
Hkowhrgan
1.15 p. in.,
1,20 p. m.,
tll.15 p. m.:
1.16
Walerville, 6.45 a. m.
p.m,, 1.20
IB. tfi.10
m.
Aup.
p.
tld.16 p. m
gunlu, Hallowed, GarSiiei .oil Hrun
uwirk 6 45 a. in., 1.20 p. m., 16.10, 6.80 and
tll.15 p. m,; If alb 6.45 a. m. 1.20 p. m,, 5.30
and ou Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
ockland. and Knox A f.lacoin II. It..
6.46 a. m., 1.20 p. m. aud ou Saturdays only at
5.30 p. in.; Aabarn anil Lewl.ton, 8.16
a. m. 1.16 p. m.,
6,06 p. m. Lewi.ion via
Brunswick 6.46
a. m.,
111.16 p. m.;
Monmouth.
Puriwingion,
Wimbroo,
and .VIiieau'icook, 8.15 a. ni. 1,15 p. in. Oakland and iiorib An.on, l.lop. m.

new

Mutual Insurance Co.

ami after Saturday tl>« second day of
Jane,
next, the steamers Kf.EANOKA and FKANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at H p. m.,and
leave Pier 38, East Kiver, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATUKDAY, al 4. p. m.
During the summer mouths these steamers will
tooeb at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York. Price,
including State Ihjom $6:
these steamers a/e fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers, making this a
very desirable
route
for
travelers
between
New
York
and Maine; or for itarties
desiring to take a
excursion
in
the summer months to Vinepleasure
yard Haven.
Hoods shipped by this line destined beyond Portland
or New York, will be at once forwarded
to their

Vaaceboro,

cars

ATLANTIC

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Lice to Xew York.

the

-ASH-

in this

Country over $2,500,000.
no sixty days clause in its policy, losses
payable immediately after proof without

Maine

•Leave

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

GERMANY.

7IO\DAY, June

I

tollOWS

Ilk

I

ORCHARD

INSURANCE.

OF

THE ATHLOPHOROS

eotltf

and after

I8U1, Passenger Trains will

—TO—

Losses

kins, Boothbay; Belle, Hinckley, Westport; Emuia,
Sparrow, Bristol.
Below 17th, sch Alta V Cole.
Cld 17th, sch H T Townsend, Smith. Hillsboro.
Sid 17th, brig Myronus.
Ar 1 Hili, barque Au Sable, Andrews, New
York;

sch Maud Briggs, Bryant, Azua,
Cld 18th, barque, Evanell, Tibbetts, Aspinwall;
George Treat, Treat, Portland; sch Lucv E Friend,
Collins, Kennebec.
MARBLEHEAD—Ar 12th, sch Aurora, Smith,

FIRE

Agent.

HAMBURG BRfcMEN FIRE INSURANCE CO.

and

iw CESTR1I. saIuoad.

40EXTS, SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

INSURE WITH THE

Rheumatism

GALVESTON— Ar 12th, sch Palos, Eldridge, from
New York.
Ar 10th. sch Chae F Hcyer, Poland. Philadelphia.
Sid 12tn, brig Munson, Stubbs. Mobile, to load for
New York; scu Nellie A Drury, Wilson, Pensacola.
APALACHICOLA—Sid 13lb, sell hannie L Child,
Hart, New York.
NEW oKLKANS-Cld 14th, brig James Miller,
Warren Apalachicola.
MOBILE—Ar 17th, brig Manson, Stubbs, from
Galveston.
FERNaNDINA—Ar 14th, sch Post Boy, Gott,

Limon, (Costa Rica)

State

ATHLOPHOROS

Leave Janton for Portland and
*•■'1: Lewiston 4.45 and 9.45 a. m.
Leaee Portland for Canton, at'J.CO
a, m. and j .3,, p m
I-save Lewiston at 9.45 a. in. and 2.80 {<• m.
Stage oonueetions with Byron Mexico, Dlxkeld,
Peru, Livermore, West Simmer and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN Supt.
Portland, June. 16. 1883
octl4<ltf

t

-TO

p.

T. T. MERRY

Arrived.

RitJliROAD.

On

Treas. and (General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent.
June
Portland,
jul8dtf
18, 1883.

tm.

5. H. STEVENS,
JlylSdtf

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham,

Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a m
Monday V\ ednesaay and Friday, touching at South’
West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portland
about 5.00 ii. m-, connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,

PointH Meath an«l

..

Passenger trains leave Portland at 10.00 a. in.
1.00, 3 30, and 5.30 p. in. Returning leave Orchard*
Beach for Portland at 12.22, 2.45, 7.30, and 9,49

Portlar* dL.

all

Rnmford Falls & Bucklield

30 Cents.

—AND—

NEWS,

1 *

V.

to

W*«c
Pullman Car TicketH for Bents sad
dl Depot TirknOffir*
B»rih. ««,
only.
dune 17. 18H3
PAYSON TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
Master ot Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Geu’l Pass*g Agent.
Junlfrdtf

J. T. FUKBEK, Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

Policies

Portland, Maine.

Mil'

11.00p.m.

at

Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port-

Thiougn Tic.kp.iH

average of 4.27 per cent interest.

ST.

at 11.95
and arrive

Through Pullomn Moping; Cars
On Trains leaving
land 2.00 a. m.

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securtles of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an

EXCHANGE

At 12.30 p. m.
At 7.00 p

Cullman Parlor Cars

has paid over $3,300,
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving inthese policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 68/gper cent, compound interest.

Endowment
for Mile ut

The new Steamer CITY OF KIC'II.TIOND.
('iipi. Win. fc. Denii»ou, leaving same wharf
every Itloudnv* Weduemdoy, & «nlurdny Evenings at 11 16 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Exp*ess Train* from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onl*
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m next
da*.
Connections made at Rockland with steamer fd
Blue Hill, Surrey and
Ellsworth, Monday’s and Wed
nesday’s trips.
At liar Harbor
with steamer for Couldsboro
Lamoiiie, Hancock and Pulllvan, each trip.

On Trains leaving!Boston 9
a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
in. and Portland 8,46 a. in., 12.55 and 6.30 p. e**

surance

88

Gellert.New York..Liverpool...July 31

and arrive in Portland

THE NORTHWESTERN

Tilt* above

land.)

Writing Leave Boston
7.30, 9.00 a. m„ and arrive in Portland

a. in. and 12.66
p. in.
iu Portland 6.00 p, xn

Tuesday

Vachlasport

York.

Results Accomplished.

LITE AGENTS WANTED.

«.

I
Berwick.
Kenuebuuk;
Conway
Junction, Kitterv, Portsmouth, Nowbnryi»ort,
ana
Uonton,
Halenj, Lynn,
arriving at 4.65 p. ni.,
connecting with Hound and Rail Lines for ail
Southern and Western point*.
At «.:i« i». iu. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. in. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. in., connecting with Fall River Line for New

fer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
X’ransfcr Station, Exeter, I.aw rence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be hud of BI. I.. Williuius, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Cnfou
Ticket Ollier, 40 Exchange St.

.......

claimed for it.

lastly (Night Pullman) tor Saeo,
BUlttoM, Kenuebuuk, Conway Juuct Klttery,
Portsmouth. Newtmryport. Uuteiu, Lynn ana
Boetor, arriving at 0.3Oa. m.
At 8,45 mm..tor Cape Elizabeth. Scarbcro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Walla, North aud South
Berwick) Conway *1 unction, connecting for all
sutions ou Couway 1>1 vision.Klttery, Portsmouth,
Newhuryport.
Salem, Gloucester, Uockport,
Lynn. Chelsea and Beaton, arriving at 1.15 p m.
At I1M p. in. (Express,) for Saco. Blddeford,
No.

At

a.Charles Decring, will leave Rail-

4-.
wX.

road Wharf, Portland,
1*ja-tfggffy". and Friday Evenings, at 11.16
o’clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Train*
from Boston, for Hock land, Caatine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, (.stage from ^edawlek to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbor*.
Milbridge, Joneeport and Macliiasport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’* trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO’, LAMOINE. HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip. Also with B. & B. Steam
ers at Rockland, going East, for Bangor and River
Landings each trip.
BETUBNIN*<** will leave
every
Monday and Thursday,at 4.30 a. in., touching at intermediate landings,and connecting at Portland with
Pullman and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passenger* and
freight from Bangor and River Landings for Port-

Trains leave Cortland
4«

At

ap5

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 per
cent, reserve is $3,022,012.
SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by Its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs ouly to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LEWISTON, Capt.

Steamer

.Uf*.

NUNDAY TKAINM.
POHTI.ANO FOK HOMTON anil WAY
MTATIONM at 1.00 and 5.3" p, in. HOMTON
FOK POHTI.ANO at S.30 a. in. and 8.00
POKTI.AND Plllt 01,0 «».
p m.
4 114 It I* UFA* II at 10.00 a. m. and 1.00
8.30 and 6.80 p. nt. 01.0 OK* lIAIto FOK
POHTLAN o 12.22, 2.45, 7.30 and 9.49.p.m.
Portland for Bbldeford at 10 00 a. in., 1.00 and
5.80 p.m. BlddWurd for Portland at 12.08 2.30,
7.16 and 9.38 p. in.
Trains on Boston A Maine road connect with all
steamers rnnnlng between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machine, Eastport, Calais,
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grami
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland A Ggdeuburg trains at Trans-

by comparison of result*.

other causes,

or

per

no Insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
from which you may withuraw yeur deany time, or neglect to make it. It Is easier
to make money than to save it,
*

a*

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &e,
Schnapps

hy

premium pays

interest,
posit

As

Pure.

11. Desert

And SMhla* Steamboat Company.

imci-n*Sj|at

May 1, ship P G Blanchar, McIntyre, ngllsh Channel, for orders.
At Honolulu June 22, barque Estolla,
Poolo, for
San

from

Portland Bangor

__

New York.
Sid fm Uuauilloa

San Francisco, ready.
At Kingston, Ja, July
10, steamer
mr, for Maracaibo.
Arat Hillsboro, Nil, 10th, sob

ARRANGEMENT.

STEAMERS._

PANNFN4SH K TRAINS WII>1. I.KAVK

inner.

Tlie turnip fly, which everywhere feeds
upon the first leaves of the young turnip, is
a small, black, jumping beetle, and is often
Hatee Roots and Pic Them.
called the turnip flea, and sometimes Black
Oue great objection to tbo
raisisg of the
Jack. The beetle feeds only on the young
root crops for winter and
spring feeding,
leaves, and not on the rough ones. If a is the
'ed
difficulty of wintering
turnip crop can be carried through the first them. Ifsupp
t’
have to be stored in the
week after it is out of the ground, or until
house oi'-baru cellar, below the
stables, to
it is in the rough leaf, it is safe from much
ktep them from freezing, and carried by
further barm from the insect. The best
hand every day to the stables, it is an exmeans, therefore, of guarding against in- |
pensive process. The roots are apt to beat
jury by the beetle is to have the soil x&h iu
large jffes, aud some of them rot.
For
and in the best condition to push yte^TdaWs
the first time, last November, we tried the
ng strong and rapidly
first. In j
of
wintering beets, turnips, and
own practice we have found that dust- "experiment
carrots, in a long narrow pit near the stable
v mate tneir apdoor. The ground selected was a gravelly
■d lime, wood
loam, naturally well drained.
The surface
am,) has the soil was removed to a depth of a foot or
great jsxtent more, about six feet in width, and a suffi•r che^ES their
The roots
cienvieogth to take in the
e very generally
grow La.
were dropped iutothe bit from the cart as
rriruti mat
lue
recognized auu appin..
came
from the field, and piled in comthey
insects are not wholly deterred from their
mon roof-shape, to shed rain well.
They
attacts by the application of these substanwere then covered with a foot of
bog-hay,
ces, and, if the stand is a poor one, it may
and a layer of earth and sods placed upon the
be destroyed in spite of all efforts to save it.
hay, about six inches in thickuess. The roots
A thick seediog is desirable, and then, if
were three feet in depth from the
apex
the plants come well and the powder is apdownward.
Occasional ventilators were
plied as soon as they are out of the ground, left in the roof, to be stopped with
hay
and repealed as often as
necessary to keep
in the coldest weather.
The pit was not
the leaves covered, a sufficient number for a
opened until February, and the roots
good crop can usually be brought to perfec- came out in perfect
condition as crisp
tion. As often as the rains wash the powder
and juicy in April and in May aB when
off the plant it must be redusted, and kept
were
into
the
A frostthey
dropped
pit.
covered until in the rough leaf. It is best
proof root cellar on the same level with
to apply the dust in the morning when the
the stable
roots
as
floor,
might keep
are wet with dew, or otherwise to
well, but certainly no better, and it is
ave one person go forward and sprinkle
more expensive.
The pit, close to the
them, while another follows scattering the stables, can be extemporized
on every
powder.
farm, and this great luxury for cattle iu
Worms at the roots of house plants can be
spring time, provided by all. Analysis
destroyed by the use of lime water. Take a doesnotsbowa very high
nutritive value
lump of lime, six or eightpouuds, and slake for the toots, but it is possible
they may add
it in a pail of water, and when it has settled
to the va.ue of the hay, cotton seed, and linpour off the clear liquor and immerse the
seed meal, and the grains and other rations
pot in it, letting it stand fifteen or twenty usually fed with them.
certainly imminutes; and then take it oat and allow it prove the thrift of cattle, They
and increase the
to drain. By this means earth-worms will
quantity and quality of the milk and butter.
be destroyed, or they will come to the surDo not fail to try a patch of beets this seaface and can then be removed. The small
son.—American Agriculturist.
white worms that are sometimes found in
pots of plants may be destroyed by the phosphorous on common matches. Take three
Hatching Eggs by Eteam.
or four matches and stick them into the soil
For some mouths past two gentlemen of
of the pot, and also insert two or three into
Hamilton, Ont., nave been engaged in perthe soil at the bottom by thrusting them
fecting an incubator which may now be proupward through the draining hole.—Vick’s nounced
complete in every way. The incuMagazine.
bator is a square box 4 feet six inches
long,
3 feet wide and 4 feet 6 inches high.
It is
In the Small-Fruit Garden.
construcied with an air cushion an incli
Strawberry plants may be set either in the wide all arouDd it and a wall of plaster of
spring or fall, and unless potted plants are the same width to prevent radiation of air.
used the owner must wait at least a year beThe top is a glass sash with the
necessary
fore fruit may be expected, The soil should ventilators
There are tin boilers (outside)
be enriched with well-rotted manure, and
at each end of the incubator,
serving two
the plants set in rows. If a large patch is
distinct systems of hot water circulation.
set It is best to have the rows wide enough
The hot water pipes in the interior are covto allow the passage of the horse and cultiered with blaukets, arid these drop into
open
vator. It requires but little more skill to
water at the bottom on either
side,operating
raise strawberries than beans or potatoes.
on the same
principle as a lamp wick; the
There are a number of new sorts, the leadblankets remain moist all the time, and
in? of which are the “James Vick” and throw out the additional heat required for
“Manchester.” The older and well tested hatching. The eggs are
placed in an open
varieties, of which the “Charles Downing” drawer with open wire bottom, and are
is a standard for flavor, and the “Kelson”
covered with a light flannel.
They are
for productiveness, should make up the larg- turned and allowed 20 minutes’
exposure to
er part of the bed.
It does not pay to run
the ordinary atmosphere every day.
The
risks with new sorts, besides the plants of experiment has proved highly
successful,
novelties cost much more than of old well and the inventors have applied for a
patent.
known sorts.
The old beds should be kept clear of
Cleaning Black Silk.
weeds, and given a good coat of straw or
One of the things “not generally known,”
marsh hay before the berries form, that thev
at least in this country, is the Parisian
may not come in contact with the soil and
method of cleaning black silk; the modus
be injured. The white grub is perhaps the
most destructive insect pest to the strawoperandi Is very simple, and results InfiniteThis
berry plant.
grub works under ly superior to that achieved in any other
The silk must be thoroughly
ground, and its presence is not known until manner.
brushed and wiped with a cloth, then laid
the work is done. When a strawberry plant
flat
on
a
take
it
and
its
board
or table, and
roots
will be found
well sponged
wilts,
up,
eaten off and past recovery.
The enemy with hot coffee, thoroughly free from sediment
near
be
found
and
strained
should
be
reby
being
may
by
through muslin.
The silk is sponged on the side intended to
moved and killed before it has time to go to
another hill and continue the destructive
show; it is allowed to become partially dry,
and then ironed on the wrong side.
work.
The
coffee removes every particle of
The strawberry worm is a small, slender,
and
pale green worm that eats the leaves full of restores the brilliancy of si'k without imholes, and sometimes is quite destructive.
parting to It either the shiny appearance or
The mature insect is a small black fly that cracky or papery stiffness obtained by beer,
is more common in the west than in the
or, indeed, any other liquid, The silk really
east.
The best remedy suggested is to dust appears thickened by the process, and this
the leaves with lime, when wet with dew, or
good effect is permanent. Our readers who
will experiment on an apron or cravat will
just after a rain.
never try any other method.
The young canes of the blackberry and
raspberry plants start very early. It is
much better to set these plants in the autumn. The next year’s fruit is borne on the
Wit and Wisdom.
young canes of the present year, and they
should be looked to accordingly.
Let only
A girl at Cape May playfully threw sand ineight grow to make a good hid, treating all
other ernes as weeds.
Those that are to to the eyes of a
young man who scrutinized her
bear this year’s crop should be tied up, and
bathing attire too closely, and there Is danger
the young growing canes need to be cut back
that he will never look at anything again.
after reaching sufficient height.
The old
canes are to be cut away as soon as the berPBOPUETtl OF THE WEATHER.
ries are out of the way.
The blackberry is troubled with borers
Wiggins and ilk seem to flourish only in winthe most common of which is the laivaof a
ter, just as if wo had no weather in summer.
red necked beetle {Oberer.i perspieellata ) We
really have the worst kind of weather in
These grubs bore into the pith of the cane's
It may not shake up the air so much
and weaken them so that they are broken summer.
and bowl so loudly, but it shakes up our sysdown by the winds. All sncu infested canes
tems more and makes them howl. There is
should be gathered and burned.
no antidote for
The leading enemy to the raspberry is the
weather, but yon caD make the
This is a parasitic fungus that system safe. Perry Davis’s Pain Killer is the
orange rust.
grows within the substance of the leaves,
magician that ooutrols all kinds of stomach
and produces a large crop of orange colored
and bowel disturbances, which warm weather
spores or seeds upon the ruptured surface. breeds. They are
always sudden, like a cyThis pest is not easily detected until ita declone, and almost always dangerous. Wise
structive work is done and the only way is
to di? np the infested plants and burn them.
people never separate themselves from the
To leave rusted plants in the rows is a great remedy.
mistake, as the trouble will spread and soon
Odo of the quickest wayB to And out
the whole may become worthless.
clearly
There is a small cricket that prefers to
whether you love a girl or not, is to
try to
lay its eggs In the pith of the raspberry. teach her to play lawn tenuis.
The eggs arc deposited in a neat row and
the punctures so weaken the canes that
Infallible preset ! pi ions for Asthma, Bronchithey are easily broken off by the wind.
tis, Catarrh, Dysentery, Diver Complaint, NeuThe mature insect eats the foliage.
The
only method thus far found of destroying ralgia, rheumatism and diseases of the Blood
and Nervous system combined, and all acute
this pest is to burn the
eggs.
The currant or
gooseberry hushes should and chronic diseases,—all for 81.25 in “The
have been thinned out
early in the spring, Science of Bile, or Self-Preservation.” See
and ought to be clear of all grass or weeds
advertisement.

RAILROADS.

SUMMER

Nagasaki.
In port June 12, ship Dan’l I
Tenney, Wilson, fm
New York.ar 4th; barque Xenia,
Reynolds, do.
At Manilla May 2i», ship P N
BlanchBlanchard,
ard, for Boston.
Sid fm Pisagua June 15, barque St Dude. Erskine

Aromatic
FROM

RAILROADS.

Litehttold,

[Funeral

kAJUNIi »«V8 OEHTEAlflNHlPM.

MISCELL ANEOS.

PACKAGES,

-FOB SALE BT

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers.

410 NEW .NO. FORE M Tit
GET,
LAltB MAINE.

1’ORT-

Also, General Managers for New
England,
OK THE
CEI.E1IKATEU

Summit

Mineral Spring Water,

M|lJ!!0,] »‘A

I5SSON, ilU NE„

F18TULA AND PILE8
luted without (lie Um’ t.f lho Knife.
WILLIAM READ (M. D.. Harv *d, 1842), and
ROBERT M. LEAD (IU. !>., lUnard, 1870,41

Ntmu iMi nil
t, ISo^Idu give special attuniou
to the treatmentof I 14TI 14, NLRM 4Nb
111 1C l(L<Tta,
ALL lillMLAMLM OM
without dot cut ion f r« in l-nai* »*»>. Atnudau: refer
encow given.
PKiUg bliOh *oul on apidicatiou.
Othce Hours—12 to 4 o'clock 1*. x1. (except bun
aye)

tebUxUxr

